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Wind energy facilities are constructed without full knowledge of their effects on 
birds, and the noise generated by wind turbines is a particular concern. I investigated the 
effects of wind turbine noise on male Greater Prairie-Chicken (Tympanuchus cupido 
pinnatus) vocalizations and chorus near Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2013 and 2014. I studied 
14 leks located in the area surrounding a 36-turbine wind energy facility. I used two main 
approaches in this study. First, I recorded Greater Prairie-Chicken boom, cackle, whine, 
and whoop vocalizations at each of the study leks and measured the duration, sound 
pressure level, peak frequency, dominant frequency, fundamental frequency, bandwidth 
and nonlinearities of each vocalization. I used linear models to determine whether the 
vocalizations at leks near the wind energy facility differed from vocalizations at leks 
farther away. I found that within 1000 meters of the wind energy facility, boom and 
whoop sound pressure levels were higher, boom duration was shorter, whine fundamental 
frequency was higher, and cackle biphonations occurred less often. These differences 
suggest that male Greater Prairie-Chickens are adjusting aspects of their vocalizations in 
response to wind turbine noise. In the second approach, I placed audio recorders along 
transects extending from leks to record the sound of the Greater Prairie-Chicken chorus. I 
also placed audio recorders at locations in a grid formation overlaid on the wind energy 
facility. I created models to describe how the chorus and wind turbine noise were affected 
by covariates. I used the models to predict levels of the chorus and wind turbine noise 
and assess the potential for wind turbine noise to mask the chorus under specific 
scenarios. The results suggested that wind turbine noise may have the potential to mask 
the Greater Prairie-Chicken chorus at 296Hz under these scenarios, but the extent and 
degree of masking is uncertain. Many factors, including the accuracy of the masking 
threshold, variation in signal detection, and characteristics of the chorus, may affect the 
masking assessment.
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PRIMER 
Wind energy facilities are being constructed without full knowledge of their 
effects on birds (Stewart et al. 2007). Wind turbines emit a low frequency noise (Hubbard 
and Shepherd 1990) that might be a concern for avian species (Drewitt and Langston 
2006). Birds use acoustic communication for important biological purposes that are 
essential for their survival and reproduction. Masking occurs when background noise 
interferes with the transmission of acoustic signals from senders to receivers (Patricelli 
and Blickley 2006; Ortega 2012). Because masking of vocalizations may have severe 
consequences, birds have strategies to reduce masking, including adjusting the 
frequencies, amplitudes, redundancies, and timing of their vocalizations (Brumm and 
Slabbekoorn 2005).  
Greater Sage-Grouse (Centrocercus urophasianus) are affected by anthropogenic 
noise (Blickley et al. 2012; Blickley and Patricelli 2012), but no information exists on the 
effects of anthropogenic noise on the Greater Prairie-Chicken (Tympanuchus cupido 
pinnatus). Greater Prairie-Chickens are a species of conservation concern in Nebraska 
and the Great Plains (Schneider et al. 2011), so understanding the effects of 
anthropogenic noise is important in the conservation and management of the species. 
Greater Prairie-Chickens are known for their polygynous mating system in which males 
congregate at leks each spring to perform courtship displays and attract females 
(Breckenridge 1929; Schwartz 1945). Vocalizations may be important to leks because 
their functions may include lek advertisement, courtship and territorial defense (Sparling 
1981; Sparling 1983).  
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The goal of this thesis is to investigate the effects of wind turbine noise on male 
Greater Prairie-Chicken vocalizations and chorus. Greater Prairie-Chickens inhabit 
grasslands with high wind potential that may be the target of future wind energy facility 
developments.  This study took place in and around a 36-turbine wind energy facility 
near Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2013 and 2014. I studied 14 Greater Prairie-Chicken leks 
either on the wind energy facility or in the surrounding area. 
I used two main approaches to assess the effects of wind turbine noise on Greater 
Prairie-Chickens. First, I studied their vocalizations to determine if the males are 
adjusting any aspects of the vocalizations in the presence of wind turbine noise. Male 
Greater Prairie-Chickens primarily use four types of vocalizations while lekking; ‘boom,’ 
‘cackle,’ ‘whine,’ and ‘whoop’ (Sparling 1981; Sparling 1983). I recorded the sound of 
the vocalizations at each of the study leks and measured the vocalization acoustic 
characteristics. In Chapter 1, I describe the vocalizations in terms of the following 
acoustic characteristics: duration, sound pressure level, peak frequency, dominant 
frequency, fundamental frequency, bandwidth and nonlinearities. In Chapter 2, I 
determine whether the acoustic characteristics of vocalizations at leks within 1000m of 
the wind energy facility differ from the acoustic characteristics of vocalizations at leks 
farther away. If differences in the vocalizations are detected, it would suggest that male 
Greater Prairie-Chickens are adjusting aspects of their vocalizations in response to wind 
turbine noise. 
The second main approach I used to determine the effects of wind turbine noise 
on Greater Prairie-Chickens was to assess the potential for wind turbine noise to mask 
their chorus. The sounds of different males simultaneously vocalizing at a lek blend 
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together and forms a chorus. I studied the chorus by placing audio recorders along 
transects extending away from leks. In Chapter 3, I describe and model the sound of the 
chorus to predict its signal-to-noise ratio at different distances away from the lek under 
specific weather, temporal, and lek conditions.  
I also studied wind turbine noise by placing audio recorders at locations on the 
landscape in a grid formation overlaid on the wind energy facility. The recordings from 
the grid point locations provided data on the sound levels near the wind energy facility. I 
isolated wind turbine noise by subtracting predicted ambient sound levels from the 
predicted sound levels near the wind energy facility. In Chapter 4, I model the wind 
turbine noise to predict its amplitude at different distances from the facility under specific 
weather and temporal conditions.  
In Chapter 5, I combine the information gained in chapters 3 and 4 to assess 
whether wind turbine noise has the potential to mask the chorus. In order for an acoustic 
signal to be detected, the signal-to-noise ratio (the difference between the signal and the 
background noise) must exceed a critical ratio at the frequency of the signal (Klump 
1996). I calculate the signal-to-noise ratios of the chorus and wind turbine noise under 
specific hypothetical scenarios to determine where the sounds overlap on the landscape 
and whether masking can potentially occur. Overall, my goal is to will help to determine 
whether wind turbine noise affects Greater Prairie-Chickens, which will contribute to the 
growing body of literature on the effects of anthropogenic noise on wildlife.  
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CHAPTER 1.  ANALYSIS OF MALE GREATER PRAIRIE-CHICKEN 
VOCALIZATIONS1 
 
ABSTRACT 
Bird vocalizations are an integral aspect of avian behavior and life history. 
However, a limited number of bird species have had their vocalizations quantified and 
described in detail. I studied the vocalizations of male Greater Prairie-Chickens 
(Tympanuchus cupido pinnatus) near Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2013 and 2014. Male 
Greater Prairie-Chickens primarily use four vocalizations at leks; boom, cackle, whine 
and whoop. My objective was to characterize the duration (seconds), sound pressure level 
(dB SPL), peak frequency (Hz), dominant frequency (Hz), fundamental frequency (Hz), 
bandwidth (Hz) and nonlinearities (presence/absence) of these four vocalizations. The 
boom, cackle, whine and whoop vocalizations are complex and dominated by low-
frequency energy. Booms had the longest duration (?̅?=1.89, SD=0.18), whines and 
whoops had shorter durations (?̅? whine=0.32, SD=0.17; ?̅?whoop=0.36, SD=0.07), and cackles 
had the shortest duration (?̅?=0.07, SD=0.02). Booms had the highest sound pressure level 
(?̅?=95.35, SD=4.67), followed by whoops (?̅?=87.57, SD=6.99), and cackles and whines 
had the lowest sound pressure levels (?̅?cackle=70.54, SD=5.20; ?̅?whine=73.38, SD=5.61). 
Booms had the lowest fundamental frequency (?̅?=299.41, SD=13.33), followed by the 
cackles and whines (?̅?cackle=354.78, SD=31.51; ?̅?whine=429.85, SD=81.32), and the 
                                                          
 
 
1 To be submitted to Auk. Co-authors: M. B. Brown, J. McGee, L. A. Powell, and E. J. Walsh (in 
alphabetical order). 
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whoops had the highest fundamental frequency (?̅?=622.17, SD=69.28). In addition to 
filling a knowledge gap in sound pressure level, this study also provides important 
information on bandwidth and nonlinearity descriptions for male Greater Prairie-Chicken 
vocalizations, which were not previously known. 
Keywords: bird, bioacoustics, call, grouse, lek, song, Tympanuchus cupido pinnatus 
  
 
INTRODUCTION 
Bird vocalizations are an integral aspect of the behavior and life history of avian 
species and are related to many underlying biological mechanisms. Bird songs and calls 
are complex, and although a rich history of bird studies and literature exists, a limited 
number of bird species have had their vocalizations quantified and described in detail. 
Birds use vocalizations for important biological purposes essential to their survival and 
reproduction. The two overarching functions of bird vocalizations are mate attraction and 
territory defense (Catchpole and Slater 2008). More specifically, vocalizations are 
important for assessing potential mates, finding extra-pair copulations, defending 
territories, alerting conspecifics to potential dangers, maintaining group cohesion, finding 
prey and detecting predators (Barber et al. 2009).  
Bird song is shaped by sexual selection, which may be the result of male-female 
intersexual selection or male-male intrasexual functions (Catchpole and Slater 2008). In 
species for which females select males, song is often an indicator of male quality and 
territory condition (Catchpole and Slater 2008). Females may use male songs to actively 
choose a mate, and females often prefer songs that are more complex (Catchpole et al. 
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1986) or requiring more energy to produce (Ryan 1988).  In lek mating systems, sexual 
selection is a complex dynamic between male-male competition and female choice 
(Höglund and Alatalo 1995).  
Bird vocalizations require energy to produce (Catchpole and Slater 2008). Low-
frequency vocalizations require physically large sound-producing mechanisms and are 
more energetically expensive to produce (Ryan and Brenowitz 1985). Although 
vocalizations are energetically costly, bird song often deters rival males from invading a 
territory, and the energy expenditure of vocalizing is often less than that of physically 
fighting intruders (Catchpole and Slater 2008).  
Here, I present a quantitative analysis of male Greater Prairie-Chicken 
(Tympanuchus cupido pinnatus; hereafter ‘prairie-chicken’) vocalizations. The prairie-
chicken is a medium-sized grouse that resides in the open prairies and oak savannah of 
central North America (Aldrich 1963; Schroeder and Robb 1993). Prairie-chickens are 
known for their polygynous mating system in which males congregate in groups each 
spring to perform courtship displays and attract females (Breckenridge 1929; Schwartz 
1945). These areas, called ‘leks,’ are distributed throughout the landscape. Males 
maintain territories within the leks, which they actively defend from other males 
(Breckenridge 1929; Schwartz 1945; Hamerstrom and Hamerstrom 1960). Females visit 
leks to observe males until a suitable mate is found and copulation is accomplished 
(Schwartz 1945; Hamerstrom and Hamerstrom 1960). After mating, females leave the 
leks to nest and raise the young independently (Schwartz 1945). Most leks typically have 
one or two dominant males, located near the center, that achieve 71 to 89% of the 
copulations (Robel 1966).  
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Vocalizations are an essential component of prairie-chicken leks. Male prairie-
chickens primarily use four types of vocalizations while lekking; ‘boom,’ ‘cackle,’ 
‘whine,’ and ‘whoop.’ The boom is a low frequency, three-syllable sound produced by 
the syrinx and amplified by the air sacs on the sides of the males’ necks (Schroeder and 
Robb 1993). Males produce the boom during courtship displays and mildly aggressive 
encounters with other males (Sparling 1981; Sparling 1983). The boom travels a long 
distance across the landscape and may advertise the lek to other prairie-chickens 
(Hamerstrom and Hamerstrom 1960; Sparling 1983). The whoop is a clear and musical 
call typically produced when females are present on the leks and is often associated with 
flutter jumps and foot-stomping (Hamerstrom and Hamerstrom 1960; Sparling 1983). A 
potential function of the whoop is to attract females at close range (Sparling 1981; 
Sparling 1983). The cackle and whine are short calls that are often used together in long, 
repetitive strings. Cackles and whines are often associated with aggressive behavior, and 
cackles are considered to be slightly more aggressive than whines (Sparling 1981; 
Sparling 1983).  
 It is important to study the acoustic characteristics of avian vocalizations because 
as the human population grows, the presence of anthropogenic noise on the landscape 
increases. Anthropogenic noise occurring in avian habitats may negatively affect birds 
(Ortega 2012). For example, anthropogenic noise may result in the masking of bird songs 
and calls. Masking occurs when background noise interferes with the transmission of 
acoustic signals from senders to receivers (Brumm and Slabbekoorn 2005; Patricelli and 
Blickley 2006; Ortega 2012). Birds have four general strategies to minimize masking, 
including adjusting the frequency (Slabbekoorn and Peet 2003; Wood and Yezerinac 
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2006; Ripmeester et al. 2010), amplitude (Brumm and Todt 2002; Brumm 2004), 
redundancies (Brumm and Slater 2006), and timing (Brumm 2006) of their vocalizations. 
A detailed quantitative analysis of a species vocalizations not only provides important 
information about the species, but also provides the opportunity to study potential vocal 
adjustment in the presence of anthropogenic noise. 
Objective 
My objective of this study is to describe male prairie-chicken boom, cackle, 
whine and whoop vocalizations in terms of their duration, sound pressure level, peak 
frequency, dominant frequency, fundamental frequency, bandwidth and nonlinearities. 
Breckenridge (1929), Hamerstrom and Hamerstrom (1960), Sparling (1981), Sparling 
(1983) and Hale et al. (2014) have studied and described male prairie-chicken 
vocalizations. My goal is to expand upon what is currently known about male prairie-
chicken vocalizations and provide analyses of characteristics not previously described. 
 
FIELD METHODS 
Study site 
I studied male prairie-chicken vocalizations near Ainsworth, Brown County, NE, 
USA from March through June 2013 and 2014. The study site was associated with a 36-
turbine wind energy facility (42°27’N, 99°54’W) because this study was conducted in the 
context of a larger study in which I investigated the effects of wind turbine noise on male 
prairie-chicken vocalizations (Chapter 2). I studied 14 prairie-chicken leks either on the 
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wind energy facility or in the surrounding area for the larger study. Because the objective 
of this chapter is to describe the vocalizations, I excluded the 3 leks located within 1 km 
of the wind energy facility to avoid potential effects of the wind turbine noise (Figure 
1.1). Vocalizations were recorded and described for all 14 leks, but I only included the 11 
leks located more than 1 km from the wind energy facility in the descriptive analysis. 
Leks were located by conducting surveys in which my research team and I drove along 
roads, stopping at regular intervals to listen for prairie-chicken leks.  
Recording vocalizations 
I used SM2+ Song Meter audio recorders (Wildlife Acoustics, Concord, MA) to 
record male prairie-chicken vocalizations at the 14 study leks. The audio settings were 
the same for all recordings: 36dB gain, 44,100Hz sampling rate, 3Hz high-pass filter, and 
2.5V bias. I recorded vocalizations at one lek per morning during 2013 and, with the help 
of an assistant, two leks per morning during 2014. I visited the leks on a rotating schedule 
and visited each lek between seven and 11 times over the two field seasons (Appendix 
1.A). 
My field assistant and I arrived at a lek before dawn and prior to the arrival of the 
prairie-chickens, and remained until the prairie-chickens finished lekking for the day or 
1000H CDT, whichever came first. Prior to the arrival of the prairie-chickens, I placed 
the audio recorders on the lek at locations where I expected the males would be 
vocalizing. I used two, two-channel audio recorders and connected 50-meter cables to 
one microphone port on each audio recorder, which allowed me to place microphones at 
four different locations on the lek (Appendix 1.B). I placed the audio recorders and 
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microphones on wooden stakes such that the microphones were positioned 25 cm above 
the ground, which is the approximate height of the head of a prairie-chicken (Toepfer and 
Eng 1988; Appendix 1.C). I placed 12 cm tall, white plastic plant tags marking at 1-meter 
intervals for 5 meters extending in four directions around each microphone (Appendix 
1.D), to help estimate the distance between a vocalizing male and the microphone. 
The audio recorders recorded vocalizations continuously during each lek session. 
I observed the prairie-chickens from a blind placed on the edge of the lek and listened for 
‘good-quality’ vocalizations, which I defined as when a vocalizing male was within 5 
meters of the microphone and there was minimal background noise. When I heard a 
‘good-quality’ vocalization, I noted the time and microphone number, and estimated the 
distance between the vocalizing male and the microphone to the nearest 0.5 meter. I also 
video-recorded the lekking prairie-chickens so I could later confirm my distance 
estimations as well as collect data on additional vocalizations which were not noted in the 
field.  
Most male prairie chickens were not marked with individually identifiable color 
bands. However, I did keep track of which vocalizations were from the same male on a 
given morning by assigning males letters ‘A,’ ‘B,’ etc., as their identification for a 
morning, and I noted which male produced each vocalization for which I collected data. I 
attempted to record vocalizations from multiple males during each visit to a lek, and to 
collect different types of vocalizations (boom, cackle, whine, whoop) from each of those 
males. 
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ACOUSTIC CHARACTERISTIC MEASUREMENTS 
Selection of vocalizations 
 I selected 20 booms, 20 cackles, 20 whines, and 10 whoops from the sound 
recordings at each lek to include in the analysis. I selected vocalizations from the set of 
recordings to use for the analysis. I selected vocalizations recorded at different times of 
day, different days of the lekking season, different years, and produced by different 
males. I used video recordings to confirm estimates of the distance between a vocalizing 
male and the microphone (hereafter ‘distance to microphone’) for each vocalization 
selected. I assessed each vocalization with regard to how much background noise 
(Appendix 1.E) and wind contamination (Appendix 1.F) was present in the recording.  
Measurement of vocalization acoustic characteristics 
I used Raven Pro version 1.4 sound analysis software (Cornell Lab of 
Ornithology, Ithaca, NY) to measure the duration, maximum power, peak frequency, 
fundamental frequency, dominant frequency, bandwidth, and nonlinearities of the boom, 
cackle, whine, and whoop. The process of taking these measurements was similar for 
each type of vocalization. Duration is the length of the vocalization, measured in seconds 
(Appendix 1.G). Maximum power is the highest power occurring in the vocalization, 
measured in decibels (Charif et al. 2010; Appendix 1.H). Peak frequency, measured in 
hertz, is the frequency with the maximum amplitude (Charif et al. 2010; Appendix 1.I). 
Bandwidth is the difference between upper and lower frequencies at specific points below 
the peak created by the vocalization, measured in Hertz (Appendix 1.J). Fundamental 
frequency is the lowest frequency in the vocalization, measured in Hertz (Appendix 1.K). 
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Dominant frequency is the frequency with the highest amplitude at a specific location in 
the vocalization, measured in Hertz (Appendix 1.K). I evaluated vocalization 
spectrograms for the presence of four types of nonlinearities: frequency jumps, 
biphonations, subharmonics, and deterministic chaos (Appendix 1.L) as defined by Riede 
et al. (2004).  
Calculation of sound pressure level from maximum power 
The maximum power measurements (dB) from Raven are referenced to 
dimensionless sample units (Charif et al. 2010). In addition, I used different microphones 
and different audio recorders, as well as different preamplifier gains for recordings. To 
address these differences, I calibrated the audio recorders using an ‘end-to-end’ or 
‘substitution’ calibration process (Mennitt and Fristrup 2012). During the calibration, I 
played tones of known frequency and sound pressure level, which I confirmed with a 
precision sound pressure level meter. I recorded these tones for each preamplifier gain 
used, and for both microphones attached to each audio recorder in sound files that were 
one minute in length.  
I used Raven to measure the maximum power of each known sound recorded on 
each channel of the audio recorders (Hann window type, 100ms window size, 14.4 Hz 3 
dB filter bandwidth; Charif et al. 2010). I used the difference between the known sound 
pressure level (dB SPL re 20 µPa) and the maximum power (dB) to calculate calibration 
correction factors for both microphones/channels of each audio recorder. I calibrated the 
audio recorders before and after the field season. I averaged the calibration correction 
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factors from the ‘before’ and ‘after’ to produce one calibration correction factor for each 
microphone for the entire field season.  
I used the resulting calibration correction factors (Appendix 1.M) to calculate the 
sound pressure levels in decibels (dB SPL) re 20 µPa. Sound pressure level (‘SPL’) is the 
pressure created by the sound wave of a vocalization and is measured as decibels sound 
pressure level (dB SPL). Based upon the approximated distance between the microphone 
and vocalizing male, I adjusted the level to correspond to the sound pressure level at one 
meter distance from the vocalizing male (Appendix 1.N).  
 
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 
 I described the vocalizations of male prairie-chickens in terms of the following 
acoustic characteristics: duration (seconds), sound pressure level (dB SPL), peak 
frequency (Hz), fundamental frequency (Hz), dominant frequency (Hz), bandwidth at 
10dB below peak (Hz), bandwidth at 20dB below peak (Hz), bandwidth at 30dB below 
peak (Hz), bandwidth at 40dB below peak (Hz), frequency jumps (presence/absence), 
biphonations (presence/absence), subharmonics (presence/absence), and deterministic 
chaos (presence/absence). I calculated the average, standard deviation and range of each 
acoustic characteristic for each vocalization (PROC MEANS; SAS Institute Inc., Cary, 
NC). I considered the effect of year before combing the 2013 and 2013 vocalization data 
(Appendix 1.O).  
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RESULTS 
Qualitative description 
The boom vocalizations are low-frequency calls with long durations (Figure 1.2). 
The boom vocalizations have amplitude modulation, meaning that the amplitude changes 
over the course of the vocalization. The booms are highly tonal, indicating that they 
occupy a narrow range of frequencies. In addition, the boom vocalizations have a slight 
frequency modulation, meaning that the frequency changes over the course of the call. 
Lastly, the booms clearly contain nonlinearities. 
The cackle vocalizations are short in duration and are often repeated in long 
strings (Figure 1.3). The cackle vocalizations are broadband with harmonic structure, 
meaning that they cover a large frequency range. Lastly, the cackles are frequency 
modulated and the frequencies follow a simple arc pattern in which they begin low, reach 
their peak in the middle of the call, and decrease until the finish. 
The whine vocalizations are often repeated in long strings (Figure 1.4), and are 
sometimes used in conjunction with the cackle. Similar to the cackle, the whine 
vocalizations are broadband with harmonic structure. The whines are frequency 
modulated and the frequencies follow a complex pattern. Nonlinearities are typically 
present at the start and finish of the vocalization. 
The whoop vocalizations are short in duration and are typically produced 
individually (Figure 1.5). The whoop vocalizations are narrowband with a harmonic 
structure. They are frequency modulated and follow a similar pattern to that of the cackle. 
Whoop vocalizations contain obvious nonlineairites.  
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Quantitative description 
In total, I measured the acoustic characteristics of 220 boom, 220 cackle, 220 
whine, and 110 whoop vocalizations from 11 prairie-chicken leks. Booms had the longest 
duration (?̅?=1.89, SD=0.18), whines and whoops had shorter durations (?̅? whine=0.32, 
SD=0.17; ?̅?whoop=0.36, SD=0.07), and cackles had the shortest duration (?̅?=0.07, 
SD=0.02; Figure 1.6a) of the four vocalizations (Table 1.3). Booms had the highest sound 
pressure level (?̅?=95.35, SD=4.67), followed by whoops (?̅?=87.57, SD=6.99), and 
cackles and whines had the lowest sound pressure levels (?̅?cackle=70.54, SD=5.20; 
?̅?whine=73.38, SD=5.61; Figure 1.6b). The peak frequencies of the booms and whoops had 
little variation (?̅?boom=301.51, SD=12.90; ?̅?whoop=693.29, SD=86.27), whereas the peak 
frequencies of the cackles and whines had large amounts of variation (?̅?cackle=483.75, 
SD=337.16; ?̅?whine=935.35, SD=667.91; Figure 1.7a). The booms had the lowest 
fundamental frequency (?̅?=299.41, SD=13.33), followed by the cackles and whines 
(?̅?cackle=354.78, SD=31.51; ?̅?whine=429.85, SD=81.32), and the whoops had the highest 
fundamental frequency (?̅?=622.17, SD=69.28; Figure 1.7b). Booms had the lowest 
dominant frequency and little variation (?̅?=299.55, SD=13.29), cackles and whines had 
higher dominant frequencies with high levels of variation (?̅?cackle=414.37, SD=210.11; 
?̅?whine=579.44, SD=283.98), and whoops had a dominant frequency similar to the whines 
but with less variation (?̅?=628.40, SD=76.11; Figure 1.7c). Booms and whoops are 
narrowband (bandwidth at 20dB: ?̅?boom=108.27, SD=31.10; ?̅?whoop=389.25, SD=504.19) 
whereas cackles and whines are broadband (bandwidth at 20dB: ?̅?cackle=1922.10, 
SD=453.96; ?̅?whine=2694.17, SD=1008.22; Figure 1.8).  
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Each vocalization had one or two nonlinearities that were commonly present; the 
remaining nonlinearities occurred less often or were absent (Figure 1.9). Booms had high 
presence of frequency jumps (proportion of sample: 0.99, SD=0.0078) and biphonations 
(proportion of sample: 0.91, SD=0.0224), and low presence of subharmonics (proportion 
of sample: 0.36, SD=0.0376) and deterministic chaos (proportion of sample: 0.01, 
SD=0.0078). Cackles had high presence of biphonations (proportion of sample: 0.86, 
SD=0.0240), low presence of frequency jumps (proportion of sample: 0.01, SD=0.0069), 
and absence of subharmonics and deterministic chaos. Whines had high presence of 
biphonations (proportion of sample: 0.85, SD=0.0277) and deterministic chaos 
(proportion of sample: 0.88, SD=0.0252), and low presence of frequency jumps 
(proportion of sample: 0.11, SD=0.0243) and subharmonics (proportion of sample: 0.08, 
SD=0.0211). Whoops had high presence of frequency jumps (proportion of sample: 0.81, 
SD=0.0243) and biphonations (proportion of sample: 0.84, SD=0.0277), and low 
presence of subharmonics (proportion of sample: 0.02, SD=0.0211) and deterministic 
chaos (proportion of sample: 0.02, SD=0.0252). 
 
DISCUSSION 
The boom vocalization is markedly longer in duration than the cackle, whine, and 
whoop (Figure 1.6a). Although the cackle and whine are shorter in duration, individual 
cackles and whines are frequently repeated in long strings, so the duration differences 
may not be quite as large if the call rate and overall ‘airtime’ of each vocalization was 
considered. The results of this study are similar to the prairie-chicken vocalization 
durations previously reported (boom: this study 1.89±0.18, previous 2.73±0.89 seconds; 
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cackle: this study 0.07±0.02, previous 0.05±0.01 seconds; whine: this study 0.32±0.17, 
previous 0.19±0.06 seconds; whoop: this study 0.36±0.07, previous 0.27±0.10 seconds; 
Sparling 1983). The slight differences between the vocalization durations of this study 
and the durations reported by Sparling might be due to geographic variation or 
differences in the number individuals sampled. Sparling recorded booms from 11 
individuals, cackles from 10 individuals, whines from 9 individuals, and whoops from 9 
individuals, and I recorded an unknown number of different individual prairie-chickens 
that was most likely greater than 50 individuals.  
The sound pressure levels of prairie-chicken vocalizations had not been 
previously measured until this study, so these results fill an important knowledge gap. 
The higher sound pressure levels of the boom and whoop as compared to the cackle and 
whine (Figure 1.6b) may be related to the functions of the vocalizations. Possible 
functions of the boom and whoop, the vocalizations with higher sound pressure levels, 
are to attract females (Sparling 1983). In contrast, potential functions of the cackle and 
whine, the vocalizations with lower sound pressure levels, are aggression and territorial 
defense (Sparling 1981; Sparling 1983). Higher sound level vocalizations are more 
energetically expensive to produce (Brumm 2004), so the results suggest that male 
prairie-chickens expend more energy on vocalizations that may be used to attract females 
than on vocalizations that may be directed at other males. Females often prefer male 
vocalizations with more energy (Ryan 1988), so it is possible that boom and whoop 
vocalizations with high sound pressure levels are a result of sexual selection. Estimating 
the distance between a vocalizing male and the microphone, which is needed to calculate 
the sound pressure level, is often accomplished by using a rangefinder. The methodology 
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I used in this study provides an alternative approach to estimating distance that works 
particularly well with autonomous recording units and may be useful in future studies. 
The three frequency measurements (peak, fundamental, and dominant) 
demonstrate that all four vocalizations are dominated by low-frequency energy (Figure 
1.7). Low-frequency vocalizations are fairly unique among birds. For example, the 
Eastern meadowlark (Sturnella magna) and Red-winged Blackbird (Agelaius 
phoeniceus), two common species in the habitat, have frequency ranges of 2.96±0.26 to 
6.85±0.53 kHz and 1.22±0.21 to 5.48±0.09 kHz, respectively (Knapton 1987). According 
to the acoustic niche hypothesis, avian communities often have frequency segregation to 
avoid heterospecific competition among bird species with temporal overlap in their songs 
(Farina et al. 2011). Although there are other bird vocalizations in the same habitat with 
frequencies similar to prairie-chicken vocalizations (e.g., Sharp-tailed Grouse, 
Tympanuchus phasianellus, ‘coo’ peak frequency: 297±54 Hz; Sparling 1983), prairie-
chickens occupy a fairly unique frequency range relative to other avian species. The 
cackle, whine and whoop peak frequencies in this study (Table 1.1) are similar to the 
‘strongest frequencies’ previously reported (cackle 760±480 Hz; whine 989±542 Hz; 
whoop 623±134 Hz; Sparling 1983). The slight difference between the boom peak 
frequency in the present study (boom 301.51±12.90 Hz) and the boom strongest 
frequency previously reported boom (268±17 Hz; Sparling 1983) might be due to 
differences in recording equipment, methodology, geographic variation or numbers of 
individuals sampled.  
The bandwidths of prairie-chicken vocalizations had not been previously 
measured until this study, although Sparling (1983) measured ‘frequency range’ defined 
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as “the absolute difference between the lowest and highest trace of the strongest or carrier 
frequency.” I believe the bandwidth measured in this study is different than Sparling’s 
frequency range metric, although the two measurements may be related. The boom and 
whoop are narrowband vocalizations (Figure 1.8), which means the acoustic energy is 
concentrated in a narrower frequency range. In contrast, the cackle and whine are 
broadband vocalizations, indicating that the acoustic energy is spread over a larger 
frequency range. In Swamp Sparrows (Melospiza georgiana), frequency bandwidth is 
thought to be an important aspect of vocal performance and is subject to sexual selection 
(Ballentine et al. 2004). The relevance of bandwidth to prairie-chicken sexual selection is 
unknown, but it is likely that aspects of these complex vocalizations have been shaped by 
sexual selection. The vocalization bandwidth is an important determinant of whether or 
not the effects of anthropogenic noise will mask individual vocalizations, as vocalizations 
with broader bandwidth are more difficult to detect in the presence of noise (Lohr et al. 
2003).  
The presence of nonlinearities in prairie-chicken vocalizations had not been 
previously investigated until this study, so these results provide information formerly 
unknown. Each prairie-chicken vocalization had one or two nonlinearities that were 
commonly present, while the remaining nonlinearities occurred less often or were absent.  
(Figure 1.9). The boom often contained frequency jumps and biphonations, the cackle 
typically contained biphonations, the whine had a high presence of biphonations and 
deterministic chaos, and the whoop often contained frequency jumps and biphonations. 
Animals living in groups may become habituated to each other’s calls and nonlinearities 
provide a complexity and unpredictability to the calls that may help them stand out and 
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be more noticeable (Fitch et al. 2002). Blumstein and Récapet (2009) found that yellow-
bellied marmots (Marmota flaviventris) had increased responsiveness to calls containing 
nonlinearities, suggesting that one purpose of nonlinearities in vocalizations is to prevent 
habituation. Furthermore, Fitch et al. (2002) suggest that nonlinearities in vocalizations 
promote individual recognition. Because prairie-chickens are a lekking species, the 
ability of an individual to stand out and be recognized may be important and may serve as 
a potential explanation for the high occurrence of nonlinearities in their vocalizations. 
Sexual selection in lek mating systems is very strong (Höglund and Alatalo 1995), and it 
is likely that selection pressures have resulted in vocalization complexity, which may 
account for the presence of nonlinear elements in prairie-chicken vocalizations.    
Conclusion 
Male prairie-chicken vocalizations are complex and dominated by low-frequency 
energy. The results presented here are similar to those previously reported by Sparling 
(1983) for the acoustic characteristics measured in both studies. But, I fill important 
knowledge gaps with the addition of sound pressure level, bandwidth, and nonlinearities 
descriptions for male Greater Prairie-Chicken vocalizations, which were not previously 
known. It is likely that these complex vocalizations have been shaped by sexual selection 
and are influenced by the functions of the calls. Information about the acoustic 
characteristics of prairie-chicken vocalizations may be important in future behavioral 
studies and conservation efforts. 
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TABLES 
Table 1.1 Sample sizes, means, standard deviations, and ranges of each acoustic 
characteristic measured for the Greater Prairie-Chicken vocalizations studied near 
Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2013 and 2014. 
Vocalization 
Acoustic  
characteristic 
N Mean SD Min Max 
Boom Duration 220 1.89 0.18 1.21 2.46 
 
SPL 220 95.35 4.67 76.62 106.59 
 
Peak frequency 220 301.51 12.90 269.17 344.53 
 
Fundamental 
frequency 
220 299.41 13.33 274.26 341.87 
 
Dominant 
frequency 
220 299.55 13.29 274.26 341.87 
 
Bandwidth 10dB 220 62.58 12.08 31.61 143.30 
 
Bandwidth 20dB 220 108.27 31.10 53.66 469.93 
 
Bandwidth 30dB 218 149.91 58.02 67.67 661.31 
 
Bandwidth 40dB 211 296.21 128.20 87.84 962.96 
 
Frequency 
jumps 
163 0.99 0.0078 . . 
 
Biphonations 163 0.91 0.0224 . . 
 
Subharmonics 163 0.36 0.0376 . . 
  
Deterministic 
chaos 
163 0.01 0.0078 . . 
Cackle Duration 220 0.07 0.02 0.03 0.13 
 
SPL 220 70.54 5.20 55.75 82.37 
 
Peak frequency 220 483.75 337.16 269.17 2228.69 
 
Fundamental 
frequency 
220 354.78 31.51 265.59 462.97 
 
Dominant 
frequency 
220 414.37 210.11 265.59 1819.57 
 
Bandwidth 10dB 220 1106.28 626.63 61.75 2538.57 
 
Bandwidth 20dB 220 1922.10 453.96 536.67 3105.45 
 
Bandwidth 30dB 220 3210.75 1658.62 1108.60 10980 
 
Bandwidth 40dB 200 6818.30 3452.85 1240.09 15820 
 
Frequency 
jumps 
209 0.01 0.0069 . . 
  Biphonations 209 0.86 0.0240 . . 
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Table 1.1 (continued) 
Vocalization 
Acoustic  
characteristic 
N Mean SD Min Max 
Cackle Subharmonics 209 0.00 0.00 . . 
  
Deterministic 
chaos 
209 0.00 0.00 . . 
Whine Duration 220 0.32 0.17 0.12 0.94 
 
SPL 220 73.38 5.61 53.68 87.47 
 
Peak frequency 220 935.35 667.91 249.07 3122.32 
 
Fundamental 
frequency 
220 429.85 81.32 272.77 890.05 
 
Dominant 
frequency 
220 579.44 283.98 272.77 1668.83 
 
Bandwidth 10dB 220 1622.72 730.31 72.56 3367.68 
 
Bandwidth 20dB 219 2694.17 1008.22 787.74 7319.23 
 
Bandwidth 30dB 193 5906.11 2914.06 1822.88 14569 
 
Bandwidth 40dB 103 9876.39 3170.43 2483.74 18394 
 
Frequency 
jumps 
166 0.11 0.0243 . . 
 
Biphonations 166 0.85 0.0277 . . 
 
Subharmonics 166 0.08 0.0211 . . 
  
Deterministic 
chaos 
166 0.88 0.0252 . . 
Whoop Duration 110 0.36 0.07 0.23 0.55 
 
SPL 110 87.57 6.99 70.93 102.42 
 
Peak frequency 110 693.29 86.27 473.73 979.77 
 
Fundamental 
frequency 
110 622.17 69.28 430.68 807.50 
 
Dominant 
frequency 
110 628.40 76.11 430.68 826.90 
 
Bandwidth 10dB 110 195.32 208.73 55.13 1217.93 
 
Bandwidth 20dB 104 389.25 504.19 80.92 3277.29 
 
Bandwidth 30dB 89 1031.53 1237.39 119.92 3654.32 
 
Frequency 
jumps 
85 0.81 0.0243 . . 
 
Biphonations 85 0.84 0.0277 . . 
 
Subharmonics 85 0.02 0.0211 . . 
  
Deterministic 
chaos 
85 0.02 0.0252 . . 
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FIGURES 
 
Figure 1.1 Leks used in a study of Greater Prairie-Chicken vocalizations near Ainsworth, 
NE, USA in 2013 and 2014.  
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Figure 1.2 Waveform, spectrogram and power spectrum of a Greater Prairie-Chicken 
boom vocalization recorded near Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2013. Spectrogram 
configuration settings: hann window, size 100ms, 3dB filter bandwidth of 14.4 Hz, DTF 
size of 8192 samples, grid spacing of 5.38 Hz. 
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Figure 1.3 Waveform, spectrogram and power spectrum of a Greater Prairie-Chicken of 
a series of seven cackle vocalizations recorded near Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2013. 
Spectrogram configuration settings: hann window, size 10ms, 3dB filter bandwidth of 
144 Hz, DTF size of 512 samples, grid spacing of 86.1 Hz. 
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Figure 1.4 Waveform, spectrogram and power spectrum of a Greater Prairie-Chicken of 
two whine vocalizations recorded near Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2013. Spectrogram 
configuration settings: hann window, size 10ms, 3dB filter bandwidth of 144 Hz, DTF 
size of 512 samples, grid spacing of 86.1 Hz. 
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Figure 1.5 Waveform, spectrogram and power spectrum of a Greater Prairie-Chicken of 
a whoop vocalization recorded near Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2013. Spectrogram 
configuration settings: hann window, size 10ms, 3dB filter bandwidth of 144 Hz, DTF 
size of 512 samples, grid spacing of 86.1 Hz. 
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Figure 1.6 Means (± 1 SD) of the (A) duration and (B) SPL of Greater Prairie-Chicken 
vocalizations studied near Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2013 and 2014. 
  
A 
B 
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Figure 1.7 Means (± 1 SD) of the (A) peak frequency, (B) fundamental frequency, and 
(C) dominant frequency of Greater Prairie-Chicken vocalizations studied near Ainsworth, 
NE, USA in 2013 and 2014. 
A 
B 
C 
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Figure 1.8 Means (± 1 SD) of the bandwidth (Hz) of Greater Prairie-Chicken 
vocalizations studied near Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2013 and 2014. Bandwidth was 
measured 10, 20 and 30dB below the peak amplitude of each vocalization. 
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Figure 1.9 Means (± 1 SD) of probability of presence of nonlinearities in the (A) boom, 
(B) cackle, (C) whine, and (D) whoop vocalizations of the Greater Prairie-Chicken 
studied near Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2013 and 2014. 
A 
B 
C 
D 
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CHAPTER 2. THE EFFECTS OF WIND TURBINE NOISE ON MALE GREATER 
PRAIRIE-CHICKEN VOCALIZATIONS2 
 
ABSTRACT 
 Many wind energy facilities are currently built without full knowledge and 
consideration of their effects on area wildlife. The potential for wind turbine noise to 
affect avian vocalizations is a particular concern. Some bird species have the ability to 
adjust aspects of their vocalizations to compensate for the presence of anthropogenic 
noise on the landscape. I studied the effects of wind turbine noise on four vocalization 
types of male Greater Prairie-Chickens (Tympanuchus cupido pinnatus) displaying on 14 
leks ranging from 703 m to 23 km of a wind energy facility near Ainsworth, Brown 
County, NE, USA in 2013 and 2014. These four vocalizations are the boom, cackle, 
whine and whoop. My objective was to determine whether the acoustic characteristics of 
these vocalizations differed near the wind energy facility compared to farther away. At 
leks within 1000 meters of the wind energy facility, boom and whoop sound pressure 
levels were higher (boom βfar=-1.8922, SE=0.7430; whoop βfar=-4.1635, SE=1.6184), 
boom duration was shorter (βfar=0.05977, SE=0.02881), whine fundamental frequency 
was higher (βfar=-45.6179, SE=18.4281), and cackle biphonations occurred less often 
(βfar=0.1492, SE=0.06567). These differences suggest that male Greater Prairie-Chickens 
are adjusting aspects of their vocalizations in response to the sounds generated by 
                                                          
 
 
2 To be submitted to Condor. Co-authors: M. B. Brown, J. McGee, L. A. Powell, and E. J. Walsh (in 
alphabetical order). 
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turbines at wind energy facilities. This study is among the first to experimentally examine 
variation in avian vocalization characteristics near a wind energy facility. 
Keywords: anthropogenic, avian, bird, calls, masking, sound, Tympanuchus cupido 
pinnatus, wind farms 
 
INTRODUCTION 
As the human population grows, the presence of anthropogenic noise on the 
landscape increases. It is important to consider how anthropogenic noise may affect avian 
species. One type of anthropogenic noise that is beginning to occur more often in avian 
habitats is wind turbine sound. Wind energy facilities are being constructed without full 
knowledge of their effects on birds (Stewart et al. 2007). Wind turbines emit a low 
frequency noise that is a result of the turbine mechanics and the blades moving through 
the air (Hubbard and Shepherd 1990; Saidur et al. 2011). Unlike other sources of 
anthropogenic noise, such as road noise, wind turbine noise can be a constant presence 
throughout the day and night. The potential for wind turbine noise to disturb birds has 
been suggested by a number of studies (Leddy et al. 1999; Drewitt and Langston 2006; 
Devereux et al. 2008) and more research is needed to understand its potential effects. 
Masking occurs when background noise interferes with the transmission of 
acoustic signals from senders to receivers (Brumm and Slabbekoorn 2005; Patricelli and 
Blickley 2006; Ortega 2012). Birds use their vocalizations in the form of songs and calls 
to establish and defend territories, attract mates, determine mate quality, communicate 
with conspecifics, and communicate between parents and offspring. Because acoustic 
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communication serves many important functions for birds, masking of vocalizations has 
the potential to have severe consequences (Brumm and Slabbekoorn 2005).  
Birds utilize four general strategies to minimize masking. First, birds may adjust 
the frequencies of their vocalizations (Slabbekoorn and Peet 2003; Wood and Yezerinac 
2006; Ripmeester et al. 2010). Second, birds may increase the amplitude of their 
vocalizations in an attempt to be heard over the background noise, a phenomenon known 
as the ‘Lombard effect’ (Brumm and Todt 2002; Brumm 2004). Third, birds may change 
the components and redundancies of their vocalizations (Brumm and Slater 2006). And, 
fourth, birds may shift their singing bouts to a quieter time of day if the interfering noise 
varies temporally (Brumm 2006).  
Because vocalizations are important to mate attraction and territory defense 
(Catchpole and Slater 2008), the adjustment of vocalizations may potentially have 
negative consequences on overall fitness and population stability (Patricelli and Blickley 
2006). Vocal adjustments may affect a bird’s energy budget because vocalizations with 
higher amplitudes may require more energy to produce (Brumm 2004) and raising the 
frequency of vocalizations may have an energetic cost (Lambrechts 1996). Because 
females of many avian species use vocalizations to assess male quality (Catchpole and 
Slater 2008), a vocal adjustment may affect female choice (Patricelli and Blickley 2006) 
or even species recognition (Slabbekoorn and Peet 2003; Wood and Yezerinac 2006). 
Luther and Magnotti (2014) found that Northern Cardinals (Cardinalis cardinalis) 
responded more strongly to broadcasted conspecific songs of average frequency than to 
broadcasted songs with raised minimum frequencies, which demonstrates potential 
consequences for mate selection. An inability to recognize potential mates of the same 
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species could potentially result in reproductive isolation or species divergence (Patricelli 
and Blickley 2006). Mockford and Marshall (2009) found evidence of vocal adjustment 
in Great Tits (Parus major), which raised questions about song divergence and evolution. 
Furthermore, vocal adjustment could influence the assessment of rival males and the 
dynamics of male-male competition (Patricelli and Blickley 2006). 
The potential for wind turbine noise to disturb wildlife has been suggested by a 
number of studies (Leddy et al. 1999; Drewitt and Langston 2006; Devereux et al. 2008). 
Zwart et al. (2015) found that European Robins (Erithacus rubecula) used fewer low-
frequency song elements during territorial intrusion in the presence of wind turbine noise, 
suggesting that the robins were adjusting their usage of low-frequency elements to reduce 
masking by wind turbine noise. Rabin et al. (2006) found California ground squirrels 
(Otospermophilus beecheyi) increased vigilance near wind turbines, suggesting that the 
wind turbine noise masked their alarm calls and caused the squirrels to change their 
behavior in response to decreased communication. Noel (2013) determined that wind 
turbine noise has the potential to mask Greater Sage-Grouse (Centrocercus 
urophasianus) display calls.  
Species of prairie grouse are of conservation concern in the Great Plains. Greater 
Sage-Grouse have received some attention (Blickley et al. 2012; Blickley and Patricelli 
2012; Noel 2013), but no information exists on the effects of anthropogenic noise on the 
Greater Prairie-Chicken. The Greater Prairie-Chicken (Tympanuchus cupido pinnatus; 
hereafter ‘prairie-chicken’) is a medium-sized grouse that resides in the open prairies and 
oak savannah of the Great Plains (Aldrich 1963; Schroeder and Robb 1993). Prairie-
chickens are a species of conservation concern in Nebraska (Schneider et al. 2011). 
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Prairie-chickens are known for their polygynous mating system in which males 
congregate in groups each spring to perform courtship displays and attract females 
(Breckenridge 1929; Schwartz 1945). These areas, called ‘leks,’ are distributed 
throughout the landscape. Males maintain territories within the leks, which they actively 
defend from other males (Breckenridge 1929; Schwartz 1945; Hamerstrom and 
Hamerstrom 1960). Females visit leks to observe males until a suitable mate is found and 
copulation is accomplished (Schwartz 1945; Hamerstrom and Hamerstrom 1960). After 
mating, females leave the lek sites to nest and raise the young independently (Schwartz 
1945). Most leks typically have one or two dominant males, located near the center, that 
achieve 71 to 89% of the copulations (Robel 1966).  
 Vocalizations are an essential component of prairie-chicken leks. Male prairie-
chickens primarily use four types of vocalizations while lekking; ‘boom,’ ‘cackle,’ 
‘whine,’ and ‘whoop’ (Sparling 1981; Sparling 1983). All four types of vocalizations are 
low frequency (Chapter 1), which makes them especially vulnerable to low frequency 
anthropogenic noise. The boom is a low frequency, three-syllable sound produced by the 
syrinx and amplified by the air sacs on the sides of the males’ necks (Schroeder and Robb 
1993). Males produce the boom during courtship displays and mildly aggressive 
encounters with other males (Sparling 1981; Sparling 1983). The boom travels a long 
distance across the landscape and may advertise the lek to other prairie-chickens 
(Hamerstrom and Hamerstrom 1960; Sparling 1983). The whoop is a call typically 
produced when females are present on the leks and is often associated with flutter jumps 
and foot-stomping (Hamerstrom and Hamerstrom 1960; Sparling 1983). One purpose of 
the whoop is may be to attract females at close range (Sparling 1981; Sparling 1983). The 
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cackle and whine are short calls that are often used together in long, repetitive strings. 
Cackles and whines are often associated with aggressive behavior, and cackles are 
considered to be slightly more aggressive than whines (Sparling 1981; Sparling 1983). 
Objective 
My objective is to determine whether the acoustic characteristics of the four male 
prairie-chicken vocalizations differ between leks located near the wind energy facility 
compared to leks located farther away. If differences are detected at leks located near the 
wind energy facility, it would suggest the prairie-chickens are altering their vocalizations 
in response to masking by wind turbine noise. I hypothesize that the male prairie-chicken 
vocalizations at leks near the wind energy facility will differ in duration, sound pressure 
level, frequency, bandwidth, or nonlinearities compared to vocalizations at leks farther 
from the wind energy facility because of the potential for wind turbine noise to mask 
vocalizations. I predict the following: (1) The vocalizations near the wind energy facility 
will be longer in duration because studies have demonstrated that extending the duration 
of vocalizations may be a strategy to reduce masking (Foote et al. 2004). (2) The 
vocalization sound pressure levels will be higher at leks near the wind energy facility 
because Common Nightingales (Luscinia megarhynchos) can increase the amplitude of 
their vocalizations in the presence of noise (Brumm and Todt 2002). (3) The peak, 
dominant and fundamental frequencies will be higher at leks located near the wind 
energy facility because birds may increase the frequencies of vocalizations to reduce 
spectral overlap with noise and minimize masking (Slabbekoorn and Peet 2003; Wood 
and Yezerinac 2006). (4) The vocalization bandwidths will be narrower near the wind 
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energy facility because vocalizations with greater bandwidth are more difficult to detect 
in the presence of noise (Lohr et al. 2003). 
STUDY SITE 
I studied male prairie-chicken vocalizations near Ainsworth, Brown County, NE, 
USA from March through June 2013 and 2014 in association with a 36-turbine wind 
energy facility located 10 km south of Ainsworth (42°27’N, 99°54’W); the facility is 
operated by the Nebraska Public Power District. I studied 14 prairie-chicken leks either 
on the wind energy facility or in the surrounding area (Figure 2.1). The distance between 
each lek and the nearest wind turbine ranged from 703 m to 23 km (Appendix 2.A). Two 
types of study designs used to assess environmental impact are before-after-control-
impact (BACI) and gradient sampling designs (Ellis and Schneider 1997). The BACI 
study design requires data from before the environmental disturbance, which in this case 
is the construction of the wind energy facility. The Ainsworth wind energy facility was 
constructed in 2005 and I do not have pre-construction prairie-chicken vocalization data. 
Furthermore, the gradient study design can be a more powerful detection of change in 
cases when an environmental contaminant disperses spatially from a source (Ellis and 
Schneider 1997). Because wind turbine noise disperses from the wind energy facility, and 
I do not have pre-construction data, I chose to use a gradient study design. The gradient 
design allows me to compare data from leks located near the wind energy facility with 
data from leks located farther away to assess whether vocalizations vary in the landscape 
near the wind energy facility. Leks were located by conducting surveys in which my 
research team and I drove along roads, stopping at regular intervals to listen for prairie-
chicken leks. 
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RECORDING AND MEASURING VOCALIZATION DATA 
I recorded male vocalizations at each of the 14 study leks by placing SM2+ Song 
Meter audio recorders (Wildlife Acoustics, Concord, MA) on the leks in spots where I 
expected the prairie-chickens to be vocalizing (Chapter 1). I observed the prairie-
chickens from a blind placed on the edge of the lek and collected additional data (Chapter 
1). While observing the prairie-chickens, I estimated the distance between a vocalizing 
male and the microphone to the nearest 0.5 meters. I determined the direction of the 
microphone in relation to the male (front, front right, right side, rear right, rear, rear left, 
left side, front left). I also video-recorded the lekking prairie-chickens so I could later 
confirm my distance and direction estimations as well as collect data on additional 
vocalizations which were not noted in the field.  
I noted the arrival time of the first prairie-chicken and the departure time of the 
last prairie-chicken to leave the lek. I counted the number of males and females present 
on the lek every 10 minutes throughout the morning. I placed a Kestrel 4500 Weather 
Meter (Nielsen-Kellerman, Chester, PA) near the lek to collect wind speed, wind 
direction, temperature and humidity data every five minutes. The weather meter was 
positioned on a stand such that it was 25 cm above the ground to match the heights of the 
audio recorder microphones and the heads of prairie-chickens. 
Based on an a priori power analysis, I used recordings of 20 boom, 20 cackle, 20 
whine vocalizations from each lek. I used only 10 recordings of whoop vocalizations for 
each lek because they were less abundant in the audio files. I measured the duration, 
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maximum power, peak frequency, fundamental frequency, dominant frequency, 
bandwidth, and nonlinearities of each vocalization (Chapter 1).  
 
ASSESSING EFFECTS OF DISTANCE-TO-TURBINE 
I assessed differences in background sound levels (hereafter ‘ambient sound’) 
among the 14 leks I studied to determine whether the sound levels at the leks near the 
wind energy facility were higher than the sound levels at leks located farther away. The 
purpose of this assessment was to group the leks into ‘near’ and ‘far’ groups to create a 
discrete model to represent distance to turbine. The ambient sound levels would be an 
indication of which leks near the wind energy facility may be affected by wind turbine 
noise. I was prepared to assign leks near the wind energy facility with higher ambient 
sound levels to the ‘near’ group, while the remaining leks, with lower sound levels, 
would be assigned to the ‘far’ group. I will assess the differences between the 
vocalizations of the near and far groups in later analyses.  
I recorded ambient sound at each lek early in the morning before the prairie-
chickens arrived. I recorded ambient sound for three hours between 0130 and 0500H 
CDT at each lek two to four times during March through May 2014 (Appendix 2.B). I 
also recorded ambient sound at ten random locations to compare to the ambient sound 
recorded at the leks. The ambient locations ranged from 9.2 to 18.3 kilometers from the 
nearest wind turbine so the wind turbine noise would not be detected in the audio 
recordings. I programmed the audio recorders to record ambient sound from 0200 to 
0500H CDT at these random locations (Chapter 4). 
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 I measured the amplitude (dB) of the ambient sound files at four frequencies: 301, 
479, 694 and 926 Hz. I choose these frequencies because they are the average peak 
frequencies of the boom, cackle, whoop and whine, respectively (see results of this 
chapter). I followed the same methods for sound level measurement and amplitude 
calibrated as outlined in Chapter 4. 
I conducted a regression analysis using the ambient data recorded at the ten 
random locations. I created models to explain variation in ambient sound levels (dB) as a 
function of ordinal day, time and wind speed. I conducted a separate analysis and created 
a separate model for each of the four frequencies (Appendix 2.C; Chapter 4). 
 I used the models to predict sound levels based on the ordinal day, time, and wind 
speed of each ambient sound observation at the leks at each frequency. I compared the 
average predicted sound levels with the average measured sound levels at each lek 
(Figure 2.2). For all four frequencies measured, the three leks located closest to the wind 
energy facility (within 1000m of the nearest turbine), had measured sound levels higher 
than predicted sound levels. The differences between the measured and predicted sound 
levels at the leks within 1000m of the nearest turbine suggest that wind turbine noise 
raised the sound levels at those leks, relative to the other leks. Thus, I anticipated that the 
three leks near the wind energy facility would differ in vocalization acoustic 
characteristics if the prairie-chickens responded to the wind turbine noise. I assigned the 
three leks within 1000m of the wind energy facility to the ‘near’ group and the 11 leks 
more than 1000m of the wind energy facility to the ‘far’ group. 
I also considered using a continuous variable to describe the distances between 
the leks and the wind energy facility. I compared the discrete model with a continuous 
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model using an Akaike Information Criterion corrected for small samples (AICc). I 
conducted separate AICc comparisons for each of the acoustic characteristics for each 
vocalization (Appendix 2.D). In 27 out of 28 cases, the discrete model (near/far) was 
selected as the better model to describe variation in vocalization characteristics with 
regard to distance to turbine (Appendix 2.D). Thus, I used the discrete model for all of 
my analyses to be consistent. 
 
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 
I considered the following response variables in the analysis: duration (seconds), 
sound pressure level (dB SPL), peak frequency (Hz), fundamental frequency (Hz), 
dominant frequency (Hz), bandwidth at 10dB (Hz), bandwidth at 20dB (Hz), bandwidth 
at 30dB (Hz), bandwidth at 40dB (Hz), frequency jumps (presence/absence), 
biphonations (presence/absence), subharmonics (presence/absence), and deterministic 
chaos (presence/absence) for each vocalization (boom, cackle, whine, and whoop). I 
conducted a correlation analysis (PROC CORR; SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC) for each 
type of vocalization to determine whether any of the acoustic characteristics were 
correlated. For duration, sound pressure level, peak frequency, fundamental frequency, 
dominant frequency, and nonlinearities I considered an r > 0.6 as the level at which I 
removed one of the variables from the analysis. For the bandwidth measurements, I 
considered P < 0.05 to be a significant correlation. For the non-linearities, which are in 
the form of presence/absence, I omitted a non-linearity from the analysis if it was present 
in nearly all or almost none of a particular vocalization.  
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I considered the following explanatory variables in the analysis: distance to 
turbine (discrete near/far groups), ordinal day, time (minutes after midnight), distance to 
nearest road (meters), distance to microphone (meters), direction to microphone 
(direction categories), males (number present at lek), females (number present at lek), 
temperature (degrees Celsius), and wind speed (kilometers per hour). I conducted a 
correlation analysis (PROC CORR; SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC) for each type of 
vocalization to determine whether any of the explanatory variables were correlated. I 
considered an r > 0.6 as the level at which I removed one of the variables from the 
analysis.  
I constructed a model for each type of vocalization using PROC GLIMMIX (SAS 
Institute Inc., Cary, NC) to determine the amount of variation in the acoustic 
characteristics that could be explained by the explanatory variables. 
 
RESULTS 
Model construction 
The correlation analysis indicted a large number of correlated variables. For the 
boom vocalization, I included duration, sound pressure level, peak frequency, 
biphonations, subharmonics, bandwidth at 20dB, and fundamental frequency in the 
analysis (Appendix 2.E). For the cackle vocalization, I selected duration, sound pressure 
level, peak frequency, biphonations, bandwidth at 20dB, and fundamental frequency 
(Appendix 2.F). For the whine vocalization, I selected duration, sound pressure level, 
peak frequency, frequency jumps, biphonations, subharmoics, deterministic chaos, 
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bandwidth at 20dB, and fundamental frequency (Appendix 2.G). For the whoop 
vocalization, I selected duration, sound pressure level, frequency jumps, biphonations, 
bandwidth at 20dB, and fundamental frequency (Appendix 2.H). 
The same two explanatory variables were correlated for all vocalizations; ordinal 
day was positively correlated with temperature (rboom=0.6564; rcackle=0.63822; 
rwhine=0.62959; rwhoop=0.56807; Appendix 2.I) so I chose to include ordinal day and 
exclude temperature from the analysis. The wide ranges of the explanatory variables 
demonstrate the broad time scale and conditions under which I recorded the prairie-
chicken vocalizations (Appendix 2.J). 
Boom vocalization 
 Boom duration was shorter near the wind energy facility (P=0.039, βfar=0.05977, 
SE=0.02881; Figure 2.3a), decreased with increased ordinal day (P=0.009, βday=-
0.00151, SE=0.000569), decreased with increased number of females (P=0.032, βfemales=-
0.08708, SE=0.04038), and decreased with increased wind speed (P=0.014, βwind speed=-
0.00881, SE=0.003575; Table 2.1). Boom sound pressure level was higher near the wind 
energy facility (P=0.012, βfar=-1.8922, SE=0.7430; Figure 2.3b), decreased with ordinal 
day (P=0.005, βday=-0.04137, SE=0.01467), and decreased with increased wind speed 
(P=0.029, βwindspeed=-0.2022, SE=0.09216; Table 2.1). Boom peak frequency decreased 
with ordinal day (P=0.015, βday=-0.1026, SE=0.04198), decreased with increased minutes 
after midnight (P=0.008, βtime=-0.05428, SE=0.02042), and increased with increased 
number of males (P=0.010, βmales=0.7424, SE=0.2838; Table 2.1). Boom bandwidth at 
20dB increased with ordinal day (P=0.014, βday=0.1510, SE=0.06114; Table 2.1). Boom 
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fundamental frequency decreased with ordinal day (P=0.003, βday=-0.1242, SE=0.04184), 
and increased with increased number of males (P=0.004, βmales=0.8314, SE=0.2828; 
Table 2.1). Boom biphonations and subharmonics were not significantly affect by any of 
the explanatory variables (Table 2.1). 
Cackle vocalization 
 Cackle sound pressure level decreased with ordinal day (P=0.013, βday=-0.04407, 
SE=0.01763), and was affected by direction to microphone (P=0.024) in that the sound 
pressure level was highest at the front right of the male (βfrontright=1.7893, SE=1.2983) and 
lowest at the rear left of the male (βrearleft=-2.1744, SE=1.3255; Table 2.2). Cackle peak 
frequency decreased with increased distance to microphone (P=0.002, βmicrophone=-
43.2144, SE=13.9138; Table 2.2). Cackle biphonations were present less often near the 
wind energy facility (P=0.024, βfar=0.1492, SE=0.06567; Table 2.2; Figure 2.4). Cackle 
bandwidth at 20dB increased with ordinal day (P<0.001, βday=5.1328, SE=1.5242), 
decreased with increased distance to road (P=0.011, βroad=-0.1037, SE=0.04064), and 
decreased with increased distance to microphone (P<0.001, βmicrophone=-73.4527, 
SE=20.8203; Table 2.2). Cackle fundamental frequency decreased with increased 
minutes after midnight (P=0.012, βtime=-0.1262, SE=0.04979), increased with increased 
distance to microphone (P=0.045, βmicrophone=2.8718, SE=1.4256), and increased with 
increased wind speed (P=0.003, βwindspeed=1.8327, SE=0.6092; Table 2.2). Cackle 
duration was not significantly affected by any of the explanatory variables (Table 2.2). 
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Whine vocalization 
 Whine peak frequency increased with increased distance to road (P=0.049, 
βroad=0.1150, SE=0.05789), decreased with increased distance to microphone (P=0.003, 
βmicrophone=-88.5533, SE=29.8846), and increased with increased number of females 
(P=0.044, βfemales=148.33, SE=73.0853; Table 2.3). The presence of whine subharmonics 
increased with ordinal day (P=0.001, βday=0.003559, SE=0.001060; Table 2.3). The 
presence of deterministic chaos was affected by direction to microphone (P=0.030) in 
that deterministic chaos was most present to the rear left (βrearleft=0.1375, SE=0.09416) 
and least present to the rear (βrear=-0.1782, SE=0.08139; Table 2.3). Whine fundamental 
frequency was higher near the wind energy facility (P=0.014, βfar=-45.6179, 
SE=18.4281; Figure 2.5a), increased with ordinal day (P=0.040, βday=0.7389, 
SE=0.3585), and increased with increased number of males (P=0.036, βmales=4.6557, 
SE=2.2056; Table 2.3). Whine duration, sound pressure level, frequency jumps, 
biphonations and bandwidth at 20dB were not significantly affected by any of the 
explanatory variables (Table 2.3). 
Whoop vocalization 
 Whoop duration increased with ordinal day (P<0.001, βday=0.001478, 
SE=0.000287), and increased with increased number of females (P=0.002, 
βfemales=0.03019, SE=0.009637; Table 2.4). Whoop sound pressure level was higher near 
the wind energy facility (P=0.012, βfar=-4.1635, SE=1.6184; Table 2.4; Figure 2.5b). The 
presence of whoop frequency jumps decreased with increased males (P=0.007, βmales=-
0.04194, SE=0.01528; Table 2.4). The presence of whoop biphonations decreased with 
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increased wind speed (P=0.026, βwindspeed=-0.02721, SE=0.01196; Table 2.4). Whoop 
bandwidth at 20dB decreased with increased distance to microphone (P=0.030, 
βmicrophone=-79.1317, SE=35.9285), and increased with increased number of females 
(P=0.008, βfemales=241.21, SE=89.0041; Table 2.4). Whoop fundamental frequency 
increased with increased distance to road (P=0.002, βroad=0.02799, SE=0.008644), and 
increased with increased distance to microphone (P=0.049, βmicrophone=9.4799, 
SE=4.7525; Table 2.4). 
 
DISCUSSION 
Comparison of vocalizations near vs. far wind energy facility   
 Near the wind energy facility, sound pressure levels of the boom and whoop 
vocalizations were higher (Figure 2.3b; Figure 2.5b), which is consistent with the 
Lombard effect (Brumm and Todt 2002; Brumm 2004) and suggests male prairie-
chickens are raising the amplitudes of those vocalizations to reduce interference by wind 
turbine noise. Other studies have found evidence of birds increasing the amplitudes of 
their vocalizations in an attempt to be heard over anthropogenic noise. For example, 
Brumm and Todt (2002) found that Nightingales (Luscinia megarhynchos) increased 
their song amplitude in the presence of broadcasted white noise. A potential consequence 
of increasing vocalization amplitude is that more energy is required to produce calls at 
higher sound levels (Brumm 2004), which may affect an individual’s energy budget and 
overall fitness. 
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 Near the wind energy facility, boom vocalization duration was shorter (Figure 
2.3a), which might be explained by the increased energy required to produce the higher 
boom sound pressure levels. The energy required to boom at a higher level (i.e., ‘louder’) 
may be coming from the energy saved by booming for shorter durations. Bird songs are 
energetically expensive to produce (Ryan 1988), and longer song bouts are more 
energetically expensive than shorter ones (Cuthill and MacDonald 1990). If a bird 
expends more energy on producing a vocalization, there is less energy available for other 
activities. It is possible that a trade-off is occurring between the increased boom sound 
pressure level and the decreased boom duration near the wind energy facility. 
 Near the wind energy facility, whine fundamental frequency was higher (Figure 
2.5a), which suggests male prairie-chickens are shifting to a higher fundamental 
frequency to avoid interference by wind turbine noise. This shift is consistent with the 
upward shift in minimum frequencies found by other studies. For example, Wood and 
Yezerinac (2006) found that Song Sparrows (Melospiza melodia) in noisier locations 
sang with higher frequency low notes to avoid masking by urban noise. Similarly, 
Slabbekoorn and Peet (2003) found that Great Tits (Parus major) sang with higher 
minimum frequencies at noisy locations. Although increasing the minimum frequency is 
a common result in noise studies, in this study it only occurred in the whine vocalization. 
Hu and Cardoso (2010) suggest birds with low minimum frequencies may not benefit 
from an upward frequency shift because a substantial shift would be required to avoid 
low-frequency noise, so the birds may use other adaptations to reduce masking.  
 Near the wind energy facility, cackle biphonations occurred less often (Figure 
2.4). Animals living in groups may become habituated to each other’s calls and 
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nonlinearities provide a complexity and unpredictability to the calls that may help them 
be more noticeable (Fitch et al. 2002). Furthermore, Fitch et al. (2002) suggest that 
nonlinearities in vocalizations promote individual recognition. Because prairie-chickens 
are a lekking species, the ability for an individual to stand out and be recognized may be 
important and may serve as a potential explanation for the high occurrence of 
nonlinearities in their vocalizations. Because biphonations provide complexity that makes 
the call stand out, the cackles near the wind energy facility may lack some of this 
complexity and individuality.  
 The results of this study demonstrate the plasticity of male prairie-chicken 
vocalizations and suggest that male prairie-chickens respond to increased noise levels 
near the wind energy facility by adjusting aspects of their vocalizations to reduce 
interference by wind turbine noise. To date, there is evidence of 1) adjusted usage of low-
frequency song elements to reduce masking by wind turbine noise (Zwart et al. 2015), 2) 
increased vigilance due to alarm calls masked by wind turbine noise (Rabin et al. 2006), 
and 3) potential for wind turbine noise to mask sage-grouse display calls (Noel 2013). 
The results of this study add a fourth piece of evidence, which is that male prairie-
chickens adjust certain aspects of their vocalizations in the presence of wind turbine 
noise. These results contribute to the growing body of evidence on the effects of wind 
turbine noise on wildlife.  
Potential consequences 
 Although changing aspects of their vocalizations may help male prairie-chickens 
reduce interference by wind turbine noise, there may be consequences to vocal 
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adjustment. The increase in boom and whoop vocalization sound pressure levels may 
require more energy to produce (Brumm 2004), which could affect the fitness of the male 
prairie-chickens. Because vocal adjustments may affect female choice (Patricelli and 
Blickley 2006), the changes in acoustic characteristics found in the boom and whoop 
vocalizations may affect the female assessment of male prairie-chickens. Similarly, 
changes in the cackle and whine vocalizations could result in inaccurate assessment of 
rival males, because vocal adjustment may affect male-male competition (Patricelli and 
Blickley 2006). More research needs to be conducted to fully understand the potential 
consequences of vocalization adjustment. 
Conclusion 
 The results of this study suggest that wind turbine noise increases ambient noise 
levels within 1000 m of turbines and wind turbine noise may affect male prairie-chicken 
vocalizations at leks within 1000 m from turbines. The acoustic characteristics that 
differed near the wind energy facility (boom duration, boom sound pressure level, whoop 
pressure level, whine fundamental frequency, and cackle biphonations) suggest that male 
prairie-chickens adjust their vocalizations to reduce interference by wind turbine noise. 
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TABLES 
Table 2.1 (A) P-values and (B) parameter estimates (SE) from an analysis of the effects 
of explanatory variables on acoustic characteristics of the Greater Prairie-Chicken boom 
vocalization studied near Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2013 and 2014. The distance to 
microphone is not applicable to sound pressure level (SPL). Direction to microphone is 
categorical and parameter estimates are only given when significant. 
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Table 2.2 (A) P-values and (B) parameter estimates (SE) from an analysis of the effects 
of explanatory variables on acoustic characteristics of the Greater Prairie-Chicken cackle 
vocalization studied near Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2013 and 2014. (C) Parameter 
estimates for the effects of ‘direction to microphone’ on cackle SPL. The distance to 
microphone is not applicable to sound pressure level (SPL). Direction to microphone is 
categorical and parameter estimates are only given when significant. 
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C.  Cackle parameter estimates for the effects of direction to microphone. 
Acoustic 
characteristic 
Direction to 
microphone 
Parameter 
estimate 
SE 
Cackle SPL Front 0.6961 1.3214 
Front left 0.5978 1.3256 
 
Front right 1.7893 1.2983 
 
Left 1.3968 1.5671 
 
Rear -0.9742 1.2501 
 
Rear left -2.1744 1.3255 
 
Rear right -1.8291 1.2899 
  Right side 0 . 
  
69 
 
Table 2.3 (A) P-values and (B) parameter estimates (SE) from an analysis of the effects 
of explanatory variables on acoustic characteristics of the Greater Prairie-Chicken whine 
vocalization studied near Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2013 and 2014. (C) Parameter 
estimates for the effects of ‘direction to microphone’ on whine deterministic chaos. The 
distance to microphone is not applicable to sound pressure level (SPL). Direction to 
microphone is categorical and parameter estimates are only given when significant. 
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C. Whine parameter estimates for the effects of ‘direction to microphone.’ 
 
Acoustic 
characteristic 
Direction to 
microphone 
Parameter 
estimate 
SE 
Whine 
deterministic 
chaos 
Front 0.004311 0.08407 
Front left 0.1071 0.09063 
Front right 0.06689 0.07983 
 
Rear -0.1782 0.08139 
 
Rear left 0.1375 0.09416 
 
Rear right 0.02603 0.08198 
 
Left side -0.06666 0.1036 
  Right side 0 . 
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Table 2.4 (A) P-values and (B) parameter estimates (SE) from an analysis of the effects 
of explanatory variables on acoustic characteristics of the Greater Prairie-Chicken whoop 
vocalization studied near Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2013 and 2014. The distance to 
microphone is not applicable to sound pressure level (SPL). Direction to microphone is 
categorical and parameter estimates are only given when significant. 
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FIGURES 
 
Figure 2.1 Fourteen leks used in a study of Greater Prairie-Chicken vocalizations near 
Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2013 and 2014. The leks were purposefully chosen at various 
distances away from the existing wind energy facility to study the effects of wind turbine 
noise along a gradient. 
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Figure 2.2 (Left) Comparison of predicted (white circles) and measured (black circles) 
ambient sound level (dB) at four frequencies (301, 479, 694, and 926 Hz) at fourteen 
Greater Prairie-Chicken leks studied near Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2013 and 2014. Error 
bars represent 95% confidence intervals. (Right) Difference (dB) between predicted and 
measured ambient sound levels at each lek.  
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Figure 2.3 Difference between the (A) duration and (B) SPL of Greater Prairie-Chicken 
boom vocalizations at leks near and far from the wind energy facility near Ainsworth, 
NE, USA in 2013 and 2014. Error bars represent the standard error for “far.” There are 
no error bars for “near,” the baseline for the discrete variable.  
A 
B 
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Figure 2.4 Difference between the presence of biphonations in cackle vocalizations at 
Greater Prairie-Chicken leks near and far from the wind energy facility near Ainsworth, 
NE, USA in 2013 and 2014. Error bars represent the standard error for “far.” There are 
no error bars for “near,” the baseline for the discrete variable. 
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Figure 2.5 Difference between (A) whine fundamental frequency and (B) whoop SPL at 
Greater Prairie-Chicken leks near and far from the wind energy facility near Ainsworth, 
NE, USA in 2013 and 2014. Error bars represent the standard error for “far.” There are 
no error bars for “near,” the baseline for the discrete variable. 
  
A 
B 
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CHAPTER 3: SOUNDSCAPE ECOLOGY OF THE GREATER PRAIRIE-CHICKEN 
BOOM CHORUS3 
 
ABSTRACT 
Soundscapes provide important information for wildlife navigating through 
habitats and searching for resources. Lekking male Greater Prairie-Chickens 
(Tympanuchus cupido pinnatus) may advertise lek locations with their boom 
vocalization, which contributes to the surrounding soundscape. To date, the soundscape 
of the Greater Prairie-Chicken lek has not been quantified, and knowledge of the lek 
soundscape is important for conservation and landscape planning. I studied the 
soundscape ecology of the Greater Prairie-Chicken boom chorus at leks near Ainsworth, 
NE, USA in 2013 and 2014. My objectives were to (1) characterize the boom chorus 
frequency and signal-to-noise ratio (measured in decibels, dB) within 800m of a lek, and 
(2) determine how the signal-to-noise ratio of the boom chorus is affected by spherical 
spreading, weather, landscape characteristics, temporal variables and lek attendance. The 
boom chorus signal-to-noise ratio ranged from 40 to 0 dB over the distances sampled (50-
800m) and exhibited an average peak frequency of 297.44±12.65 Hz. I developed a 
model to predict the boom chorus signal-to-noise ratio based upon specified values of 
explanatory variables. The boom chorus signal-to-noise ratio was affected by spherical 
spreading (β=0.713, SE=0.020), ordinal day (βday=0.684, SE=0.1062; βday2=-0.003, 
                                                          
 
 
3 To be submitted to Landscape Ecology. Co-authors: M. B. Brown, J. McGee, L. A. Powell, and E. J. 
Walsh (in alphabetical order). 
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SE=0.0005), time (β=-0.04457, SE=0.003757), number of males (β=0.08968, 
SE=0.04454), number of females (β=1.4080, SE=0.2672), wind speed (β=-0.6931, 
SE=0.04792), and humidity (β=0.06042, SE=0.01162). This information can guide 
behavioral research and conservation, including current interest in the evaluation of 
potential masking effects of anthropogenic noise on Greater Prairie-Chickens. 
Keywords: acoustics, avian, bird, calls, grouse, lek, Tympanuchus cupido pinnatus, 
vocalizations 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Anthropogenic noise is becoming more prevalent on landscapes and is a 
conservation concern for wildlife. As the occurrence of anthropogenic noise increases, 
we need to understand how it might affect wildlife species for which sound is important, 
such as the Greater Prairie-Chicken (Tympanuchus cupido pinnatus; hereafter ‘prairie-
chicken’). Little is known about the acoustics of prairie-chicken leks (Hovick et al. 2015). 
Here, I provide an initial investigation of prairie-chicken lek acoustics in the surrounding 
soundscape to help inform future research and conservation. 
The acoustic layer of landscapes is comprised of different types of sounds. The 
combination of biological, geophysical, and anthropogenic sounds superimposed on the 
landscape is defined as the ‘soundscape’ (Pijanowski et al. 2011a; Pijanowski et al. 
2011b). Examples of biological sounds are the sounds created by birds, insects and 
amphibians. Geophysical sounds include the sounds created by wind, rain and running 
water. Examples of anthropogenic sounds are the sounds created by vehicles or stationary 
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machines (Pijanowski et al. 2011b). Soundscape ecology is the study of soundscape 
ecological characteristics and how they vary spatially and temporally (Pijanowski et al. 
2011a; Pijanowski et al. 2011b). Soundscape variability is dependent not only on the 
dynamic spatial and temporal overlap of biological, geophysical and anthropogenic 
sounds, but is also a result of the changes and degradation that occur to sounds as they 
transmit across the landscape (Farina 2014). 
Soundscapes are important sources of information for wildlife because animals 
use sound to navigate through habitats and find resources (Pijanowski et al. 2011a). 
Many resources, such as food, territories and mates, are distributed heterogeneously on 
the landscape. Wildlife use acoustic information on the landscape to find resources 
because the assemblage of environmental sounds and vocalizing animals contain 
information about behavioral processes and the spatial distribution of resources (Farina 
2014). 
Greater Prairie-Chickens may use sound to locate leks, which are an important 
breeding resource. Each spring, male prairie-chickens congregate at leks to perform 
courtship displays and attract females (Breckenridge 1929; Schwartz 1945). Male prairie-
chickens primarily use four vocalizations at leks, which are the ‘boom,’ ‘cackle,’ ‘whine,’ 
and ‘whoop’ (Sparling 1983). All four types of vocalizations are low frequency (Chapter 
1), which makes them especially vulnerable to low frequency anthropogenic noise. While 
at the leks, the male prairie-chickens vocalize frequently and the sound of multiple males 
calling simultaneously blends together to form a chorus. This is similar to the dawn 
chorus of songbirds, in which the songs of different individuals, and even different 
species, run together (Farina 2014).  The boom vocalization, which is low-frequency and 
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may serve as a long-distance advertiser (Hamerstrom and Hamerstrom 1960; Sparling 
1983), is the most prominent sound in the chorus. In contrast, the other vocalizations may 
function as short- and medium-range communicators (Sparling 1983). In this chapter I 
will investigate sound at the landscape level, so I will only focus on the low frequencies 
of the chorus, which are dominated by boom vocalizations, hereafter referred to as the 
‘boom chorus’ (Figure 3.1).  
For many species, sounds are important for attracting conspecifics for breeding, 
especially when they cannot see each other (Slabbekoorn and Bouton 2008). Booms 
travel a long distance over the landscape, and the boom chorus potentially enables male 
prairie-chickens to advertise the presence of the lek to attract females and recruit 
additional males (Sparling 1981; Sparling 1983). Leks are where courtship and 
copulation take place (Schwartz 1945; Hamerstrom and Hamerstrom 1960), so attracting 
females to the leks is an important first step toward achieving reproductive success. If a 
lek only has a small number of males, recruiting additional males may be advantageous 
since greater numbers may be helpful for advertising to females (Sparling 1981).  
While it is thought that one function of the boom vocalization is to advertise leks 
(Sparling 1981; Sparling 1983), I am not aware of any studies that have directly tested the 
advertising function of the prairie-chicken boom. The use of acoustic signals to advertise 
leks and attract females or additional males has been studied in other species. For 
example, in a Greater Sage-Grouse (Centrocercus urophasianus) study, Gibson (1988) 
broadcasted the vocal display of a male at existing leks and found that more females 
approached the speaker’s location on when the recording was played or the day following 
playback. The author suggests that these results provide evidence that the male vocal 
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displays attract females from a distance. In a Black Grouse (Tetrao tetrix) study, Hovi et 
al. (1997) broadcasted male vocal displays (rookooing) at leks to test whether females use 
auditory clues to find preferred leks. The authors found that the number of females, in 
relation to the initial lek size, tended to increase with vocal display playback, which 
suggests that auditory cues may contribute to a female’s decision of which lek to visit. 
Furthermore, the number of yearling males increased at playback leks, suggesting that 
young males were drawn to leks that they perceived to be large. The authors suggested 
that vocal display may attract females to leks by either directly as an auditory cue or 
indirectly as an indication of the number of males present. In a study of the evolution of 
acoustic displays, Loffredo and Borgia (1986) analyzed vocal recordings of 158 avian 
species that had either monogamous or polygynous mating systems and found that male 
vocal courtship displays of polygynous mating systems differ from those of monogamous 
mating systems. The authors suggest that one potential explanation for the difference is 
that the attributes common to the polygynous species might have arisen from the need to 
advertise leks. The authors suggest that species for which the advertising and courtship 
displays are similar, such as the Greater Prairie-Chicken, the ‘derivation from 
advertisement display’ hypothesis may be important. 
The goal of this study is to learn about how far the boom chorus travels across the 
landscape and how that distance is affected by various conditions. I will evaluate the 
effects of distance, weather conditions, landscape characteristics, and lek attributes on the 
signal-to-noise ratio of the boom chorus. The signal-to-noise ratio (hereafter ‘SNR’) is 
the difference between the level of an acoustic signal and the level of background noise, 
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measured in decibels (dB). Thus, the SNR is how much the acoustic signal exceeds the 
background noise. 
Objectives 
My objectives are to (1) characterize the frequency and SNR of the boom chorus, 
and (2) determine how the boom chorus SNR is affected by distance, weather conditions, 
temporal variables, lek attributes, and landscape characteristics. I hypothesize that 
distance, weather conditions, temporal variables, lek attributes, and landscape 
characteristics affect the boom chorus SNR. Sound levels decrease with increased 
distance from the source due to spherical spreading (Attenborough 2014), so I predict that 
the boom chorus SNR will decrease with increased distance from the lek. The boom 
chorus may be affected by time of day and ordinal day because changes in lek activity 
occur over the course of a morning (Breckenridge 1929; Sparling 1981) and throughout 
the breeding season (Sparling 1981). I predict the boom chorus SNR will decrease later in 
the morning and later in the season when fewer prairie-chickens are vocalizing. The 
number of males and females present (hereafter ‘lek attendance’) may influence the boom 
chorus because the composition of individuals at the lek affects the vocal behavior of the 
prairie-chickens (Hamerstrom and Hamerstrom 1960). I predict the boom chorus SNR 
will increase when more males and females are at the lek. Wind increases the background 
sound levels of the environment. In addition, sounds tend to refract downward (toward 
the ground) when traveling downwind, and, in contrast, refracts upward (toward the sky) 
when traveling upwind (Attenborough 2014). I predict that the boom chorus SNR will be 
reduced in windy conditions and the boom chorus SNR will be greater downwind of the 
lek. Nonflat ground surfaces refract sound waves and cause the sound waves to curve 
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either upwards or downwards (Embleton 1996).  I predict the boom chorus SNR will 
decrease with increased vegetation height and more hilly topography. In this chapter I 
will investigate how the aforementioned variables affect the boom chorus SNR. 
 
FIELD METHODS 
Study site 
I studied boom chorus sound at ten prairie-chicken leks in 2013 and 2014 near 
Ainsworth, NE, USA (Figure 3.2). During 2013, I recorded the boom chorus at seven 
leks. During 2014, I recorded the boom chorus at four leks, with one lek being a 
repetition from the previous year, for a total of ten leks between the two years. The 
maximum number of males at each of these leks ranged from 8 to 19 (Appendix 3.A). 
This study was part of a larger project investigating the effects of wind turbines on 
prairie-chickens. The project is focused on the Nebraska Public Power District’s wind 
energy facility (42°27’N, 99°54’W), which is located about six miles south of Ainsworth, 
NE, USA. The ten prairie-chicken leks used to collect sound data are distributed across 
the landscape in a gradient extending away from the wind energy facility to study the 
effects of wind turbines. I found the leks by conducting surveys during which my 
research team and I drove along roads, stopping at regular intervals to listen for prairie-
chicken leks. A portion of my study leks was previously known to local landowners or 
the Nebraska Game and Parks Commission. 
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General study design 
I used SM2+ Song Meters made by Wildlife Acoustics (Concord, MA) to record 
the boom chorus sound. Song Meters are autonomous recording devices that can be 
programmed to start and stop recording; no person needs to be present at the units during 
their operation. To record the sound of the boom chorus as it traveled across the 
landscape, I placed audio recorders in transects extending away from leks. I placed four 
transects around each lek, positioned approximately 90 degrees apart. The four transects 
roughly extended in each cardinal direction (i.e., North, East, South, West), but 
exceptions were often made to accommodate land access issues and to avoid pastures 
with cows. See Appendix 3.B for a list of the exact degrees of each transect. Along each 
transect, I placed audio recorders at distances of 50, 100, 200, 400, and 800m from the 
edge of the lek (Figure 3.3). I had ten audio recorders and I always used the same audio 
recorder at a given recording location on the transects (Appendix 3.C). For example, I 
always use audio recorder #4 at the recording location 50m north of a lek. I did not 
collect sound data past 800m because preliminary sound recordings indicated the boom 
chorus SNR was either very small or undetectable at distances past 800m. 
At each recording location along the transects, I hung the audio recorder from a 
wood stake mounted in the ground, which allowed me to position the microphones 25 cm 
above the ground to match the height of a prairie-chicken head (Toepfer and Eng 1988; 
Appendix 1.C). I outfitted each audio recorder microphone with two windscreens to 
address the windy conditions at the study site. I positioned the original windscreen from 
Wildlife Acoustics directly on top of the microphone, over which I placed a Windtech 
600 series windscreen (The Olsen Audio Group, Inc, Scottsdale, AZ). 
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Timing/schedule of recordings 
I recorded boom chorus sounds at a lek for one morning before moving the audio 
recorders to a different lek. I systematically rotated through the leks so I recorded boom 
chorus at each lek at somewhat evenly distributed times during the lekking season. I used 
ten audio recorders to simultaneously record sound on two of the four transects (e.g., 
north/south or east/west) during one visit to a lek. During the next visit, I recorded the 
other two transects. I generally visited each lek six times during the lekking season, and 
recorded each transect three times, but in some cases I recorded more if a previous 
recording session had numerous audio recorder malfunctions (Appendix 3.A). I 
programmed the audio recorders to record sound for three hours in the morning, when the 
prairie-chickens were present at the leks. The exact timing of audio recording depended 
on the daily activity of the prairie-chickens, which became earlier in the morning with 
earlier sunrise times during my study season, but was generally for three hours between 
0500 and 1000H CDT. 
Audio settings 
I used the two channels of the audio recorders to record at two different gain 
settings. For all recording sessions, I used a gain of 36 dB (better for windy days) for 
channel 1 and a gain of 48 dB (better for less windy days) for channel 2. All other audio 
settings were the same for all recordings: 44,100Hz sampling rate, 3Hz high-pass filter, 
and 2.5V bias. 
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Vegetation height 
During 2014, I measured the vegetation height at each recording location along 
the transects each time I recorded boom chorus. I estimated the ‘average’ height of the 
vegetation within one meter of the audio recorder and measured the distance between this 
point and the ground with a measuring tape. If no vegetation was present I documented 
the vegetation height as zero.  
Lek attendance 
I sat in a blind near the edge of the lek to observe the prairie-chickens and collect 
additional data while the audio recorders recorded the sound of the boom chorus along 
the transects. I documented the arrival time of the first prairie-chicken at the lek and the 
departure time of the last prairie-chicken to leave the lek. I counted the number of males 
and females present on the lek (hereafter called ‘lek attendance’) every 20 minutes 
throughout the morning. 
Weather data 
During boom chorus sound recordings, I placed a Kestrel 4500 Weather Meter 
(Nielsen-Kellerman, Chester, PA) near the lek to automatically collect wind speed, wind 
direction, temperature and humidity data every five minutes. The weather meter was 
positioned on a stand such that it was 25 cm above the ground to match the heights of the 
audio recorder microphones and prairie-chicken heads. 
Occasionally, the at-lek weather meter failed to operate. To obtain weather data 
for these days, I substituted data from the Ainsworth, NE weather station (42°55’N, 
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99°82’W). Because the weather station collected data higher above the ground than the 
Kestrel Weather Meter, I conducted a regression analysis to estimate the ‘kestrel’ data 
from the ‘weather station’ data. I conducted a separate regression analysis (PROC 
GLIMMIX; SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC) for each weather variable (wind speed, 
temperature and humidity) with data from days for which I had both kestrel and weather 
station data. The response variable in each regression analysis was the ‘kestrel data.’ The 
explanatory variables in each regression analysis were the ‘weather station data’ and the 
distance between the weather station and the lek where the ‘kestrel data’ was collected. I 
used the resulting linear models to estimate the weather data at the leks for which I was 
missing the ‘kestrel data’ (Appendix 3.D). 
 
SOUND MEASUREMENT METHODS 
I measured the boom chorus in the sound files recorded along the transects 
surrounding the leks. To synchronize the sound data with the lek attendance data, I 
measured the boom chorus at times when I had counted the numbers of males and 
females at the lek, which resulted in samples of the boom chorus sound files every 20 
minutes. I used Raven Pro 1.4 sound analysis software (Cornell Lab of Ornithology, 
Ithaca, NY) to measure the boom chorus sound files. I first created a selection that 
averaged the sound data over a five-minute period. Each five-minute selection began at a 
time for which I had collected lek attendance data. 
For each five-minute selection, I checked for the presence of clipping in the 36 or 
48 gain channel to assess which was more appropriate to use. Clipping results in 
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waveform distortion, which makes the clipped portion of the sound file unusable for my 
analysis (Howard and Murphy 2008). If the 48 gain waveform had no clipping (Appendix 
3.E.a), I used it for the measurement. If the 48 gain waveform had clipping, I next 
checked the 36 gain waveform. If the 36 gain waveform had no clipping, I used it for the 
boom chorus measurement. If the 36 gain waveform had minimal clipping (Appendix 
3.E.b), I deleted the clipped portions. Selections with major clipping (i.e., more than 30 
seconds) were not used in the analysis (Appendix 3.E.c). 
After determining which channel to use, I examined the spectrogram (Hann 
window type, 100ms window size, 14.4 Hz 3 dB filter bandwidth; Charif et al. 2010) for 
noise contamination. Ideally, there would be little or no sound from other sources at the 
same frequency as the boom chorus (Appendix 3.F). In some cases, a sound overlapped 
in frequency with the prairie-chicken boom chorus (Appendix 3.F) and made the sound 
clip unusable since it interfered with the measurements.  
If the spectrogram appeared acceptable, I proceeded with a power analysis. In the 
selection spectrum view (Hann window type, 100ms window size, 14.4 Hz 3 dB filter 
bandwidth; Charif et al. 2010), I located the peak created by the boom chorus and 
measured the frequency and amplitude of the very top of the peak (Figure 3.4). I also 
measured the background noise at the two bases of the boom chorus peak by measuring 
the frequency and amplitude at the point where the boom chorus peak began to rise up 
from the background noise, as well as at the point where the boom chorus peak faded 
back into the background noise (Figure 3.4).  
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Amplitude calibration 
The maximum power measurements (dB) from Raven are referenced to 
dimensionless sample units (Charif et al. 2010). In addition, I used different microphones 
and different audio recorders, as well as different preamplifier gains for recordings. To 
address these differences, I calibrated the audio recorders using an ‘end-to-end’ or 
‘substitution’ calibration process (Mennitt and Fristrup 2012). During the calibration, I 
played tones of known frequency and sound pressure level, which I confirmed with a 
precision sound pressure level meter. I recorded these tones for each preamplifier gain 
used, and for both microphones attached to each audio recorder in sound files that were 
one minute in length.  
I used Raven to measure the maximum power of each known sound recorded on 
each channel of the audio recorders (Hann window type, 100ms window size, 14.4 Hz 3 
dB filter bandwidth; Charif et al. 2010). I used the difference between the known sound 
pressure level (dB SPL re 20 µPa) and the maximum power (dB) to calculate calibration 
correction factors for both microphones/channels of each audio recorder. I calibrated the 
audio recorders before and after the field season. I averaged the calibration correction 
factors from the ‘before’ and ‘after’ to produce one calibration correction factor for each 
microphone for the entire field season. I used the resulting calibration correction factors 
(Appendix 3.G) to calculate the absolute amplitudes. When correcting the boom chorus 
amplitude levels, I added the calibration correction factors to the uncalibrated amplitude 
levels. 
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Calculation of signal-to-noise ratio 
I used the boom chorus peak amplitude and ambient amplitude measurements to 
calculate the SNR. I calculated the boom chorus SNR by simply subtracting the 
calibrated average background noise from the calibrated peak amplitude of the boom 
chorus. 
 
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 
Wind direction 
I assigned the wind directions, which were measured in degrees, to categories 
relevant to the objectives of this chapter. I defined ‘downwind’ and ‘not downwind’ 
categories for each boom chorus transect on each lek. ‘Downwind’ referred to when the 
wind direction was such that the wind first passed through the lek and then moved along 
the transect. I defined downwind as the 60 degree wedge that was centered on the angle 
opposite of the angle of the transect (Appendix 3.H). ‘Not downwind’ was any wind 
direction not included in the downwind category for each transect (Appendix 3.I). See 
Appendix 3.B for a list of the wind direction categories for each transect. I chose a 60 
degree wedge because it allowed for variation in the wind direction, which was recorded 
every 5 minutes rather than continuously throughout the recording periods. 
Topography 
I used a gross description of the topography by determining whether a hill was 
blocking the view between a recording location and the lek. I determined visibility with 
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the Viewshed tool in ArcGIS (Appendix 3.J; version 10.1, ESRI, Redlands, CA). I 
assigned each recording location on each transect to a ‘yes’ or ‘no’ category depending 
on whether it was visible from the lek (Appendix 3.K). 
Spherical spreading 
According to the theory of spherical spreading, sound levels decrease by 6 dB 
with every doubling of distance in every direction from a point source, which can be 
calculated with the following equation (Attenborough 2014):  
𝐿𝑝 = 𝐿𝑊 − 20 log(𝑟) − 11 𝑑𝐵 
where ‘𝐿𝑝’ is sound pressure level at distance r from the source, ‘𝐿𝑊’ is the total sound 
power level emitted by the source, and ‘r’ is the radius of the spherical wavefront. This 
equation can be rewritten as: 
𝐿𝑝 = 𝐿𝑊 − 10 log(4𝜋𝑟
2) 𝑑𝐵 
Rather than use a linear relationship of distance-to-lek and boom chorus SNR, I 
accounted for spherical spreading of boom chorus with the above equation. For ‘r’ I used 
the distance between the edge of the lek and the sound recording location on the transect 
(hereafter ‘distance to lek’). I used the second part of the equation [−10log (4𝜋𝑟2)] as an 
explanatory variable in the regression analysis, which is described below.  
Regression analysis 
I considered the following explanatory variables in the analysis: spherical 
spreading coefficient, ordinal day, a nonlinear (quadratic) effect of ordinal day (to reflect 
the peak of lek activity being in the middle of the lekking season), time (minutes after 
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midnight), males (number of males present at the lek), females (number of females 
present at the lek), temperature (measured in Celsius), humidity, wind speed (measured in 
kilometers per hour), wind direction (categorized as ‘downwind’ or ‘not downwind’), 
vegetation (average height of vegetation measured in centimeters), and topography (‘yes’ 
or ‘no’ indicating whether the recording location was visible from the lek). 
I conducted a correlation analysis with PROC CORR (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, 
NC) to determine which, if any, explanatory variables were correlated and should be 
excluded from the regression analysis. I used r > 0.6 as the level at which I removed one 
of the correlated variables. I used a regression analysis (PROC GLIMMIX; SAS Institute 
Inc., Cary, NC) to determine how the boom chorus SNR, measured in dB, was affected 
by the explanatory variables. I rearranged the boom chorus SNR model to create a 
different model to estimate at what distance from the lek the ‘boom chorus SNR’ is a 
specified value. I set boom chorus SNR to zero and rearranged the model to solve for 
distance. This rearranged model assumes the boom chorus SNR is zero and estimates at 
what distance from the lek the boom chorus SNR becomes zero. In other words, the 
rearranged model could be used to estimate how far the boom chorus travels across the 
landscape. I also conducted the same analysis using the peak amplitude (dB) of the boom 
chorus as the response variable (Appendix 3.L).  
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RESULTS 
Objective 1: Characterize boom chorus 
In total, I measured 3869 boom chorus sound levels from transects surrounding 10 
leks between April and June 2013, and March and May 2014. Boom chorus was sampled 
over a broad time scale and in a wide range of weather conditions and lek attendance 
counts (see Table 3.1 for means, standard deviations and ranges of explanatory 
variables). The boom chorus SNRs ranged from 40 to 0 dB with an average of 7.52±8.95 
dB over all distances sampled (50 to 800m). The mean boom chorus signal-to-noise ratios 
were 15.70±10.40, 9.63±8.86, 5.19±6.54, 3.48±5.36, 2.61±4.03dB for distances 50, 100, 
200, 400, and 800m, respectively (Table 3.2; Figure 3.5). The peak frequency of the 
boom chorus ranged from 258.4 to 355.31 Hz with an average of 297.44±12.65 Hz. 
Objective 2: Boom chorus regression analysis 
Ordinal day and temperature were correlated (r=0.61; Table 3.3), so I excluded 
temperature from the regression analysis. I found evidence to suggest that the spherical 
spreading coefficient (P<0.001), ordinal day (P<0.001), quadratic ordinal day (P<0.001), 
time (P<0.001), males (P=0.044), females (P<0.001), humidity (P<0.001), and wind 
speed (P<0.001) explained variation in the boom chorus SNR (Table 3.4). Boom chorus 
SNR dB decreased with increased spherical spreading as distance to lek increased 
(β=0.7133, SE=0.020; Table 3.5; Figure 3.6). Boom chorus SNR dB increased with 
ordinal day until day 103 when it decreased (βday=0.6841, SE=0.1062; βday2=-0.003, 
SE=0.0005; Table 3.5; Figure 3.7). Boom chorus SNR dB decreased with increased 
minutes after midnight (β=-0.04457, SE=0.003757; Table 3.5; Figure 3.8). Boom chorus 
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SNR dB increased as the number of males at the lek increased (β=0.08968, SE=0.04454; 
Table 3.5; Figure 3.9). Boom chorus SNR dB increased as the number of females at the 
lek increased (β=1.4080, SE=0.2672; Table 3.5; Figure 3.10). Boom chorus SNR dB 
increased as relative humidity increased (β=0.06042, SE=0.01162; Table 3.5; Figure 
3.11). Boom chorus SNR dB decreased as wind speed increased (β=-0.6931, 
SE=0.04792; Table 3.5; Figure 3.12). Wind direction, vegetation and topography did not 
explain variation in the boom chorus SNR. 
The resulting model for predicting boom chorus SNR is as follows: 
𝐵𝑜𝑜𝑚 𝑐ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑢𝑠 𝑆𝑁𝑅 𝑑𝐵
= 34.5604 + 0.7133 ∗ (−10 log(4𝜋𝐷2)) + 0.6841 ∗ 𝑂 − 0.00331 ∗ 𝑂2
− 0.04457 ∗ 𝑇 + 0.08968 ∗ 𝑀 + 1.408 ∗ 𝐹 + 0.06042 ∗ 𝐻 − 0.6931
∗ 𝑊 − 0.0058 ∗ 𝑉 + (0.3738 𝑖𝑓 𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑)
+ (0.8339 𝑖𝑓 𝑙𝑒𝑘 𝑛𝑜𝑡 𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒) 
where: 
 D=distance to lek, in meters 
 O=ordinal day 
T=time, in minutes after midnight 
M=number of males present at lek 
F=number of females present at lek 
H=% relative humidity 
W=wind speed, in kilometers per hour 
V=vegetation height, in centimeters 
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The rearranged model to solve for at what distance the boom chorus SNR equals zero is 
as follows: 
𝒅𝒊𝒔𝒕𝒂𝒏𝒄𝒆 𝒕𝒐 𝒍𝒆𝒌 (𝒎𝒆𝒕𝒆𝒓𝒔) = √
𝟏𝟎
x
𝟕.𝟏𝟑𝟑
𝟒𝝅
 
where ‘x’ is the following: 
𝑥 = 34.5604 + 0.6841 ∗ 𝑂 − 0.00331 ∗ 𝑂2 − 0.04457 ∗ 𝑇 + 0.08968 ∗ 𝑀 + 1.408 ∗ 𝐹
+ 0.06042 ∗ 𝐻 − 0.6931 ∗ 𝑊 − 0.0058 ∗ 𝑉 + (0.3738 𝑖𝑓 𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑)
+ (0.8339 𝑖𝑓 𝑙𝑒𝑘 𝑛𝑜𝑡 𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒) 
Under average conditions for all explanatory variables, the boom chorus SNR reaches 
zero at 1090 meters from the lek.  
 
DISCUSSION 
Boom chorus characterization 
Over the distances sampled (50 - 800m), the measured boom chorus SNRs ranged 
from 40 to 0 dB, which represents a wide range of SNRs and demonstrates the variability 
in the boom chorus. A SNR of 0 indicates that the sound of the boom chorus does not rise 
above the ambient sound level, which can be used to estimate the maximum distance the 
boom chorus travels across the landscape. Under average temporal, lek attendance, and 
weather conditions at the study site, the boom chorus traveled approximately 1090m from 
the lek based on the model projections (Figure 3.6). 
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The average peak frequency of the boom chorus (297.44±12.65 Hz) is much 
lower than the peak frequencies of many bird species in the soundscape. For example, the 
Eastern meadowlark (Sturnella magna) and Red-winged Blackbird (Agelaius 
phoeniceus), two common species in the soundscape, have frequency ranges of 2.96±0.26 
to 6.85±0.53 kHz and 1.22±0.21 to 5.48±0.09 kHz, respectively (Knapton 1987). 
According to the acoustic niche hypothesis, avian communities often have frequency 
segregation to avoid heterospecific competition among bird species with temporal 
overlap in their songs (Farina et al. 2011). Although there are other bird vocalizations in 
the soundscape with frequencies similar to the boom chorus (e.g., Sharp-tailed Grouse, 
Tympanuchus phasianellus, ‘coo’ peak frequency, 297±54 Hz; Sparling 1983), prairie-
chickens occupy a fairly unique frequency range relative to other avian species. 
Boom chorus soundscape ecology 
The boom chorus SNR decreased due to spherical spreading as distance to the lek 
increased (Figure 3.6) and was predicted to reach zero 1090 meters from the lek under 
average conditions. In many wildlife species, males use long-range acoustic signals to 
attract mates and these signals degrade with distance (Naguib and Wiley 2001). The 
degradation may make it more difficult for receivers to interpret the signal, but it may 
also allow receivers to estimate the distance to the sound source, a process known as 
‘auditory distance assessment,’ or ‘ranging’ (Naguib and Wiley 2001). Although I did not 
study auditory distance assessment in prairie-chickens, it seems plausible that the 
decrease in boom chorus SNR with distance might be a source of information for prairie-
chickens trying to locate leks on the landscape. 
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The nonlinear effect of ordinal day on boom chorus SNR (Figure 3.7a) is 
consistent with the changes in prairie-chicken lek activity throughout a breeding season. 
Sparling (1981) describes the prairie grouse lekking season as having three distinct 
phases: territory establishment (weeks 1-4); peak period of female visitations (weeks 5-
11); and postmating (weeks 12-13+). The peak period of the breeding season for this 
population occurred in April (personal observation). According to the predicted boom 
chorus SNR values for ordinal days 80 (March 21st), 120 (April 30th) and 160 (June 9th), 
there is little difference between the beginning (territory establishment) and middle (peak 
period) of the breeding season, whereas there is a substantial difference between either 
the beginning or middle and the end (postmating) of the breeding season (Figure 3.7b; J. 
Smith and C. Whalen unpublished data). The distance at which the predicted boom 
chorus SNR reaches 0 is farther from the lek at the beginning and middle of the breeding 
season and closer to the lek at the end of the breeding season (Figure 3.7b), indicating 
that the boom chorus travels farther from the lek at the beginning and middle of the 
breeding season as compared to the end. 
The negative effect of time on boom chorus SNR (Figure 3.8a) is consistent with 
documented decreases in lek activity throughout the morning (Sparling 1981). According 
to the predicted boom chorus SNR values for 340 minutes after midnight (0540H CDT), 
440 minutes after midnight (0720H CDT), and 540 minutes after midnight (0900H CDT), 
the largest predicted boom chorus SNR occurs at the beginning of the morning, and it 
decreases as the morning progresses (Figure 3.8b). Furthermore, the distance at which the 
predicted boom chorus SNR reaches 0 is farther from the lek at the beginning of the 
morning, and decreases with time (Figure 3.8b). The boom chorus travels farther at the 
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beginning of the morning than later in the morning. The timing of the prairie-chicken 
boom chorus is similar to that of other chorusing wildlife species; choruses typically 
occur at dawn or dusk (Farina 2014). Several hypotheses exist to explain why dawn is an 
advantageous time for birds to chorus, including low ambient noise levels, favorable 
acoustic transmission of sound, adequate food storage levels from the previous day, and 
less efficient foraging opportunities than at other times of day (Farina 2014). It is possible 
that prairie-chicken boom chorus SNRs are highest at dawn and decrease throughout the 
morning for reasons similar to those that have been suggested to explain other bird 
choruses. 
The positive effect of the number of males on the boom chorus SNR (Figure 3.9a) 
may be explained by the idea that the overall sound level of the boom chorus will 
increase when more voices are added. However, the effect of the number of males on the 
boom chorus SNR is surprisingly small. The parameter estimate indicates that for 
addition of one male to a lek, the boom chorus only increases by 0.0897 dB (Table 3.5). 
According to the predicted boom chorus values for 1, 8 and 19 males, the largest 
predicted boom chorus value occurs when 19 males are at the lek, and decreases when 
fewer males are present, however, the differences in the predicted values are very small 
(Figure 3.9b). The predicted boom chorus travels farther when more males are present, 
but the difference appears to be very small and most likely has little ecological 
significance.  
In contrast to males, the number of females had a large effect on boom chorus 
SNR (Figure 3.10a). For the addition of every female to the lek, the predicted boom 
chorus SNR increased by 1.408 dB, which is a much larger increase than the increase of 
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0.08968 dB for the addition of every male (Table 3.5). According to the predicted boom 
chorus SNR values for 0, 4, and 8 females, the largest boom chorus occurred when 8 
females were at the lek and decreased as the number of females decreased (Figure 3.10b). 
Furthermore, the distance at which the predicted boom chorus SNR reaches 0 is farther 
from the lek when more females are present (Figure 3.10b). The boom chorus travels 
farther when females are present at the lek.  
The positive effect of humidity on boom chorus SNR (Figure 3.11a) is consistent 
with what is known about the effects of humidity on sound propagation. Sound 
attenuation decreases with increased relative humidity for the range of humidity levels 
measured at the study site (Table 3.1; Harris 1967), indicating that the amount of acoustic 
energy absorbed by the air decreases as humidity increases within the humidity range 
relevant to this study. This pattern is reflected in the predicted boom chorus SNRs for 
humidity levels of 40, 70, and 100% (Figure 3.11b). The highest predicted boom chorus 
SNRs occurred at 100% humidity and the predicted SNRs decreased with decreased 
humidity. Furthermore, the distance at which the predicted boom chorus SNR reaches 0 
is farther from the lek at high humidity levels, and this distance decreases with decreased 
humidity (Figure 3.11b). The boom chorus travels farther at higher humidity levels.    
The negative effect of wind speed on boom chorus SNR (Figure 3.12a) is 
consistent with what we know about the effects of wind on ambient sound levels. Wind is 
a major contributor to the soundscape (Brumm and Slabbekoorn 2005), and higher wind 
speeds create a noisier acoustic environment (Chapter 4). The boom chorus SNR is 
determined by finding the difference between the peak amplitude of the boom chorus and 
the amplitude of the ambient sound, so if all other factors were kept constant, a rise in the 
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ambient sound level would result in a decreased boom chorus SNR. The pattern of 
decreased SNR with increased ambient levels is evident in the predicted boom chorus 
SNRs for wind speeds of 0, 6, and 12 km/hr (Figure 3.12b). Furthermore, the distance at 
which the predicted boom chorus SNR reaches 0 is farther from the lek at low wind 
speeds, and this distance decreases with increased wind speeds (Figure 3.12b), meaning 
that the boom chorus travels farther at lower wind speeds. Wind is not a new addition to 
the soundscape; wind and prairie-chickens have long co-existed. In fact, ambient sound 
levels are thought to be an influential factor in the evolution of bird songs (Brumm and 
Slabbekoorn 2005). Since wind speeds and ambient sound levels tend to be lower early in 
the morning, these results support the theory that bird choruses typically take place in the 
early morning when the acoustic environment is quieter (Brumm and Naguib 2009; 
Farina 2014). 
Many of my results should be transferable, at least in concept, to other prairie-
chickens. However, the inferences drawn here are to my sample of males at ten leks in 
the northern Sandhills region of Nebraska. There may be differences among populations 
of prairie-chickens and variation among their habitats that limit the transferability of 
these results.  
Applications and uses of these results 
The results of this chapter demonstrate the boom chorus has a great deal of 
variation stemming from many factors. Because potential behavioral purposes of the 
boom chorus may be to advertise the lek and attract prairie-chickens, the variability in the 
boom chorus means that the capacity for male prairie-chickens to advertise and attract 
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varies with distance to lek, ordinal day, time, number of males, number of females, wind 
speed and humidity. 
Information about how the boom chorus is affected by distance, ordinal day, time, 
males, females, wind speed and humidity could be used to assess the effects of 
anthropogenic noise on prairie-chickens. More specifically, an estimation of the boom 
chorus under specific temporal situations, lek attendance counts, and weather conditions 
could be used to estimate potential masking from anthropogenic noise (Chapter 5). 
  The results of this chapter could also be helpful for siting future sources of 
anthropogenic noise in prairie-chicken habitat, such as wind energy facilities. The ability 
to estimate how far the boom chorus travels across the landscape under different 
conditions could be informative for determining at what distance from leks anthropogenic 
noise sources can be situated. At my study site the area within a 1090m radius of a lek 
seems to be important for long-distance advertising and attracting females during the 
breeding season. Although the model presented in this chapter is useful for estimating the 
distance boom chorus travels, the maximum distance from a lek at which a prairie-
chicken can perceive the boom chorus (the active space of the signal) depends on its 
hearing sensitivity (Lohr et al. 2003). An acoustic signal needs to exceed the background 
noise by a certain amount (i.e., the critical ratio) for a recipient to hear the signal 
(Dooling 2002). Thus, my estimates of distance that sound traveled to a recorder are 
farther than then distance at which a prairie-chicken can hear the boom chorus. 
The results of this chapter could be incorporated into future studies investigating 
the relationship between the boom chorus soundscape and prairie-chicken breeding 
biology. There are many interesting questions that could be asked. For example, how 
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does the area covered by the boom chorus soundscape relate to nest placement? 
Similarly, how does female movement during the breeding season relate to the boom 
chorus soundscape? 
Conclusion 
Overall, I have demonstrated the spatial, temporal and acoustic variation of a 
boom chorus soundscape. Previous reports stated that prairie-chicken booms “can 
ordinarily (without wind) be heard a mile or two” (Hamerstrom and Hamerstrom 1960) 
and “may be heard for more than 4 km” (Sparling 1983) from a lek. Although these are 
good general estimates, my results suggest that the use of one distance is oversimplified 
because of the many factors that affect the boom chorus SNR, and thus, the distance from 
which the boom chorus can be heard. I demonstrate that the contribution of prairie-
chicken boom chorus to the soundscape is highly variable and dynamic.  
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TABLES 
Table 3.1 Means, standard deviations and ranges of explanatory variables measured 
concurrently with audio recordings of Greater Prairie-Chicken boom chorus near 
Ainsworth, NE in 2013 and 2014. Boom chorus was sampled over a broad time scale and 
in a wide range of weather conditions and lek attendance counts.  
Explanatory variable N Mean SD Min Max 
Distance to lek (m) 3869 298.38 267.3 50 800 
Ordinal day 3869 122.94 21.60 76 167 
Time (minutes after 
midnight) 
3869 440.84 54.17 340 590 
Males 3869 7.85 3.85 1 19 
Females 3869 0.32 0.96 0 8 
Humidity (%) 3869 83.20 13.83 33.55 100 
Wind speed (km/hr) 3869 5.59 4.28 0 21.03 
Temperature (°C) 3869 5.92 6.65 -10.25 20.72 
Vegetation height (cm) 1490 20.72 8.59 0 60 
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Table 3.2 Means and standard deviations of boom chorus signal-to-noise ratios at each 
distance sampled around Greater Prairie-Chicken leks studied near Ainsworth, NE, USA 
in 2013 and 2014. 
Distance to 
lek (m) 
Average boom 
chorus SNR (dB) 
SD 
50 15.70 10.40 
100 9.63 8.86 
200 5.19 6.54 
400 3.48 5.36 
800 2.61 4.03 
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Table 3.3 Pearson’s correlation analysis results of explanatory variables used in the 
analysis of Greater Prairie-Chicken boom chorus studied near Ainsworth, NE, USA in 
2013 and 2014. Correlation was defined by an r-value of 0.6 or greater. Ordinal day and 
temperature are positively correlated. Vegetation had a sample size of 1490 and all other 
variables had a sample size of 3869. 
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Table 3.4 Results of regression analysis of Greater Prairie-Chicken boom chorus at leks 
near Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2013 and 2014. Ordinal day, spherical spreading, time, 
males, females, humidity and wind speed are significant estimators of boom chorus 
signal-to-noise ratio. 
 
Explanatory variable 
Numerator 
DF 
Denominator 
DF 
F value P 
Ordinal day 1 1478 41.47 <0.001 
Ordinal day2 1 1478 48.6 <0.001 
Spherical spreading 
coefficient 
1 1478 1283.42 <0.001 
Time 1 1478 140.73 <0.001 
Males 1 1478 4.05 0.044 
Females 1 1478 27.77 <0.001 
Humidity 1 1478 27.02 <0.001 
Wind speed 1 1478 209.21 <0.001 
Wind direction 1 1478 0.84 0.359 
Vegetation 1 1478 0.1 0.755 
Topography 1 1478 3.21 0.073 
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Table 3.5 Parameter estimates from a regression analysis of Greater Prairie-Chicken 
boom chorus at leks near Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2013 and 2014. Ordinal day, spherical 
spreading, time, males, females, humidity and wind speed are significant estimators of 
boom chorus signal-to-noise ratio. 
Parameter β SE DF t  P 
Intercept 34.56040 6.7378 1478 5.13 <0.001 
Ordinal day 0.68410 0.1062 1478 6.44 <0.001 
Ordinal day2 -0.00331 0.0005 1478 -6.97 <0.001 
Spherical spreading 
coefficient 
0.71330 0.0199 1478 35.82 <0.001 
Time -0.04457 0.0038 1478 -11.86 <0.001 
Males 0.08968 0.0445 1478 2.01 0.044 
Females 1.40800 0.2672 1478 5.27 <0.001 
Humidity 0.06042 0.0116 1478 5.2 <0.001 
Wind speed -0.69310 0.0479 1478 -14.46 <0.001 
Wind direction (downwind) 0.37380 0.4074 1478 0.92 0.359 
Wind direction (not 
downwind) 
0 . . . . 
Vegetation -0.00580 0.0186 1478 -0.31 0.755 
Topography (not visible) 0.83390 0.4653 1478 1.79 0.073 
Topography (yes visible) 0 . . . . 
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FIGURES 
 
        
 
Figure 3.1 Comparison of an individual boom vocalization with a boom chorus recorded 
from Greater Prairie-Chicken leks near Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2013 and 2014. (A) 
Waveform, spectrogram and power spectrum of a single boom vocalization recorded at a 
lek. (B) Waveform, spectrogram, and power spectrum of boom chorus recorded 50 
meters from a lek. The combination of multiple males booming creates a ‘boom chorus.’ 
 
A B 
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Figure 3.2 Study site used for recording boom chorus of Greater Prairie-Chickens at ten 
leks near Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2013 and 2014.  
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Figure 3.3 Greater Prairie-Chicken boom chorus was recorded at distances of 50, 100, 
200, 400 and 800 meters along four transects extending away from leks near Ainsworth, 
NE, USA in 2013 and 2014.  
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Figure 3.4 Depiction of method used to measure the difference between the boom chorus 
peak and ambient sound (i.e., the signal-to-noise ratio) in Greater Prairie-Chicken sound 
recordings collected near Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2013 and 2014. Image is of a power 
spectrum from Raven sound analysis software. 
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Figure 3.5 Means and standard deviations of boom chorus signal-to-noise ratios at each 
distance sampled around 10 Greater Prairie-Chicken leks studied near Ainsworth, NE, 
USA in 2013 and 2014.  
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Figure 3.6 Greater Prairie-Chicken boom chorus SNR decreases as distance to lek 
increases at leks near Ainsworth, NE, USA in the springs of 2013 and 2014. The black 
circles represent predicted boom chorus SNRs calculated from the model with all 
explanatory variables (except distance) held constant at their means. Error bars represent 
only the variation caused by distance, but additional variation exists from other sources 
(light gray circles are 95% of raw data). 
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Figure 3.7 Ordinal day had a nonlinear effect on Greater Prairie-Chicken boom chorus 
SNR at leks near Ainsworth, NE, USA in the springs of 2013 and 2014. (A) Predicted 
boom chorus SNRs calculated from the model with all explanatory variables (except 
ordinal day) held constant at their means. Error bars represent only variation for ordinal 
day. (B) Predicted boom chorus SNRs at ordinal day 80 (March 21st; circle symbol), 
ordinal day 120 (April 30th; square symbol), and ordinal day 160 (June 9th; triangle 
symbol) with all other explanatory variables (except distance) held constant at their 
means. Error bars represent only the variation for distance, but additional variation exists 
from other sources (light gray circles are 95% of raw data). I removed negative predicted 
boom chorus SNR values from ordinal day 160.  
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Figure 3.8 Greater Prairie-Chicken boom chorus SNR decreases as time increases at leks 
near Ainsworth, NE, USA in the springs of 2013 and 2014. (A) Predicted boom chorus 
SNRs calculated from the model with all explanatory variables (except time) held 
constant at their means. Error bars represent only variation for time. (B) Predicted boom 
chorus SNRs at 340 minutes after midnight (0540H CDT; square symbol), 440 minutes 
after midnight (0720H CDT; circle symbol), and 540 minutes after midnight (0900H 
CDT; triangle symbol) with all other explanatory variables (except distance) held 
constant at their means. Error bars represent only the variation for distance, but additional 
variation exists from other sources (light gray circles are 95% of raw data).I removed 
negative predicted boom chorus SNR values from 540 minutes after midnight.  
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Figure 3.9 Greater Prairie-Chicken boom chorus SNR increases as the number of males 
increases at leks near Ainsworth, NE, USA in the springs of 2013 and 2014, although the 
effect is small. (A) Predicted boom chorus SNRs calculated from the model with all 
explanatory variables (except males) held constant at their means. Error bars represent 
only variation for males. (B) Predicted boom chorus SNRs with 1 male present at lek 
(triangle symbol), 8 males present at lek (circle symbol), and 19 males present at lek 
(square symbol) with all other explanatory variables (except distance) held constant at 
their means. Error bars represent only the variation for distance, but additional variation 
exists from other sources (light gray circles are 95% of raw data).  
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Figure 3.10 Greater Prairie-Chicken boom chorus SNR increases as the number of 
females increases at leks near Ainsworth, NE, USA in the springs of 2013 and 2014. (A) 
Predicted boom chorus SNRs calculated from the model with all explanatory variables 
(except females) held constant at their means. Error bars represent only variation for 
females. (B) Predicted boom chorus SNRs with 0 females present at lek (triangle 
symbol), 4 females present at lek (circle symbol), and 8 females present at lek (square 
symbol) with all other explanatory variables (except distance) held constant at their 
means. Error bars represent only the variation for distance, but additional variation exists 
from other sources (light gray circles are 95% of raw data).  
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Figure 3.11 Greater Prairie-Chicken boom chorus SNR increases as humidity increases 
at leks near Ainsworth, NE, USA in the springs of 2013 and 2014. (A) Predicted boom 
chorus SNRs calculated from the model with all explanatory variables (except humidity) 
held constant at their means. Error bars represent only variation for humidity. (B) 
Predicted boom chorus SNRs for 40% relative humidity (triangle symbol), 70% relative 
humidity (circle symbol), and 100% relative humidity (square symbol) with all other 
explanatory variables (except distance) held constant at their means. Error bars represent 
only the variation for distance, but additional variation exists from other sources (light 
gray circles are 95% of raw data).   
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Figure 3.12 Greater Prairie-Chicken boom chorus SNR decreases as wind speed 
increases at leks near Ainsworth, NE, USA in the springs of 2013 and 2014. (A) 
Predicted boom chorus SNRs calculated from the model with all explanatory variables 
(except wind speed) held constant at their means. Error bars represent only variation for 
wind speed. (B) Predicted boom chorus SNRs at wind speeds of 0 km/hr (circle symbol), 
6 km/hr (square symbol), and 12 km/hr (triangle symbol) with all other explanatory 
variables (except distance) held constant at their means. Error bars represent only the 
variation for distance, but additional variation exists from other sources (light gray circles 
are 95% of raw data).  
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CHAPTER 4: CONTRIBUTION OF WIND TURBINE NOISE TO THE 
SOUNDSCAPE AT THE FREQUENCY OF THE GREATER PRAIRIE-CHICKEN 
BOOM CHORUS4 
 
ABSTRACT 
The effects of wind turbine noise on wildlife are poorly understood. Does wind 
turbine noise have the potential to mask animal vocalizations? To answer that question 
for the Greater Prairie-Chicken (Tympanuchus cupido pinnatus), I sought to determine 
how far wind turbine noise travels across the landscape and what factors affect that sound 
transmission. I assessed sound levels near the wind energy facility and established 
ambient sound levels in the landscape. The sound level near the wind energy facility, 
measured in decibels (dB), was affected by spherical spreading (β=0.6917, SE=0.01106), 
ordinal day (β=0.01664, SE=0.002785), time (β=0.003535, SE=0.001527), wind speed 
(β=1.1929, SE=0.02609), wind direction (β=0.9914, SE=0.1691), and topography 
(β=0.3819, SE=0.08241). Ambient sound level, measured in decibels, was affected by 
ordinal day (β=-0.07519, SE=0.007348) and wind speed (β=1.1679, SE=0.04191). I 
isolated wind turbine noise by subtracting the predicted ambient sound level from the 
predicted sound level near the wind energy facility. At 100m from the turbines, under 
average temporal, landscape and wind conditions, wind turbine noise was 25dB above the 
ambient sound level. At 500m from the turbines, wind turbine noise was 16 dB above the 
                                                          
 
 
4 To be submitted to The Journal of Wildlife Management. Co-authors: M. B. Brown, J. McGee, L. A. 
Powell, and E. J. Walsh (in alphabetical order). 
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ambient sound level. The results demonstrate the spatial and temporal variation of wind 
turbine noise in the soundscape and provide important information to wildlife managers. 
Keywords: anthropogenic, energy, management, masking, sound, Tympanuchus cupido 
pinnatus, wildlife, wind farm 
 
INTRODUCTION 
With growing concerns about climate change, wind energy facilities are being 
constructed at an unprecedented rate, often without complete knowledge of their potential 
effects (Stewart et al. 2007). Despite serving as a source of clean energy, wind energy 
facilities have potential disadvantages, including threats to wildlife (Drewitt and 
Langston 2006). In particular, wind turbine noise might be a concern for wildlife and 
more research is needed to understand its potential effects (Drewitt and Langston 2006). 
Here, I focus on wind turbine noise to help inform wildlife conservation and 
management. 
Soundscapes are a natural resource with ecological and social value (Dumyahn 
and Pijanowski 2011) and biologists have begun to assess soundscapes in the context of 
conservation and management. Soundscapes consist of three types of sound: biological, 
geophysical and anthropogenic (Pijanowski et al. 2011). Anthropogenic noise in the 
soundscape may originate from a variety of sources, such as road traffic, airports, 
airplanes, off-road vehicles, trains, ships, military bases, factories and mining operations 
(Blickley and Patricelli 2010). Soundscapes vary spatially, temporally and spectrally 
(Pijanowski et al. 2011). Anthropogenic noises may cover a broad spectrum of 
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frequencies, although many are low frequency sounds (Farina 2014), which travel long 
distances over the landscape, and thus have the potential to occupy a substantial area of a 
soundscape. It is important that we understand the role of anthropogenic noise in the 
soundscape, because "In soundscape ecology noise is not simply an unwanted sound but 
a sound that reduces, by masking, the quality of every other acoustic signal" (Farina 
2014).  
Anthropogenic noise has the potential to affect wildlife in a variety of ways that 
range from acute to chronic (Blickley and Patricelli 2010). Ortega (2012) summarized 
nine potential effects of noise specific to birds, although many of these impacts could be 
applied to non-avian species. (1) Very loud noises may physically damage ears and cause 
temporary or permanent hearing loss. (2) Noise may cause elevated stress levels, which 
have physiological consequences. (3) Noise may startle animals and result in a fright-
flight response. (4) Individuals may avoid a noisy area and relocate to a quieter habitat. 
(5) Noise has the potential to negatively affect foraging behavior. (6) Noise may change 
reproductive success by affecting mate attraction, egg production, incubation, brooding, 
brood parasites, abandonment, and the ability for parents to hear begging calls. (7) Noise 
may mask vocal communication and cause changes in vocalizations such as frequency 
shifts, amplitude adjustments, changes in song components, and temporal shifts. (8) 
Noise may interfere with predator detection. (9) Noise may cause changes in populations. 
The wide variety of potential effects of noise highlight the importance of understanding 
the ways in which anthropogenic noise exists in the soundscape. 
In this chapter I will explore soundscape anthropogenic noise by studying wind 
turbine noise. Wind energy facilities are being built at an increasing rate throughout the 
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world without full knowledge of their effects on wildlife. Wind turbine noise has been 
described as the combination of a mechanical sound (such as a car running) and a 
swishing sound (such as a bat being swung through the air) (Tonin 2012). In more 
technical terms, wind turbine noise is a mixture of tonal, broadband, low 
frequency/infrasonic and impulsive sounds (Rogers et al. 2006; Tonin 2012). The sources 
of these sounds can be generally grouped into two categories: mechanical (gearbox, 
generator, yaw drives, cooling fans and auxiliary equipment) and aerodynamic noise (air 
passing over the blades) (Hubbard and Shepherd 1990; Rogers et al. 2006; Tonin 2012). 
The aerodynamic sounds contribute the most to the overall wind turbine noise (Hubbard 
and Shepherd 1990; Rogers et al. 2006; Tonin 2012). The low frequency quality of wind 
turbine noise, similar to many types of anthropogenic noise, enables it to travel greater 
distances across the landscape than a high frequency sound. Unlike some types of 
anthropogenic noise, wind turbine noise is a constant presence throughout the day and 
night (Hubbard and Shepherd 1990), and thus is a constant contributor to the surrounding 
soundscape. 
Wind turbine noise could be a problem for wildlife and more research is needed to 
understand its potential effects (Drewitt and Langston 2006; Barber et al. 2009; Noel 
2013; Farina 2014). Studies already completed on the effects of wind turbine noise on 
wildlife have produced a variety of interesting and informative results. In a study of the 
effects of wind turbines on anti-predator behavior in California ground squirrels 
(Otospermophilus beecheyi), the squirrels exhibited higher levels of vigilance and 
increased caution at a turbine site as compared to a control site, which the authors 
attributed to the presence of wind turbine noise (Rabin et al. 2006). Leddy et al. (1999) 
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found lower densities of grassland birds near wind turbines as compared to control sites 
without turbines, and the authors suggested that a potential mechanism, among other 
possibilities, was wind turbine noise. In a study in which wind turbines were turned on 
and off to measure their effects, there were no differences in Common Eider (Somateria 
mollissima) flight paths or willingness to land based on turbine operational status (Larsen 
and Guillemette 2007). A preliminary investigation of wind turbine noise and Greater 
Sage-Grouse (Centrocercus urophasianus) suggested that wind turbine noise has the 
potential to mask the low frequency (125 Hz and below) components of sage-grouse 
vocalizations within 400m of a turbine (Noel 2013). Although these studies provide us 
with important initial knowledge, more research is needed to fully understand the 
potential effects of wind turbine noise on wildlife. A valuable first step in studying the 
effects of wind turbine noise on wildlife is to determine how far the noise travels across 
the landscape, and how that transmission distance may be affected. 
Many of the existing studies have focused on the effects of wind turbine noise on 
humans (Pedersen and Waye 2004; van den Berg 2004; Pedersen and Waye 2007; 
Harrison 2011) and generally focus on the sound levels in and around residences. Work 
has been completed on wind turbine noise propagation and predicting noise levels at 
specific distances away from facilities (Forssén et al. 2010; Oerlemans and Schepers 
2010; Guarnaccia et al. 2011). Numerous models exist for predicting wind turbine noise 
(Szasz and Fuchs 2010), but wind turbine noise is a complex issue and many of these 
models may be too detailed for the needs of wildlife managers. Furthermore, different 
models of wind turbines generate different noise levels (Rogers et al. 2006; 
Pantazopoulou 2010) and the sounds of multiple turbines may reinforce each other 
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(Doolan et al. 2012), suggesting that the model, number, and arrangement of wind 
turbines at a facility influence the overall sound produced. Thus, there may be individual 
variation among wind energy facilities. Here, I present data on wind turbine noise levels 
and the distance it travels across the landscape to allow managers to determine whether 
wind turbine noise has the potential to affect wildlife. In this study I examine wind 
turbine noise at the frequency of the male Greater Prairie-Chicken (Tympanuchus cupido 
pinnatus; hereafter ‘prairie-chicken’) boom vocalization to help managers assess the 
potential for wind turbine noise to mask prairie-chicken calls. Prairie-chicken boom 
vocalizations are low frequency (Chapter 1), which makes them especially vulnerable to 
masking by wind turbine noise and other low frequency anthropogenic sounds. 
Objective 
My objective was to determine how the level of wind turbine noise is affected by 
distance, ordinal day, time, wind speed, wind direction, temperature, humidity, vegetation 
height, topography and the number of turbines in operation. I hypothesize that distance, 
ordinal day, time, wind speed, wind direction, temperature, humidity, vegetation height, 
topography and the number of turbines in operation affect the level of the wind turbine 
noise. I predict that the wind turbine noise level will decrease with increased distance to 
the turbines. I predict that the wind turbine noise level will decrease in windy conditions 
that the noise level will be higher downwind of the turbines. I predict temperature and 
humidity will affect wind turbine noise levels. I predict the wind turbine noise level will 
be reduced with increased vegetation height and more hilly topography. Lastly, I predict 
that the wind turbine noise level will be greater when more turbines are on. I investigate 
how the aforementioned variables affect the transmission distance and level of wind 
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turbine noise, which will provide useful information about the presence of wind turbine 
noise in the soundscape. 
 
FIELD METHODS 
General approach 
One challenge in this study was differentiating the wind turbine noise from other 
sounds in the environment, which is common problem in noise studies (Barber et al. 
2009; Thorne 2011). I addressed this problem by measuring sound levels in and around 
the wind energy facility (hereafter ‘sound levels near facility’), measuring sound levels at 
locations far away from the wind energy facility (hereafter ‘ambient sound’), and found 
the difference between the two (hereafter ‘wind turbine noise’). Level is the amplitude 
(i.e., ‘loudness’) of the sound, measured in decibels (dB). I measured sound levels near 
the wind facility with a grid study design and ambient sound levels at ten random 
locations on the landscape. 
Study site 
I gathered data on wind turbine noise between March and June 2014 at the 
Nebraska Public Power District (NPPD) wind energy facility (42°27’N, 99°54’W), which 
is located about 10 km south of Ainsworth, Brown County, NE, USA. The wind energy 
facility, built in 2005, consists of 36 Vestas V82 1.65 megawatt wind turbines and 
occupies approximately 1620-hectare area of land (Figure 4.1).  
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Sound levels near facility 
I recorded sound levels near the facility by placing SM2+ Song Meter audio 
recorders (Wildlife Acoustics; Concord, MA) in a grid formation overlaid on the wind 
energy facility. The grid consisted of 70 points, which were generally placed 1 km apart, 
and covered the area within and around the wind energy facility (Figure 4.2). The 1 km 
spacing offered a balance between sampling area and sampling density. The grid was not 
a perfect rectangle nor were the grid points always placed 1 km apart because of limited 
access to private land in the surrounding area. The grid points ranged from 49 to 3062 
meters to the nearest wind turbine (Appendix 4.A), which enabled me to measure the 
sound levels over a broad range of distances from the turbines. 
Ten audio recorders were available for use, so rather than recording sound at all 
70 grid points simultaneously, I recorded at the grid points on a rotating schedule. I 
randomly grouped the 70 grid points into seven groups of ten (Appendix 4.B). I recorded 
sound levels at all grid points in a group on the same day and I always used the same 
audio recorder at the same grid point (Appendix 4.B). I recorded sound at a group of grid 
points for one morning and then moved the audio recorders to the next group in the cycle. 
By recording each group on a rotating basis, I was able to record each group on dates 
distributed throughout the time frame of the study (Appendix 4.C). I recorded sound 
levels at each group three to five times between March and June 2014. In the event of 
rain or high winds (consistently above 15 miles per hour), I repeated that day’s 
recordings to ensure that I had at least three ‘good quality’ mornings for each grid point. 
To avoid the presence of prairie-chicken vocalizations in the audio recordings, I recorded 
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wind turbine noise in the early morning. I programmed the audio recorders to 
automatically begin recording at 0200H and stop recording at 0500H CDT.  
At each grid point, I mounted a wooden stake in the ground from which to hang 
the audio recorder. This allowed me to hang the audio recorders such that the 
microphones were 25 cm above the ground to match the head height of a prairie-chicken 
(Toepfer and Eng 1988; Appendix 1.C). I outfitted each audio recorder microphone with 
two windscreens to address the windy conditions at the study site. I positioned the 
original windscreen from Wildlife Acoustics directly on top of the microphone, over 
which I placed a Windtech 600 series windscreen (The Olsen Audio Group, Inc, 
Scottsdale, AZ). 
I used the two channels of the audio recorders to record at two different gain 
settings. For all recording sessions, I used a gain of 36 dB (better for windy days) for 
channel 1 and a gain of 48 dB (better for less windy days) for channel 2. All other audio 
settings were the same for all recordings: 44,100Hz sampling rate, 3Hz high-pass filter, 
and 2.5V bias. 
Each time I recorded sound at a grid point, I measured the vegetation height at 
that location. I estimated the ‘average’ height of the vegetation within one meter of the 
audio recorder and measured the distance between this point and the ground with a 
measuring tape. 
Ambient sound 
I recorded ambient sound at ten random locations far enough from the wind 
energy facility that the wind turbine noise would not be included in the audio recordings 
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(Figure 4.3). I assumed the wind turbine noise would not be present in ambient 
recordings placed at least 9 km from the turbines. The ambient locations ranged from 9.2 
to 18.3 kilometers from the nearest wind turbine. I recorded sound at these locations three 
to six times between March and May 2014 and I always used the same audio recorder at 
the same ambient location (Appendix 4.D). These recording dates were spread 
throughout the field seasons to account for temporal changes. For each of the dates, I 
recorded ambient sound simultaneously at all ten locations for one morning. I followed 
the same exact recording procedures as for the sound levels near the facility. 
 
WEATHER DATA 
To understand how weather variables might affect wind turbine noise, I used the 
weather data from the Ainsworth, NE weather station (42°55’N, 99°82’W), which 
collects weather data once per hour, on the hour. I included temperature, humidity, wind 
speed, and wind direction in my analysis because these variables affect sound 
propagation and attenuation (Harris 1967; Attenborough 2014). I extrapolated the hourly 
weather to every 10 minutes. 
Because the weather station collects data at a different location than the study site, 
and higher above the ground as compared to the audio recorders, I conducted a regression 
analysis (PROC GLIMMIX, SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC) to estimate the weather 
conditions at the study site from the weather station data (Appendix 4.E). I used weather 
data collected at the study site during spring 2013 by a Kestrel 4500 Weather Meter 
(Nielsen-Kellerman, Chester, PN). The purpose of the models was to estimate the study 
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site data weather conditions from the weather station data. I conducted a separate 
regression analysis for each weather variable (wind speed, temperature and humidity). 
The response variable in each regression analysis was the study site weather conditions. 
The explanatory variables in each regression analysis were the weather station data and 
the distance between the weather station and the location where the study site data was 
collected. 
 
SOUND MEASUREMENT METHODS 
I used Raven Pro version 1.4 sound analysis software (Cornell Lab of 
Ornithology, Ithaca, NY) to measure the sound files (see Figure 4.4 for examples of 
spectrograms). For each 3-hour sound file, I measured the sound level averaged over a 5-
minute period every 10 minutes throughout the file (e.g., 0200-0205H, 0210-0215H, 
0220-0225H, etc.). I measured the level at 10-minute intervals throughout the morning to 
assess temporal variation in sound levels. 
I created a selection for each of the 5-minute periods. For each five-minute 
selection, I checked for the presence of clipping in the 36 or 48 gain channel to assess 
which was more appropriate to use. Clipping results in waveform distortion, which makes 
the clipped portion of the sound file unusable for my analysis (Howard and Murphy 
2008). If the 48 gain waveform had no clipping (Appendix 4.F.a), I used it for the 
measurement. If the 48 gain waveform had clipping, I next checked the 36 gain 
waveform. If the 36 gain waveform had no clipping, I used it for the boom chorus 
measurement. If the 36 gain waveform had minimal clipping (Appendix 4.F.b), I deleted 
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the clipped portions. Selections with major clipping (i.e., more than 30 seconds) were not 
used in the analysis (Appendix 4.F.c). 
Once I determined which channel to use, I created a power spectrum window 
(Hann window type, 100ms window size, 14.4 Hz 3 dB filter bandwidth; Charif et al. 
2010) to visualize the amplitude over frequency averaged over the 5-minute selection 
(Figure 4.5). I exported the selection spectrum data from Raven to Excel (Microsoft, 
Redmond, WA). In Excel, I extracted the amplitude measurement for 296 Hz, which is 
the average peak frequency of the prairie-chicken boom chorus (Chapter 1), for further 
analysis. 
Amplitude calibration 
The maximum power measurements (dB) from Raven are referenced to 
dimensionless sample units (Charif et al. 2010). In addition, I used different microphones 
and different audio recorders, as well as different preamplifier gains for recordings. To 
address these differences, I calibrated the audio recorders using an ‘end-to-end’ or 
‘substitution’ calibration process (Mennitt and Fristrup 2012). During the calibration, I 
played tones of known frequency and sound pressure level, which I confirmed with a 
precision sound pressure level meter. I recorded these tones for each preamplifier gain 
used, and for both microphones attached to each audio recorder in sound files that were 
one minute in length.  
I used Raven to measure the maximum power of each known sound recorded on 
each channel of the audio recorders (Hann window type, 100ms window size, 14.4 Hz 3 
dB filter bandwidth; Charif et al. 2010). I used the difference between the known sound 
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pressure level (dB SPL re 20 µPa) and the maximum power (dB) to calculate calibration 
correction factors for both microphones/channels of each audio recorder. I calibrated the 
audio recorders before and after the field season. I averaged the calibration correction 
factors from the ‘before’ and ‘after’ to produce one calibration correction factor for each 
microphone for the entire field season. I used the resulting calibration correction factors 
(Appendix 4.G) to calculate the absolute amplitudes. When correcting the amplitude 
levels measured for ‘ambient sound’ and ‘sound levels near the facility,’ I added the 
calibration correction factors to the uncalibrated amplitude levels. 
 
SOUND LEVELS NEAR FACILITY ANAYSIS 
Wind direction 
I assigned the wind directions, which were measured in degrees, to categories 
relevant to the objectives of this chapter. I defined ‘downwind’ and ‘not downwind’ 
categories for each grid point recording location (Appendix 4.H). I defined ‘downwind’ 
as the wedge of degrees created by the angles from the grid point to the two outermost 
wind turbines, plus a 10-degree buffer on either side (Appendix 4.I). I defined ‘not 
downwind’ as all wind directions not included in the ‘downwind’ category (Appendix 
4.J). I assigned each wind direction in the data set to the appropriate category. 
Topography 
I approached topography with the simple objective of determining how many 
wind turbines were visible from each grid point recording location. This approach served 
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as a gross estimation of the topography by determining whether a hill was blocking the 
view between a grid point and the wind turbines. I used the Viewshed function in ArcGIS 
(Appendix 4.K; ESRI, Redlands, CA) to create a Viewshed from the hub of each turbine, 
which is 80 meters above the ground, to determine which grid points were visible. I used 
this information to determine how many turbines were visible from each grid point. From 
the total number of turbines visible, I calculated the percent of turbines visible and the z-
score for each grid point (Appendix 4.L). The z-score indicated how many standard 
deviations each percentage was from the mean and is a useful way to standardize 
percentage data (Fitz-Gibbon and Morris 1987). I used the z-score as the ‘topography’ 
explanatory variable in wind energy facility sound level regression analysis. 
Turbine status 
Wind speed affects the number of turbines operating (Tonin 2012) which could 
affect the noise level. I could not access turbine operational data for 2014 because of 
technical failures on the facility’s computer server. So, I estimated the ‘turbine status’ 
(i.e., number of turbines on) based on wind speed with the turbine operational data from 
the Ainsworth wind energy facility for March through June 2015 and hourly wind speed 
data from the Ainsworth, NE weather station for the same time frame. I tallied up the 
number of turbines on at each hour to correspond with the wind speed data. I used PROC 
GLIMMIX (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC) to develop a model to estimate the ‘turbine 
status’ from the wind speed of each observation in the data set for the sound levels near 
the facility (Appendix 4.M). 
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Spherical spreading 
According to the theory of spherical spreading, sound levels decrease by 6 dB 
with every doubling of distance in every direction from a point source, which can be 
calculated with the following equation (Attenborough 2014):  
𝐿𝑝 = 𝐿𝑊 − 20 log(𝑟) − 11 𝑑𝐵 
where ‘𝐿𝑝’ is sound pressure level at distance r from the source, ‘𝐿𝑊’ is the total sound 
power level emitted by the source, and ‘r’ is the radius of the spherical wavefront. This 
equation can be rewritten as: 
𝐿𝑝 = 𝐿𝑊 − 10 log(4𝜋𝑟
2) 𝑑𝐵 
I accounted for spherical spreading of wind turbine noise with the above equation. 
For ‘r’ I used the distance between each grid point and the nearest wind turbine 
(Appendix 4.A). I used the second part of the equation [−10log (4𝜋𝑟2)] as an 
explanatory variable in the regression analysis, which is described below.  
Statistical analysis 
I created a single global model to assess the effects of the following explanatory 
variables on the sound level (dB) near the facility at 296 Hz: spherical spreading 
coefficient, ordinal day, time (measured in minutes after midnight), temperature 
(measured in Celsius), humidity (measured in %), wind speed (measured in kilometers 
per hour), wind direction (categorized as ‘downwind’ or ‘not downwind’), vegetation 
(average height of vegetation measured in centimeters), topography (z-score reflecting 
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the standardized percentage of turbines visible from the grid point), and turbine status (an 
estimation of the number of turbines on at the time of the sound recording).  
I conducted an initial correlation analysis with PROC CORR (SAS Institute Inc., 
Cary, NC) to determine which, if any, explanatory variables were correlated and should 
be excluded from the regression analysis. I defined collinearity as two variables having 
an r-value greater than 0.6. I conducted the regression analysis with PROC GLIMMIX 
(SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC) to determine how the sound level (dB) near the facility at 
296 Hz was affected by the explanatory variables 
 
AMBIENT SOUND ANALYSIS 
Statistical analysis 
I created a single global model to assess the effects of the following explanatory 
variables on the ambient sound level (dB) at 296 Hz: ordinal day, time (measured in 
minutes after midnight), temperature (measured in Celsius), humidity (measure in %), 
and wind speed (measured in kilometers per hour).  
I conducted an initial correlation analysis with PROC CORR (SAS Institute Inc., 
Cary, NC) to determine which, if any, explanatory variables were correlated and should 
be excluded from the regression analysis. I defined collinearity as two variables having 
an r-value greater than 0.6. I conducted the regression analysis with PROC GLIMMIX 
(SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC) to determine how the ambient sound level (dB) at 296 Hz 
was affected by the explanatory variables. 
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WIND TURBINE NOISE ANALYSIS 
To isolate wind turbine noise from other sounds in the environment, I found the 
difference between the sound levels near the facility and the ambient sound. I did this by 
using the models to predict ambient sound levels and sound levels near the facility. By 
using the same values for the explanatory variables in both models, I was able to predict 
sound levels near the facility and ambient sound under the same weather and temporal 
conditions. I subtracted the predicted ambient sound level from the predicted sound level 
near the facility to estimate the wind turbine noise. By re-running the models with 
different sets of values for the explanatory variables, I was able to estimate how the level 
of wind turbine noise and the distance it travels changes under different scenarios. 
 
RESULTS 
Sound level near facility 
I measured 4285 sound levels at 296 Hz from 70 grid point locations near the 
wind energy facility between March and June 2014. The sound levels near the facility 
were sampled over a broad time scale and in a wide range of distances to the wind 
turbines, weather conditions and vegetation heights (see Table 4.1 for means, standard 
deviations, and ranges of explanatory variables). Ordinal day and temperature were 
positively correlated (r=0.88; Appendix 4.N) and wind speed and turbine status were 
negatively correlated (r=-0.78; Appendix 4.N), so I excluded temperature and turbine 
status from further analyses. 
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The explanatory variables that predicted sound levels near the facility were the 
spherical spreading coefficient (P<0.001), ordinal day (P<0.001), time (P=0.021), wind 
speed (P<0.001), wind direction (P<0.001), and topography (P<0.001) (Table 4.2). 
Sound levels near the facility decreased with increased spherical spreading as distance to 
turbine increased (β=0.6917, SE=0.01106; Table 4.3; Figure 4.6). Sound levels near the 
facility increased with ordinal day (β=0.01664, SE=0.002785; Table 4.3; Figure 4.7). 
Sound levels near the facility increased with increased minutes after midnight 
(β=0.003535, SE=0.001527; Table 4.3; Figure 4.8). Sound levels near the facility 
increased with increased wind speed (β=1.1929, SE=0.02609; Table 4.3; Figure 4.9). 
Sound levels near the facility were higher ‘downwind’ of the wind turbines (β=0.9914, 
SE=0.1691; Table 4.3; Figure 4.10). Sound levels near the facility increased with 
increased percent of turbines visible (flatter topography) (β=0.3819, SE=0.08241; Table 
4.3; Figure 4.11). Humidity and vegetation were not significant predictors. These results 
only pertain to one acoustic layer of sound (296 Hz), at the Ainsworth wind energy 
facility, and at a receiver height of 25 cm above the ground. 
The resulting model for predicting sound levels near the facility at 296 Hz is as 
follows: 
𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 𝑓𝑎𝑟𝑚 (𝑑𝐵) 𝑎𝑡 296 𝐻𝑧
=  70.5556 + 0.6917 ∗ (−10 log(4𝜋𝐷2)) + 0.01664 ∗ 𝑂 + 0.003535
∗ 𝑇 − 0.00955 ∗ 𝐻 + 1.1929 ∗ 𝑊 + (0.9914 𝑖𝑓 𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑)
+ 0.006825 ∗ 𝑉 + 0.3819 ∗ 𝑃 
where: 
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 D=distance to nearest turbine, in meters 
 O=ordinal day 
T=time, in minutes after midnight 
H=% relative humidity 
W=wind speed, in kilometers per hour 
V=vegetation height, in centimeters 
P=topography (z-score indicating standardized percentage of turbines visible) 
 
Ambient sound 
In total, I measured 970 ambient sound levels at 296 Hz from 10 random locations 
between March and May 2014. Ambient sound was sampled over a broad time scale and 
in a variety of weather conditions (see Table 4.4 for means, standard deviations and 
ranges of explanatory variables). Ordinal day and temperature were positively correlated 
(r=0.72; Appendix 4.O) and humidity and wind speed were negatively correlated (r=-
0.88; Appendix 4.O), so I excluded temperature and humidity from further analyses. 
The significant explanatory variables for predicting ambient sound level were 
ordinal day (P<0.001) and wind speed (P<0.001) (Table 4.5). Ambient sound level dB 
decreased with increased ordinal day (β=-0.07519, SE=0.007348; Table 4.6; Figure 
4.12). Ambient sound level dB increased with increased wind speed (β=1.1679, 
SE=0.04191; Table 4.6; Figure 4.13). Time was not a significant predictor. These results 
only pertain to one acoustic layer of sound (296 Hz), near Ainsworth, NE, and at a 
receiver height of 10 inches above the ground. 
The resulting model for predicting ambient sound levels at 296 Hz is as follows: 
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𝑎𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 (𝑑𝐵)𝑎𝑡 296 𝐻𝑧 
= 22.1 − 0.07519 ∗ O − 0.00468 ∗ T + 1.1679 ∗ W 
where: 
 O=ordinal day 
T=time, in minutes after midnight 
W=wind speed, in kilometers per hour 
 
Wind turbine noise 
Wind turbine noise levels at 296 Hz decreased as distance to nearest turbine 
increased (Figure 4.14). Increasing ordinal day increased wind turbine noise levels 
(Figure 4.15). Increasing time increased the distance traveled by wind turbine noise 
(Figure 4.16). Increasing wind speed increased both ambient sound levels (Figure 4.13) 
and sound levels near the facility (Figure 4.9), and the difference between the two (i.e., 
wind turbine noise) was similar for different wind speeds (Figure 4.17). Wind turbine 
noise levels are higher when downwind of the wind energy facility as compared to not 
downwind of the wind energy facility (Figure 4.18). Wind turbine noise levels are higher 
when more turbines are visible (flatter topography) (Figure 4.19). 
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DISCUSSION 
Contribution of wind turbine noise to the soundscape 
Wind turbine noise raises the sound levels above the ambient level up to 6000m 
from the turbines under average conditions (Figure 4.14), although the levels at the far 
distances are small and would have likely very little ecological significance. The wind 
turbine noise levels are high close to the wind energy facility, decrease rapidly at first, 
and then decrease more gradually at greater distances. The shape of the curve is due to 
the negative logarithm in the spherical spreading expression of the model. The decrease 
in wind turbine noise with increased distance according to spherical spreading 
demonstrates the spatial variation of soundscapes. The spatial variation of soundscapes is 
complex and due to many factors (Farina 2014). Knowledge of the spherical spreading of 
different sounds and how they overlap in the soundscape is a basic first step when 
considering the complex spatial patterns of soundscapes. 
The effects of each explanatory variable on the wind turbine noise level are 
informative to understanding how the presence of wind turbine noise in the soundscape 
changes under different conditions. For example, the increase in wind turbine noise level 
with increased ordinal day (Figure 4.15) may be partially due to the complex effects of 
temperature, humidity, and wind speed on sound absorption and transmission. The degree 
that air absorbs sound is dependent on both temperature and humidity (Harris 1967), and 
wind and temperature gradients affect sound refraction (Attenborough 2014). 
Temperature, humidity and wind have seasonal variation, which is consistent with the 
result that ordinal day has an effect on wind turbine noise level. As ordinal day increases, 
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the distance wind turbine noise travels increases (Figure 4.15), indicating that as ordinal 
day increases, wind turbine noise affects a larger area of the soundscape. These results 
exemplify the temporal variation of soundscapes.  
The increase in wind turbine noise level with increased time during the early 
morning (Figure 4.16) exemplifies the diurnal variation of soundscapes (Pijanowski et al. 
2011). Many factors contribute to the temporal variation of soundscapes, especially when 
considering biological sounds, such as bird songs and calls. In the case of wind turbine 
noise, the temporal variation is most likely due to the same factors that may affect 
seasonal variation. Diurnal changes in temperature, humidity, and wind, and the complex 
ways in which those factors affect sound absorption and transmission (Harris 1967; 
Attenborough 2014), are likely explanations for the significant effect of time-of-day on 
wind turbine noise levels. Wind turbine noise travel travels greater distances later in the 
morning (Figure 4.16), meaning that wind turbine noise contributes to a larger area of the 
soundscape later in the morning. These results reinforce the idea that soundscapes have 
temporal variation. 
The sound levels near the facility increased with wind speed (Figure 4.9), as did 
the ambient sound levels (Figure 4.13). Because I estimated wind turbine noise by 
finding the difference between predicted sound levels near the facility and ambient sound 
levels, the effect of wind speed on wind turbine noise depends on the difference between 
the magnitudes of those two effects. “Both the wind turbine sound power level and the 
ambient sound pressure level will be functions of wind speed. Thus whether a wind 
turbine exceeds the background sound level will depend on how each of these varies with 
wind speed” (Rogers et al. 2006). The parameter estimates for the effect of wind speed on 
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ambient sound and sound levels near the facility are similar (ambient β=1.1679, Table 
4.6; wind facility β=1.1929, Table 4.3), indicating that an increase in wind speed results 
in increases in both ambient sound levels and the sound levels near the facility. Thus, it 
appears that wind speed has little effect on wind turbine noise levels (Figure 4.17). 
Wind turbine noise sound levels were higher downwind of the wind energy 
facility as compared to not downwind of the wind energy facility (Figure 4.18), which is 
consistent with the refraction (change in direction) of sound in relation to wind direction. 
Sounds tend to refract downward (toward the ground) when traveling downwind, and, in 
contrast, refract upward (toward the sky) when traveling upwind (Attenborough 2014). 
Wind turbine noise travels farther downwind of the wind energy facility as compared to 
not downwind (Figure 4.18), which means that wind turbine noise contributes more to the 
soundscape (at the ground level) downwind of the wind energy facility. This 
demonstrates not only that soundscapes vary spatially (Pijanowski et al. 2011), but also 
how this spatial variation is affected by wind direction. 
Topography, which I approximated using the standardized percentage of wind 
turbines visible, affected wind turbine noise such that when fewer turbines were visible 
(indicating more hilly topography), wind turbine noise levels were lower (Figure 4.19). 
This result is consistent with the effects of topography on sound propagation. Nonflat 
ground surfaces refract sound waves similarly to how sound is refracted by temperature 
gradients, in that the sound waves curve either upwards or downwards (Embleton 1996). 
When the results are viewed in terms of distance traveled, wind turbine noise traveled 
farther when more turbines were visible (flatter topography), which indicates that wind 
turbine noise contributed more to the soundscape in areas where the topography was 
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estimated to be flatter as compared to areas where the topography was estimated to be 
hillier. These results exemplify the spatial variation in soundscapes (Pijanowski et al. 
2011), and that the spatial variation may be affected by topography (Farina 2014). 
Applications and uses of these results 
Information about how the wind turbine noise level is affected by distance, 
ordinal day, time, wind speed, wind direction, and topography could be used to assess 
potential masking of wildlife vocalizations by wind turbine noise. The predicted wind 
turbine noise levels presented in this chapter are limited to 296 Hz, which is the average 
peak frequency of the prairie-chicken boom chorus, and this information can be used to 
investigate the potential for wind turbine noise to mask the prairie-chicken boom chorus. 
Similar analyses should be completed at different frequencies to assess the potential for 
wind turbine noise to mask the vocalizations of other species. 
The results of this chapter could also be useful for determining at what distance 
future wind energy facilities could be built from important wildlife areas. The ability to 
estimate how far wind turbine noise travels across the landscape under different temporal 
and weather conditions could be informative when siting wind energy facilities. Although 
the results of this chapter only pertain to wind turbine noise at 296 Hz, and thus are only 
relevant for wildlife that primarily use that frequency, similar studies should be 
conducted to assess wind turbine noise at other frequencies. 
These results are essentially sound propagation modeling of wind turbine noise. 
Sound modeling is widely used and multiple software programs exist for that purpose. I 
conducted my own analysis because the software has drawbacks such as limited abilities 
to adjust model parameters, exclusion of factors that may affect sound propagation in 
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natural ecosystems, or reporting results in an A-weighted decibel scale (Reed et al. 2012). 
The results of this chapter are based upon sound data collected in the field under varying 
temporal and weather conditions, so the data serve as an excellent opportunity to validate 
sound modeling software. 
Implications for wildlife management 
Overall, these results demonstrate the spatial and temporal variation of wind 
turbine noise in the soundscape. Understanding variation in soundscapes is a first step in 
estimating the effects of anthropogenic noise on wildlife, which is important for wildlife 
conservation and management. The models presented in this chapter indicate that, under 
average conditions, wind turbine noise raises the sound levels above the ambient level as 
far as 6000m from the turbines. However, at far distances from the turbines the wind 
turbine noise levels were predicted to be quite small (Figure 4.14). A difference in sound 
level by one or two decibels is insignificant when compared to the amount that ambient 
sound levels increase with wind speed (Figure 4.13). Ambient noise influences the 
evolution of bird song (Ryan and Brenowitz 1985), and ambient noise is variable. It 
seems unlikely that an increase in the sound level by a few decibels due to wind turbine 
noise would have a large effect on wildlife. It is more likely that the area near the 
turbines, with higher noise levels, is the area on which to focus wildlife conservation and 
management efforts.  
The exact distance from the wind energy facility which the wind turbine noise 
may affect wildlife depends on the research question and the species of interest. For 
example, if a wildlife biologist wanted to determine whether wind turbine noise masks a 
bird vocalization, the answer is dependent on the hearing abilities of the species of 
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interest. An acoustic signal needs to exceed the background noise by a certain amount 
(i.e., the critical ratio) in order for a recipient to hear the signal (Dooling 2002). The 
amount that an acoustic signal needs to exceed the background noise depends on the 
species of interest because hearing sensitivity varies among species (Farina 2014). So, in 
order to address the masking question, a wildlife biologist would need to know (1) the 
level of the wind turbine noise (2), the level of the bird vocalization, and (3) the critical 
ratio of the species. These pieces of information would enable the wildlife biologist to 
determine at what distance from the turbines the wind turbine noise may affect the bird 
species. 
While it is useful to estimate the contribution of wind turbine noise to the 
soundscape, the exact distance that it may affect wildlife is dependent on the species of 
interest and the research question. However, knowledge of the degree to which wind 
turbine noise contributes to the soundscape is a necessary first step for wildlife managers 
for understanding the potential effects of wind turbine noise on wildlife.  
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TABLES 
Table 4.1 Means (SD) and ranges (N=4285) of explanatory variables measured 
concurrently with sound levels near the wind energy facility in Ainsworth, NE, USA in 
2014. The sound levels near the facility were sampled over a broad time scale and in a 
wide range of distances to the wind turbines and weather conditions. 
 
Variable Mean SD Min Max 
Distance to turbine 1369.10 828.24 49.16 3061.87 
Ordinal day 119.24 29.10 80 157 
Time 205.55 51.71 120.00 290.00 
Humidity 85.26 9.86 52.18 99.79 
Wind speed 4.72 3.47 0.00 18.70 
Topography 0.05 0.96 -3.23 0.70 
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Table 4.2 Results of a regression analysis of sound levels near the wind energy facility in 
Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2014. Ordinal day, the spherical spreading coefficient, time, 
wind speed, wind direction, and topography are significant estimators of sound levels 
near the facility. 
 
Variable 
Numerator 
DF 
Denominator 
DF 
F P 
Spherical 
spreading 
coefficient 
1 4258 3914.39 <0.001 
Ordinal day 1 4258 35.71 <0.001 
Time 1 4258 5.36 0.021 
Humidity 1 4258 1.03 0.311 
Wind speed 1 4258 2091.05 <0.001 
Wind direction 1 4258 34.36 <0.001 
Vegetation 1 4258 0.68 0.409 
Topography 1 4258 21.48 <0.001 
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Table 4.3 Parameter estimates, β (SE), and statistics, from a regression analysis of sound 
levels near the wind energy facility in Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2014. Ordinal day, the 
spherical spreading coefficient, time, wind speed, wind direction, and topography are 
significant estimators of sound levels near the facility. 
Parameter β SE DF t P 
Intercept 70.5556 1.2102 4258 58.3 <0.001 
Spherical spreading 
coefficient 
0.6917 0.01106 4258 62.57 <0.001 
Ordinal day 0.01664 0.002785 4258 5.98 <0.001 
Time 0.003535 0.001527 4258 2.32 0.021 
Humidity -0.00955 0.009431 4258 -1.01 0.311 
Wind speed 1.1929 0.02609 4258 45.73 <0.001 
Wind direction 
(downwind) 
0.9914 0.1691 4258 5.86 <0.001 
Wind direction  
(not downwind) 
0 . . . . 
Vegetation 0.006825 0.008269 4258 0.83 0.409 
Topography 0.3819 0.08241 4258 4.63 <0.001 
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Table 4.4 Means (SD) and ranges (N=970) of explanatory variables measured 
concurrently with audio recordings of ambient sound near Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2014. 
Ambient sound was sampled over a broad time scale and in a wide range of wind speeds. 
Variable Mean SD Min Max 
Ordinal day 109.36 25.50 85 147 
Time 205.03 51.96 120 290 
Wind speed 5.66 4.49 0.02 14.59 
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Table 4.5 Results of a regression analysis of ambient sound levels near Ainsworth, NE, 
USA in 2014. Ordinal day and wind speed are significant estimators of ambient sound 
levels. 
Variable 
Numerator 
DF 
Denominator 
DF 
F P 
Ordinal day 1 966 104.69 <0.001 
Time 1 966 1.94 0.164 
Wind speed 1 966 776.69 <0.001 
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Table 4.6 Parameter estimates from a regression analysis of ambient sound levels near 
Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2014. Ordinal day and wind speed are significant estimators of 
ambient sound levels. 
Parameter β SE DF t P 
Intercept 22.1 1.1268 966 19.61 <0.001 
Ordinal day -0.07519 0.007348 966 -10.23 <0.001 
Time -0.00468 0.003354 966 -1.39 0.164 
Wind speed 1.1679 0.04191 966 27.87 <0.001 
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FIGURES 
 
Figure 4.1 Study site for recording wind turbine noise near Ainsworth, NE, USA in 
2014. The Nebraska Public Power District’s wind energy facility consists of 36 turbines. 
Inset shows the individual turbines of the wind energy facility. 
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Figure 4.2 Grid point sound recording locations where wind turbine noise was recorded 
near Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2014. 
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Figure 4.3 Ten random locations where ambient sound was recorded near Ainsworth, 
NE, USA in 2014.  
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Figure 4.4 Spectrograms of (A) ambient sound and (B) sound levels near the wind 
energy facility on quiet mornings with very little wind in March of 2014 near Ainsworth, 
NE, USA. Wind turbines noise is visible in the lower frequencies of the sound recorded 
near the wind energy facility. 
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Figure 4.5 Power spectrums of (A) ambient sound and (B) sound levels near the wind 
energy facility on quiet mornings with very little wind in March of 2014 near Ainsworth, 
NE, USA. Wind turbines noise is contributing to the sound levels in the lower 
frequencies of the sound recorded near the wind energy facility. 
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Figure 4.6 Distance to turbine had a negative effect on predicted sound levels near the 
wind energy facility in Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2014. Black circles represent predicted 
sound levels at 296 Hz calculated from a model with all explanatory variables (except 
distance) held constant at their means. Error bars represent only the variation for distance, 
but additional variation exists from other sources (light gray circles are 95% of raw data). 
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Figure 4.7 Ordinal day had a positive effect on sound levels near the wind energy facility 
in Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2014. Predicted sound levels at 296 Hz for ordinal days 80 
(March 21st; medium gray circles), 115 (April 25th; light gray circles), and 150 (May 
30th; black circles) calculated from a model with all other explanatory variables (except 
distance) held constant at their means. The 95% confidence intervals only represent the 
variation for ordinal day, but additional variation exists from other sources (light gray 
circles are 95% of raw data).  
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Figure 4.8 Time had a positive effect on sound levels near the wind energy facility in 
Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2014. Predicted sound levels at 296 Hz for times of 120 (0200H 
CDT; light gray circles), 205 (0325H CDT; medium gray circles), and 290 (0450H CDT; 
black circles) minutes after midnight calculated from a model with all other explanatory 
variables (except distance) held constant at their means. The 95% confidence intervals 
only represent the variation for time, but additional variation exists from other sources 
(light gray circles are 95% of raw data).  
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Figure 4.9 Wind speed had a positive effect on sound levels near the wind energy facility 
in Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2014. Predicted sound levels at 296 Hz for wind speeds of 0 
(black circles), 9 (medium gray circles), and 18 km/hr (light gray circles) calculated from 
a model with all other explanatory variables (except distance) held constant at their 
means. The 95% confidence intervals only represent the variation for wind speed, but 
additional variation exists from other sources (light gray circles are 95% of raw data). 
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Figure 4.10 Sound levels were higher ‘downwind’ as compared to ‘not downwind’ of the 
wind energy facility near Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2014. Predicted sound levels at 296 Hz 
for ‘downwind’ (white circles) and ‘not downwind’ (black circles) of the wind energy 
facility calculated from a model with all other explanatory variables (except distance) 
held constant at their means. The 95% confidence intervals only represent the variation 
for wind direction, but additional variation exists from other sources (light gray circles 
are 95% of raw data). 
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Figure 4.11 The percent of turbines visible (which was used to estimate topography) had 
a positive effect on sound levels near the wind energy facility in Ainsworth, NE, USA in 
2014. Predicted sound levels at 296 Hz for standardized percentages (z-scores) of -3.23 
(0 turbines visible; medium gray circles), 0.05 (30 turbines visible; white circles), and 0.7 
(36 turbines visible; black triangles) calculated from a model with all other explanatory 
variables (except distance) held constant at their means. The 95% confidence intervals 
only represent the variation for topography, but additional variation exists from other 
sources (light gray circles are 95% of raw data). 
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Figure 4.12 Ordinal day had a negative effect on ambient sound levels at ten random 
locations near Ainsworth, NE, USA during March through May, 2014. Black circles 
represent predicted ambient sound levels at 296 Hz calculated from a model with all 
explanatory variables (except ordinal day) held constant at their means. The 95% 
confidence intervals only represent the variation for ordinal day, but additional variation 
exists from other sources (light gray circles are 95% of raw data). 
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Figure 4.13 Wind speed had a negative effect on ambient sound levels at ten random 
locations near Ainsworth, NE, USA during March through May, 2014. Black circles 
represent predicted ambient sound levels at 296 Hz calculated from a model with all 
explanatory variables (except wind speed) held constant at their means. The 95% 
confidence intervals only represent the variation for wind speed, but additional variation 
exists from other sources (light gray circles are 95% of raw data). 
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Figure 4.14 Wind turbine noise levels decrease as distance to nearest turbine increases at 
the wind energy facility in Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2014. (A) Predicted sound levels near 
the wind energy facility (black circles) and ambient sound levels (gray circles) at 296 Hz. 
(B) The estimated wind turbine noise level at 296 Hz at different distances to the nearest 
turbine. The predicted wind turbine noise levels represent the wind turbine noise level 
above ambient sound. Error bars represent only the variation for distance, but additional 
variation exists from other sources (light gray circles are 95% of raw data). 
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Figure 4.15 Increasing ordinal day increased wind turbine noise levels at the wind energy 
facility in Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2014. The predicted wind turbine noise levels 
represent the wind turbine noise level above ambient sound for ordinal days 80 (March 
21st; medium gray circles), 115 (April 25th; white gray circles), and 150 (May 30th; 
black triangles). The 95% confidence intervals represent variation due to ordinal day. 
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Figure 4.16 Increasing time increased wind turbine noise levels at the wind energy 
facility in Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2014. The predicted wind turbine noise levels 
represent the wind turbine noise level above ambient sound for times 120 (0200H CDT; 
gray circles), 205 (0325H CDT; white circles), and 290 (0450H CDT; black triangles) 
minutes after midnight. The 95% confidence intervals represent variation due to time. 
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Figure 4.17 (A) Sound levels near the wind energy facility and ambient sound levels 
both increased with wind speed in Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2014. (B) Increasing wind 
speed had little effect on wind turbine noise at the wind energy facility. The predicted 
wind turbine noise levels represent the wind turbine noise level above ambient sound for 
wind speeds of 0 (gray circles), 9 (white circles), and 18 km/hr (black triangles). The 
95% confidence intervals represent variation due to wind speed. 
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Figure 4.18 Wind turbine noise levels were higher when ‘downwind’ as compared to 
‘not downwind’ of the wind energy facility in Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2014. The 
predicted wind turbine noise levels represent the wind turbine noise level above ambient 
sound for ‘downwind’ (white circles) and ‘not downwind’ (black circles) of the wind 
energy facility. The 95% confidence intervals represent variation due to wind direction.  
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Figure 4.19 Increasing percentage of turbines visible (which was used to estimate 
topography) increased wind turbine noise levels at the wind energy facility in Ainsworth, 
NE, USA in 2014. The predicted wind turbine noise levels represent the wind turbine 
noise level above ambient sound for standardized percentages (z-scores) of -3.23 (0 
turbines visible; gray circles), 0.05 (30 turbines visible; white circles), and 0.7 (36 
turbines visible; black triangles). The 95% confidence intervals represent variation due to 
the standardized percentages. 
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CHAPTER 5: ASSESSMENT OF POTENTIAL MASKING OF THE GREATER 
PRAIRIE-CHICKEN BOOM CHORUS BY WIND TURBINE NOISE 
 
ABSTRACT 
Wind energy facilities are being constructed without full knowledge of their 
effects, and the noise generated by wind turbines is of particular concern. Masking occurs 
when noise interferes with the transmission of an acoustic signal from a sender to a 
receiver. Lekking Greater Prairie-Chickens (Tympanuchus cupido pinnatus) may use 
vocalizations to advertise the presence of leks and attract females. I conducted a 
preliminary assessment of the potential for wind turbine noise to mask the Greater 
Prairie-Chicken boom chorus. I compared predicted boom chorus sound levels with 
predicted sound levels around a wind energy facility in specific scenarios. In an 
assessment of the signal-to-noise ratio of the boom chorus and the sound levels near the 
wind energy facility, the results suggest that the distance from the lek at which the 
prairie-chickens can detect the boom chorus over the sound near the wind energy facility 
depends on the scenario conditions and the masking threshold. There is evidence that 
wind turbine noise is masking the Greater Prairie-Chicken boom chorus at 296 Hz, but 
the degree and extent of masking is unknown. 
 
Keywords: acoustics, anthropogenic, call, grouse, interference, song, Tympanuchus 
cupido pinnatus, vocalizations, wind energy facility 
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INTRODUCTION 
Growing concerns about climate change have caused wind energy facilities are 
being constructed at an unprecedented rate, often without complete knowledge of their 
potential effects (Stewart et al. 2007). Despite serving as a source of clean energy, wind 
energy facilities have potential disadvantages, including threats to wildlife (Drewitt and 
Langston 2006). In particular, wind turbine noise might be a concern for wildlife and 
more research is needed to understand its potential effects (Drewitt and Langston 2006). 
Wind turbines emit a low frequency noise (Chapter 4) that is a result of the turbine 
mechanics and the blades moving through the air (Hubbard and Shepherd 1990; Saidur et 
al. 2011). Here I conduct a preliminary investigation of the potential for wind turbine 
noise to mask the boom chorus of the Greater Prairie-Chicken (Tympanuchus cupido 
pinnatus; hereafter ‘prairie-chicken’). 
Birds use acoustic communication for important biological purposes that are 
essential for their survival and reproduction. Acoustic signals are important for assessing 
potential mates, finding extra-pair copulations, defending territories, alerting conspecifics 
to potential dangers, maintaining group cohesion, finding prey and detecting predators 
(Barber et al. 2009). Communication is the process in which information is transferred 
from a sender to a receiver (Farina 2014). For successful communication to occur, the 
receiver must be able to detect the acoustic signal, discriminate it from other sounds, and 
recognize its biological import (Lohr et al. 2003; Blickley and Patricelli 2012). 
Because acoustic signals degrade as they travel through the environment, the 
ability of a receiver to detect, discriminate, and recognize a signal depends on the quality 
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of the signal when it reaches the receiver and the level of background noise in the 
surrounding area (Brumm and Naguib 2009, Farina 2014). For an acoustic signal to be 
detected, the difference between the signal and the background noise (signal-to-noise 
ratio) must exceed the critical detection threshold at the frequency of the signal (Klump 
1996). This critical detection threshold, or ‘critical ratio,’ is the lowest level of a signal at 
which a receiver can detect the signal in the presence of background noise (Farina 2014). 
The critical ratio describes how much higher the level of a signal must be above the 
background noise in order for the signal to be heard (Klump 1996; Dooling 2002). 
Critical ratios vary across frequencies because hearing sensitivity changes with frequency 
(Klump 1996; Farina 2014). Critical ratios are species-specific because there is variation 
in hearing sensitivity among species, although relatively little variation exists among the 
critical ratios among the 14 bird species for which it has been tested (Dooling 2002). 
Critical ratios are important for determining the active space of a signal. The active space 
of a signal is the distance over which a receiver can hear the signal, which is the area in 
which the signal exceeds the critical ratio (Klump 1996). 
What happens when an acoustic signal has a signal-to-noise ratio that does not 
exceed the critical ratio? At a given frequency, the acoustic signals with a signal-to-noise 
ratio below the critical ratio are ‘masked’ (Patricelli and Blickley 2006).  Masking occurs 
when background noise interferes with the detection of an acoustic signal (Ortega 2012) 
and noise increases the detection threshold of a signal (Dooling and Popper 2007; Barber 
et al. 2009). Such an event increases the required minimum level of a signal for a receiver 
to hear it. Masking is frequency-specific; for masking to occur, the background noise 
must be the same frequency as the signal (Dooling and Popper 2007). Background noise 
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caused by natural sources such as wind, moving water or other animals (Brumm and 
Naguib 2009), or background noise may be anthropogenic. Birds are adapted to the 
presence of natural sources of background noise (Brumm and Naguib 2009). However, 
anthropogenic noise, in which birds did not evolve, is often present on landscapes. Either 
type of noise has the potential to mask acoustic signals (Brumm and Naguib 2009), but 
anthropogenic noises are a particular concern if they differ in frequency, duration, or 
timing from natural sources (Blickley and Patricelli 2012). 
Acoustic signals in background noise are not always completely masked; acoustic 
signals may be partially masked (Scharf 1964). Partial masking has been defined as “the 
reduction of loudness that can occur when a second sound is presented, a process referred 
to as partial masking” (Gelfand 2009). Partial masking may occur when background 
noise does not completely mask the acoustic signal, but does affect the critical ratio of the 
signal (Scharf 1971). Complete and partial masking are simply different points along a 
continuum (Scharf 1971).  
Masking is important to consider because it has many potential consequences for 
birds. From an acoustics standpoint, masking reduces the active space of a signal by 
decreasing the area in which successful communication occurs (Lohr et al. 2003; Dooling 
and Popper 2007). From an ecological perspective, there are as many consequences of 
masking as there are functions of acoustic communication. Many consequences are 
specific to the purposes of individual signals and the degree to which they are masked. 
For example, masking can interfere with vocal communication, predator detection, mate 
attraction, territory defense, begging calls, alarm calls, and contact calls used for group 
cohesion (Ortega 2012). Furthermore, masking may hinder the ability of animals to 
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spatially orient themselves (Barber 2009), and interfere with distance assessment of 
acoustic signals (Brumm and Naguib 2009). Birds can adjust the frequency, amplitude, 
components, redundancies, and timing of their vocalizations to reduce masking 
(Slabbekoorn and Ripmeester 2008; Oretga 2012), and these changes may have their own 
set of consequences (Patricelli and Blickley 2006). As Barber et al. (2009) noted, "It is 
clear that the acoustical environment is not a collection of private conversations between 
signaler and receiver but an interconnected landscape of information networks and 
adventitious sounds; a landscape that we see as more connected with each year of 
investigation. It is for these reasons that the masking imposed by anthropogenic noise 
could have volatile and unpredictable consequences." 
Masking has been studied in a variety of animal species and in the context of 
different types of noise sources. For example, Slabbekoorn and Peet (2003) found that 
Great Tits (Parus major) sang at higher minimum frequencies in presence of urban noise 
to avoid masking. In a study of the songs and calls of twelve bird species, the authors 
found that raising the minimum frequency of the vocalization was a common occurrence 
to overcome masking by urban noise (Hu and Cardoso 2010).  In a study on Greater 
Sage-Grouse (Centrocercus urophasianus) and industrial noise, the authors found that 
noise produced by natural gas infrastructure has the potential to mask Greater Sage-
Grouse display calls and thus reduce the active space of the vocalizations (Blickley and 
Patricelli 2012). Francis et al. (2011) found that Plumbeous Vireos (Vireo plumbeus) and 
Grey Vireos (Vireo vicinior) changed aspects of their vocalizations to reduce masking 
from natural gas well compressor noise. Francis et al. (2012) studied the Blue-gray 
Gnatcatcher (Polioptila caerulea) and the Spotted Towhee (Pipilo maculatus) in the 
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presence of natural gas well compressor noise and found that the gnatcatchers, which 
have a high-pitch song, did not shift song frequency, while the towhees, which have a 
lower-frequency song, shifted to a higher frequency in the presence of noise. Female grey 
tree frogs (Hyla chrysoscelis) took longer to respond to male acoustic signals and had 
decreased orientation abilities in the presence of artificial road noise as compared to quiet 
conditions, which demonstrated that the artificial road noise masked a female's 
perception of male mating calls (Bee and Swanson 2007). A preliminary investigation of 
wind turbine noise and Greater Sage-Grouse (Centrocercus urophasianus) suggested that 
wind turbine noise has the potential to mask greater sage-grouse vocalizations at low 
frequencies within 400m of a turbine (Noel 2013). These studies highlight some of the 
interesting and informative findings about masking, although there is still much to learn. 
I will examine masking in the context of wind turbine noise and the Greater 
Prairie-Chicken (Tympanuchus cupido pinnatus; hereafter ‘prairie-chicken’). Prairie-
chickens are known for their polygynous mating system in which males congregate at 
leks each spring to perform courtship displays and attract females (Breckenridge 1929; 
Schwartz 1945). Vocalizations are potentially important to prairie-chicken leks; their 
purposes may include lek advertisement, courtship and territorial defense (Sparling 1981; 
Sparling 1983). Male prairie-chickens primarily use four types of vocalizations while 
lekking; ‘boom,’ ‘cackle,’ ‘whine,’ and ‘whoop’ (Sparling 1981; Sparling 1983). The 
results of Chapter 2 suggest that prairie-chickens adjust some aspects of their 
vocalizations in the presence of wind turbine noise, which provides suspicion of masking.  
The sounds of different male prairie-chickens simultaneously vocalizing at a lek 
form a chorus. The boom vocalization, which is low-frequency and possibly serves as a 
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long-distance advertiser (Hamerstrom and Hamerstrom 1960; Sparling 1983), is the most 
prominent sound in the chorus. In this chapter I will only focus on the low frequencies of 
the chorus, which are dominated by boom vocalizations, hereafter referred to as the 
‘boom chorus’ (Chapter 3). The low-frequency characteristic of the boom chorus 
(Chapter 3) makes it especially vulnerable to masking by wind turbine noise and other 
types of low frequency anthropogenic sounds. Furthermore, the increased ambient sound 
levels at the leks within 1000m of the wind energy facility (Chapter 2) demonstrate that 
masking by wind turbine noise needs to be investigated. To help address these concerns, I 
will assess the potential for wind turbine noise to mask the prairie-chicken boom chorus.  
Objective 
The objective of this chapter is to conduct a preliminary investigation of the 
potential for wind turbine noise to mask the Greater Prairie-Chicken boom chorus. I use 
predicted values from a boom chorus model (Chapter 3) and a model for sound levels 
near a wind energy facility (Chapter 4) to determine whether masking could potentially 
occur. I will look at scenarios of specific distances, weather, temporal, and lek attendance 
conditions to assess masking potential under a range of conditions. 
 
METHODS 
I used models of boom chorus (Chapter 3) and sound levels near the wind energy 
facility (Chapter 4) to assess potential masking. The boom chorus model predicts the 
peak amplitude (dB) of the boom chorus based on ordinal day, distance to lek, time, 
number of males and females at the lek, humidity, wind speed, wind direction, vegetation 
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height and topography. The sound levels near the wind energy facility model predicts the 
background sound level near the wind energy facility (dB) at 296 Hz, which is the 
average peak frequency of the boom chorus, based on distance to the turbines, ordinal 
day, time, humidity, wind speed, wind direction, vegetation and topography. I used the 
models to predict boom chorus and sound levels near the facility to assess the potential 
for masking under specific hypothetical scenarios. By inputting the same values for 
corresponding explanatory variables in both of the models, I was able to predict the boom 
chorus and the sound levels near the wind energy facility under the same conditions. 
For each scenario, I plotted the boom chorus and sound levels near the wind 
energy facility to compare the sound levels along the landscape in the area between the 
two sound sources. Scenarios A, B and C had all temporal, weather and lek conditions 
held constant at their mean values, but the lek was positioned at different distances from 
the wind energy facility (A: 1000m, B: 2000m, C: 4000m). Scenarios D, E, and F were 
modifications of scenario A (lek was 1000m from wind energy facility). The weather and 
temporal variables remained constant at their mean values, but the lek attendance values 
for males and females changed (D: 8 males, 0 females, E: 8 males, 5 females, F: 16 
males, 0 females).  
Because the models for the boom chorus and the sound level near the wind energy 
facility used in this study are specific to 296 Hz (not the whole frequency spectrum), a 
critical ratio cannot be used in the masking analysis. Critical ratios are often used in 
masking analyses which have the signal-to-noise ratio of two sounds measured as overall 
sound levels. In this study, rather than a critical ratio, a masking threshold calculated 
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from a tone-on-tone masking analysis will be used to assess the masking of the boom 
chorus by the sound level near the wind energy facility at 296 Hz. 
I assessed the detectability of the boom chorus in each scenario using the masking 
threshold for domestic chickens (Gallus gallus domesticus), which is approximately 13 
dB at 500 Hz with a 20 dB masking tone (Saunders and Salvi 1995). Because there may 
be differences in the masking thresholds of domestic chickens and prairie-chickens, I also 
considered the masking threshold for humans, which is approximately 5 dB at 400 Hz 
with a 40 dB masking tone (Egan and Hake 1950). I assume the masking threshold of the 
prairie-chicken is between the masking thresholds of the domestic chicken and humans. I 
consider the human masking threshold to be the lowest limit of possible masking 
thresholds for the prairie-chicken, because humans generally have more sensitive hearing 
than birds (Dooling 2002). I assessed the signal-to-noise ratio of the boom chorus and the 
sound levels near the wind energy facility. I plotted the domestic chicken masking 
threshold (13 dB) above the sound levels near the wind energy facility to indicate how 
high the level of the boom chorus needs to be for detection by a prairie-chicken (Figure 
5.1). I also plotted the human masked threshold (5 dB) above the sound levels near the 
wind energy facility to represent the area of uncertainty in the absence of the exact 
masking threshold for the prairie-chicken.  
 
RESULTS 
 In the assessment of the signal-to-noise ratios of the boom chorus and sound 
levels near the wind energy facility, the distance from the lek where the boom chorus 
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exceeded the masking threshold depended on the scenario (Figures 5.2 and 5.3). For 
scenario A, in which the lek and nearest turbine were located 1000m apart, the boom 
chorus exceeded the masking threshold  up to approximately 25 to 100 meters from the 
lek, depending on the masking threshold. For scenario B, in which the lek and nearest 
turbine are located 2000m apart, the boom chorus exceeded the masking threshold up to 
75 to 200 meters from the lek, depending on the masking threshold. For scenario C, in 
which the lek and nearest turbine are located 4000m apart, the boom chorus exceeded the 
masking threshold up to 125 to 475 meters from the lek, depending on the masking 
threshold. For scenario D, in which there were 0 females at the lek, the boom chorus 
exceeded the masking threshold up to 25 to 100 meters from the lek, depending on the 
masking threshold. For scenario E, in which there were 5 females at the lek, the boom 
chorus exceeded the masking threshold up to 125 to 325 meters from the lek, depending 
on the masking threshold. For scenario F, in which there are 16 males at the lek, the 
boom chorus exceeded the masking threshold up to 25 to 125 meters from the lek, 
depending on the masking threshold.  
 
DISCUSSION 
Masking scenarios 
 The results suggest that, under average conditions, the distance from the lek at 
which the prairie-chickens can detect the boom chorus over the sound near the wind 
energy facility depends on the scenario conditions and the masking threshold (Figures 5.2 
and 5.3). Prairie-chickens listening for the boom chorus may be positioned at any point 
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along the gradient between the lek and the wind energy facility. Detection distance 
increased with increased distance between the lek and the nearest turbine (scenarios A, B, 
and C) and with increased numbers of females at the lek (scenario E). 
Although the results suggest that masking is potentially occurring, masking is a 
complex issue. Based on my experiences at the field site, I suspect the degree of masking 
is not as severe as suggested by the analysis. Assessing these models and examining the 
sound levels in relation to the domestic chicken’s masking threshold is a useful first step 
in a masking analysis. However, the masking threshold of the prairie-chicken may be 
different than that of the domestic chicken. The prairie-chicken has low-frequency 
vocalizations (Chapter 1), and it is possible that prairie-chickens have a smaller masking 
threshold at low frequencies because they specialize in low frequencies. Thus, the 
masking threshold used here may be resulting an underestimation of the signal detection 
abilities of the prairie-chicken, and thus the masking assessment may be an 
overestimation. The human masking threshold provides a lower limit, indicating the area 
of uncertainly in the masking assessment. 
The masking assessment presented here is only for sound at 296 Hz. The analysis 
does not provide an assessment of masking across the entire frequency range audible to a 
prairie-chicken. Prairie-chickens, like all animals, listen to all frequencies, not just one 
frequency at a time. The masking assessment for 296 Hz does not provide information 
about masking of the same sounds at different frequencies. Although a prairie-chicken 
may not be able to detect the boom chorus at 296 Hz at a specific point on the landscape, 
it is possible the prairie-chicken may be able to detect other frequencies of the boom 
chorus while standing at the same location. Although my assessment at 296 Hz suggests 
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that masking may occur at that frequency, it does not exclude the ability for a prairie-
chicken to detect the boom chorus in wind turbine noise.  
Variation in signal detection  
If the domestic chicken masking threshold is accurate for the prairie-chicken, 
there are several factors that may affect signal detection. The natural environment 
contains a great deal of variation that can reduce the effects of masking (Klump 1996). 
Firstly, prairie-chickens are not static; they can, and do, move around the landscape. The 
levels of an acoustic signal and the background noise can change as the receiver moves 
around (Brumm and Slabbekoorn 2005). A receiver has the ability to improve the signal-
to-noise ratio of an acoustic signal by 1) moving closer to the signal source, 2) moving 
such that the sound transmission pathway is clear, and 3) moving away from the noise 
source (Brumm and Slabbekoorn 2005). Through movement on the landscape, a prairie-
chicken may improve the detectability of the boom chorus. 
Furthermore, the models presented in this chapter assume constant conditions in 
the environment. In reality, wind speeds fluctuate, wind directions change, and other 
processes occur that affect the sound levels of the wind turbine noise from one moment to 
the next. Birds may take advantage of the variations of sound levels in natural 
environments to detect acoustic signals during brief moments when they are not masked; 
a concept that has been referred to as ‘temporal release from masking’ (Klump 1996). 
Furthermore, animals may utilize temporal gaps in background noise when signal 
detectability is improved to communicate (Schwartz 1993; Grafe 1996). “Thus, if birds 
use this ability to exploit the temporal fluctuations of a masker in nature, they will be able 
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to detect signals in background noise at much greater distances” (Klump 1996). I expect 
that the prairie-chickens can detect the boom chorus at farther distances than predicted 
because of the temporal fluctuations in sound levels in natural environments. 
In addition, the spatial arrangement of the noise source, the acoustic signal, and 
the receiver may affect the signal detection because birds have directional hearing 
(Klump 1996). If the acoustic signal is originating from a different direction from the 
noise in relation to a bird, the bird may be able to use its directional hearing to improve 
detection of the signal, a concept known as the spatial release of masking (Klump 1996). 
For example, spatial release in the Budgerigar (Melopsittacus undulates) can result in a 
12dB improvement in signal detection (Larsen et al. 1994). A bird may improve signal 
detection by simply turning its body, head, or pinnae after it initially detects the signal 
(Brumm and Slabbekoorn 2005). Because the wind turbines and leks are located in 
different places on the landscape, the prairie-chickens may be able to take advantage of 
the spatial arrangement and use directional hearing to improve the detection of the boom 
chorus. 
Lastly, the pinnae feathers on prairie-chickens may improve signal detection of 
the boom chorus. Although only the male prairie-chickens have prominent, elongated 
pinnae feathers, shorter versions of the pinnae feathers are present on female prairie-
chickens. Just as cupping a hand to the ear improves hearing in humans, the pinnae 
feathers of birds may help guide sounds into the ears of birds and improve signal-to-noise 
ratios in noisy conditions (Brumm and Slabbekoorn 2005).  
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Effects of vocalization characteristics on signal detection 
Certain aspects of vocalizations may improve their detectability. For example, the 
repetition of acoustic signals may reduce masking because the receiver has more 
opportunities to detect the signal (Klump 1996). For example, in a human study, Fastl 
(1993) found that the signal-to-noise ratio required for signal recognition was reduced by 
5-8 dB if the signal was repeated three times. Similarly, Lengagne et al. (1999) found that 
King Penguins (Aptenodytes patagonicus) increased the number of calls produced and the 
number of syllables per call in windy conditions to improve the probability of successful 
communication in noise. “An individual that repeats a signal in a time-structured masking 
noise can extend the range of its communication considerably” (Klump 1996). The 
prairie-chicken chorus consists of multiple individuals repeatedly producing boom 
vocalizations, so it is possible that this continuous repetition of the acoustic signal may 
increase the detection distance of the boom chorus. 
Similarly, the duration of acoustic signals may affect the signal-to-noise ratio 
required for detection. Increasing the duration of an acoustic signal may reduce the 
detection threshold, a concept called temporal summation (Klump 1996). For example, 
common marmosets (Callithrix jacchus) increased the duration of their vocal signals in 
the presence of noise, which the authors attributed to an attempt to increase detection 
probability due to temporal summation (Brumm et al. 2004). The prairie-chicken boom 
chorus is the summation of the sound of multiple males vocalizing at the same location, 
and the boom chorus at peak activity times often forms a constant acoustic signal on the 
landscape. It is possible that, due to temporal summation, the detection threshold of the 
boom chorus might be lower than predicted. 
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Vocalization bandwidth and the presence of amplitude modulation may affect the 
detectability of acoustic signals in noise. Narrowband signals have lower detection 
thresholds than broadband acoustic signals (Lohr et al. 2003). Signals with amplitude 
modulation (amplitude changes over the course of the call) are more easily detectable 
than those without amplitude modulation (Lohr et al. 2003). Prairie-chicken booms are 
relatively narrowband vocalizations with amplitude modulation (Chapter 1), which might 
improve the detectability of the boom chorus.   
Conclusion 
The models presented here along with the domestic chicken masking threshold 
provide an informative first step to estimating the potential masking effects of wind 
turbine noise on prairie-chickens. Both the boom chorus and wind turbine noise travel a 
substantial distance across the landscape and have the opportunity to overlap and result in 
masking. Furthermore, there is evidence of prairie-chicken vocal adjustment and elevated 
ambient sound levels within 1000m of the wind energy facility (Chapter 2). Although the 
masking analysis suggests that masking is potentially occurring, I suspect the degree of 
masking is not as severe as predicted for 296 Hz. Perhaps most importantly, the masking 
analysis presented here is limited to 296 Hz, and does not provide information about 
masking at other frequencies. A prairie-chicken on the landscape listening for the boom 
chorus hears all audible frequencies, so even if masking is predicted at 296 Hz, a prairie-
chicken may still be able to hear other frequencies of the chorus. Improved signal 
detection may be possible through the movement of prairie-chickens on the landscape, 
temporal fluctuations in noise in the natural environment, and the use of directional 
hearing and pinnae feathers. Vocalizations that are repetitive, narrowband, and have long 
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durations, such as the prairie-chicken boom chorus, may be easier to detect in the 
presence of noise. Thus, there is evidence that wind turbine noise is masking the prairie-
chicken boom chorus at 296 Hz, but the degree and extent of masking is unknown.  
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FIGURES 
 
 
Figure 5.1 Method used to assess masking of Greater Prairie-Chicken chorus by wind 
turbine noise near Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2013 and 2014. Gray background indicates the 
distance from lek where boom chorus is detectable by a Greater Prairie-Chicken on the 
landscape. White background indicates the area on the landscape where the boom chorus 
is not detectable (masked) due to the sound levels near the wind energy facility. For the 
chorus to be detectable, it needs to exceed the critical ratio.  
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Figure 5.2 Predicted levels of Greater Prairie-Chicken boom chorus and sound levels 
near the wind energy facility based on average weather and temporal conditions during 
study in Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2013 and 2014. Scenario A: lek is 1000m from nearest 
turbine. Scenario B: lek is 2000m from nearest turbine. Scenario C: lek is 4000m from 
nearest turbine.  
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Figure 5.3 Predicted levels of Greater Prairie-Chicken boom chorus and sound levels 
near the wind energy facility in Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2013 and 2014. In all scenarios 
the lek is 1000m from the nearest turbine and all weather, temporal and lek conditions are 
held constant at their means except where noted. Scenario D: 8 males, 0 females at lek. 
Scenario E: 8 males, 5 females at lek. Scenario F: 16 males, 0 females at lek.   
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SYNTHESIS 
The purpose of my thesis was to investigate the effects of wind turbine noise on 
Greater Prairie-Chicken vocalizations and chorus. I accomplished that goal with two 
main approaches. First, I described the acoustic characteristics of the boom, cackle, 
whine and whoop vocalizations (Chapter 1) and determined whether the vocalizations at 
leks near the wind energy facility differed from vocalizations at leks farther away 
(Chapter 2). Second, I modeled the Greater Prairie-Chicken chorus (Chapter 3) and the 
wind turbine noise (Chapter 4) to assess the potential for wind turbine noise to mask the 
chorus (Chapter 5). 
In Chapter 1, I found that male prairie-chicken vocalizations are complex and 
dominated by low-frequency energy. The results fill important knowledge gaps through 
descriptions of sound pressure level, bandwidth, and nonlinearities of male Greater 
Prairie-Chicken vocalizations, which were not previously known. 
In Chapter 2, I found that within 1000 meters of the wind energy facility, boom 
and whoop sound pressure levels were higher, boom duration was shorter, whine 
fundamental frequency was higher, and cackle biphonations occurred less often. These 
differences suggest that male Greater Prairie-Chicken adjust aspects of their vocalizations 
in response to wind turbine noise. 
In Chapter 3, I found that the chorus signal-to-noise ratio ranged from 40 to 0 dB 
over the distances sampled (50-800m) and exhibited an average peak frequency of 
297.44±12.65 Hz. The chorus signal-to-noise ratio was affected by spherical spreading, 
ordinal day, time, number of males, number of females, wind speed, and humidity. 
Because a behavioral purpose of the chorus may be to advertise the lek and attract 
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females, the ability for male Greater Prairie-Chickens to advertise and attract varies with 
the covariates that affect the chorus. 
In Chapter 4, I found that the sound level near the wind energy facility was 
affected by spherical spreading, ordinal day, time, wind speed, wind direction, and 
topography. Ambient sound level was affected by ordinal day and wind speed. I isolated 
wind turbine noise by subtracting the predicted ambient sound level from the predicted 
sound level near the wind energy facility. For example, at 100m from the turbines, under 
average temporal, landscape and wind conditions, wind turbine noise was 25dB above the 
ambient sound level. At 500m from the turbines, wind turbine noise was 16dB above the 
ambient sound level. 
In Chapter 5, the results suggest that the distance from the lek at which the 
prairie-chickens can detect the boom chorus over the sound near the wind energy facility 
depends on the scenario conditions and the masking threshold. There is evidence that 
wind turbine noise is masking the Greater Prairie-Chicken chorus at 296 Hz, but the 
degree and extent of masking is unknown. 
To summarize, it appears that male Greater Prairie-Chickens are adjusting aspects 
of their vocalizations in response to increased sound levels around the wind energy 
facility. In addition, the results suggest that wind turbine noise may have the potential to 
mask the Greater Prairie-Chicken boom chorus, but the extent and degree of masking is 
uncertain. Together, these pieces of information contribute to the growing body of 
literature on the effects of anthropogenic noise on birds and provide knowledge to inform 
behavioral research and conservation. 
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APPENDICES 
CHAPTER 1 APPENDIX 
Appendix 1.A Dates when Greater Prairie-Chicken vocalizations were recorded at leks 
near Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2013 and 2014. 
Lek Date 
 
Lek Date 
A1 4/6/2013 
 
S1 4/7/2013 
 
4/20/2013 
  
5/4/2013 
 
5/9/2013 
  
5/22/2013 
 
5/24/2013 
  
3/24/2014 
 
3/20/2014 
  
4/2/2014 
 
4/1/2014 
  
4/14/2014 
 
4/12/2014 
  
5/13/2014 
 
5/15/2014 
 
  5/30/2014 
 
5/28/2014 
 
S2 3/30/2013 
  5/30/2014 
  
4/24/2013 
C3 4/13/2013 
  
5/13/2013 
 
5/11/2013 
  
3/24/2014 
 
5/20/2013 
  
4/2/2014 
 
6/5/2013 
  
4/14/2014 
 
3/28/2014 
  
5/14/2014 
 
4/9/2014 
 
  5/27/2014 
 
5/9/2014 
 
V1 4/16/2013 
  5/27/2014 
  
5/2/2013 
E1 4/4/2013 
  
5/21/2013 
 
4/26/2013 
  
3/25/2014 
 
5/17/2013 
  
4/8/2014 
 
3/25/2014 
  
4/25/2014 
 
4/8/2014 
  
5/10/2014 
 
4/25/2014 
  
5/18/2014 
 
5/14/2014 
 
  5/23/2014 
  5/28/2014 
 
W1 4/21/2013 
H1 4/19/2013 
  
5/3/2013 
 
4/27/2013 
  
5/19/2013 
 
5/10/2013 
  
5/26/2013 
  3/20/2014 
 
  3/28/2014 
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Appendix 1.A (continued) 
 
Lek Date 
 
Lek Date 
H1 4/1/2014 
 
W1 4/9/2014 
 
4/12/2014 
  
5/7/2014 
 
5/13/2014 
 
  5/26/2014 
 
5/17/2014 
 
W2 3/31/2013 
  5/22/2014 
  
4/5/2013 
M1 4/14/2013 
  
4/22/2013 
 
5/8/2013 
  
4/30/2013 
 
5/23/2013 
  
5/18/2013 
 
3/19/2014 
  
6/6/2013 
 
3/30/2014 
  
3/21/2014 
 
4/11/2014 
  
4/6/2014 
  5/16/2014 
  
5/6/2014 
M2 4/15/2013 
  
5/26/2014 
 
5/7/2013 
 
  5/29/2014 
 
5/25/2013 
 
W4 4/3/2013 
 
3/14/2014 
  
4/29/2013 
 
3/19/2014 
  
5/16/2013 
 
3/30/2014 
  
6/9/2013 
 
4/11/2014 
  
3/29/2014 
 
5/9/2014 
  
4/7/2014 
 
5/16/2014 
  
4/10/2014 
  5/21/2014 
 
  5/24/2014 
M4 4/2/2013 
 
W5 3/29/2013 
 
4/28/2013 
  
4/25/2013 
 
5/15/2013 
  
5/12/2013 
 
6/10/2013 
  
6/7/2013 
 
3/17/2014 
  
6/16/2013 
 
3/29/2014 
  
3/21/2014 
 
4/10/2014 
  
4/6/2014 
 
5/7/2014 
  
5/5/2014 
 
5/15/2014 
  
5/25/2014 
  5/20/2014 
 
  5/29/2014 
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Appendix 1.B Set-up used to record vocalizations at Greater Prairie-Chicken leks near 
Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2013 and 2014. Two audio recorders, two 50-meter cables, and 
four microphones were used to create four recording locations on the lek. 
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Appendix 1.C Vocalizations were recorded at approximately the same height above the 
ground as a Greater Prairie-Chicken’s head at leks near Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2013 and 
2014. 
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Appendix 1.D Strategy used to estimate the distance between a vocalizing male and a 
microphone during recording sessions at leks near Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2013 and 
2014. Markers were placed at one-meter intervals for five meters in four directions 
around each microphone to aid in distance estimation. 
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Appendix 1.E Noise contamination assessment of sound recordings of Greater Prairie-
Chicken vocalizations studied near Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2013 and 2014. 
Methods: 
I assessed each vocalization for how much background noise (e.g., songbirds, cars, 
airplanes, etc.) was present in the recording. For each vocalization, I ranked the degree of 
background noise on a scale of 0 – 3 (0=no noise contamination; 1 =very minimal 
contamination, noise occurs at different frequency than call; 2=moderate contamination, 
noise occurs at same frequency as the call; 3=substantial contamination, background 
noise so severe that vocalization is not useable. I mostly selected vocalizations with noise 
contamination levels of 0 or 1. However, in some cases there were not enough good-
quality vocalizations and I had to include vocalizations with a noise contamination level 
of 2 in the data set. 
Inventory of noise levels: 
Number of vocalizations rated at noise contamination levels 0, 1, and 2 for each Greater 
Prairie-Chicken lek.  
Lek 
Boom Cackle Whine Whoop 
0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2 
A1 2 11 7 3 13 4 . 8 12 . 9 1 
C3 . 12 8 4 16 . 4 12 4 . 6 4 
E1 1 9 10 3 13 4 4 6 10 . 9 1 
H1 . 17 3 1 18 1 5 9 6 . 9 1 
M1 . 18 2 . 20 . 2 10 8 . 6 4 
M2 . 17 3 4 16 . 2 16 2 . 9 1 
M4 3 13 4 4 16 . 4 14 2 . 8 2 
S1 1 19 . 7 13 . 7 13 . . 10 . 
S2 . 19 1 2 18 . 4 13 3 . 9 1 
V1 1 7 12 . 20 . 1 13 6 . 5 5 
W1 1 16 3 4 16 . 6 13 1 . 8 2 
W2 . 10 10 . 19 1 1 17 2 . 8 2 
W4 . 13 7 . 18 2 2 10 8 . 5 5 
W5 . 18 2 4 14 2 3 12 5 . 8 2 
Totals: 9 199 72 36 230 14 45 166 69 0 109 31 
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Appendix 1.E (continued) 
Ranking scheme (levels 0, 1, 2, and 3) used to assess the presence of unwanted noise. 
Arrows indicate presence of unwanted noise. 
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Appendix 1.F Wind contamination assessment of sound recordings of Greater Prairie-
Chicken vocalizations studied near Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2013 and 2014. 
Methods: 
I rated each vocalization for level of wind contamination. I used a scale of 0 to 3 (0=no 
wind contamination; 1=small amount of wind contamination; 2=significant wind 
contamination; 3=very significant wind contamination, vocalization is not useable. I 
made my best effort to only select vocalizations with wind contamination levels of 0 or 1. 
However, occasionally I had to include a vocalization with a wind contamination level of 
2 in the data set. 
Inventory of wind levels: 
Number of vocalizations rated at wind contamination levels 0, 1, and 2 for each Greater 
Prairie-Chicken lek: 
Lek 
Boom Cackle Whine Whoop 
0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2 
A1 5 8 7 4 9 7 5 3 12 1 8 1 
C3 4 13 3 5 14 1 . 18 2 . 6 4 
E1 15 5 . 10 10 . 10 9 1 4 6 . 
H1 16 3 1 7 13 . 11 6 3 . 7 3 
M1 17 3 . 2 16 2 4 13 3 1 9 . 
M2 7 11 2 5 13 2 3 14 3 . 10 . 
M4 12 8 . 12 8 . 10 10 . 1 9 . 
S1 3 6 11 . 13 7 1 6 13 . 10 . 
S2 8 10 2 4 14 2 6 10 4 2 8 . 
V1 6 10 4 4 15 1 4 14 2 . 10 . 
W1 6 13 1 . 19 1 . 18 2 . 9 1 
W2 8 12 . 1 17 2 . 13 7 1 9 . 
W4 17 3 . 9 11 . 7 10 3 . 10 . 
W5 14 5 1 . 17 3 . 17 3 3 3 4 
Totals: 138 110 32 63 189 28 61 161 58 13 114 13 
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Appendix 1.F (continued)  
Ranking scheme (levels 0, 1, 2, and 3) used to assess the presence of wind. Examples are 
shown for illustration purposes only and some differences among the waveforms may be 
due to other factors, such as the distance between the vocalizing male and the 
microphone. 
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Appendix 1.G Method used to measure the duration and of Greater Prairie-Chicken 
vocalizations recorded at leks near Ainsworth, NE, US in 2013 and 2014. 
Description: 
Duration is the length of the vocalization, measured in seconds. I used the waveform to 
find the beginning and end of the vocalization. I identified the start and finish of the 
vocalization by looking for a change in the pressure level. The waveform is a visual 
representation of amplitude over time, so an increase in amplitude occurred at the 
beginning of a vocalization, and a decrease in amplitude occurred at the end of the 
vocalization. Once I found the beginning and end of the call in the waveform, I 
confirmed the locations by examining the spectrogram. When measuring duration, I used 
a Hann window type, window size of 10ms, 3dB filter bandwidth of 144 Hz, DTF size of 
512 samples, and grid spacing of 86. 
Example: 
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Appendix 1.H Method used to measure the maximum power and of Greater Prairie-
Chicken vocalizations recorded at leks near Ainsworth, NE, US in 2013 and 2014. 
Description: 
Maximum power is the highest power occurring in the vocalization, measured in decibels 
(Charif et al. 2010). The Raven software measures the maximum power from the 
spectrogram and produces the value in the selection table. A spectrogram is a visual 
representation of the vocalization with frequency on the y-axis, time on the x-axis, and 
the color of each pixel in the spectrogram indicate the amplitude at that specific point. In 
a gray-scale spectrogram, the maximum power occurs at the darkest pixel in the 
vocalization.  
When measuring boom maximum power, I used a Hann type window, window size of 
100ms, 3dB filter bandwidth of 14.4 Hz, DTF size of 8192 samples, and grid spacing of 
5.38 Hz. When measuring cackle, whine and whoop maximum power, I used a Hann type 
window, window size of 50ms, 3dB filter bandwidth of 28.8 Hz, DTF size of 4096 
samples, and grid spacing of 10.8 Hz. 
Example: 
 
Literature cited: 
Charif, R.A., A.M. Waack, and L.M. Strickman. 2010. Raven Pro 1.4 User’s Manual. 
Cornell Lab of Ornithology, Ithaca, NY.  
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Appendix 1.I Method used to measure the peak frequency of Greater Prairie-Chicken 
vocalizations recorded at leks near Ainsworth, NE, US in 2013 and 2014. 
Description: 
Peak frequency, measured in hertz, is the frequency with the maximum amplitude, 
(Charif et al. 2010). I manually measured the peak frequency from the selection spectrum 
by finding the top of the peak formed by the vocalization and measuring its frequency. A 
selection spectrum is a graph with amplitude on the y-axis and frequency on the x-axis, 
and the selection spectrum displays data averaged over the entire selected vocalization. 
The line on the selection spectrum represents the average amplitude for each measured 
frequency. The peak frequency is the frequency with the highest amplitude in the 
selection spectrum, averaged over the whole vocalization. 
When measuring boom peak frequency, I used a Hann type window, window size of 
100ms, 3dB filter bandwidth of 14.4 Hz, DTF size of 8192 samples, and grid spacing of 
5.38 Hz. When measuring cackle, whine and whoop peak frequency, I used a Hann type 
window, window size of 50ms, 3dB filter bandwidth of 28.8 Hz, DTF size of 4096 
samples, and grid spacing of 10.8 Hz. 
Example: 
 
 
Literature cited: 
Charif, R.A., A.M. Waack, and L.M. Strickman. 2010. Raven Pro 1.4 User’s Manual. 
Cornell Lab of Ornithology, Ithaca, NY. 
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Appendix 1.J Methods used to measure the bandwidth of Greater Prairie-Chicken 
vocalizations recorded at leks near Ainsworth, NE, US in 2013 and 2014. 
Description: 
I used the power spectrum to measure bandwidth. Bandwidth is the difference between 
upper and lower frequencies at specific points below the peak created by the vocalization, 
measured in Hertz. I measured bandwidth at 10, 20, 30 and 40dB below the peak 
(hereafter ‘bandwidth 10,’ ‘bandwidth 20,’ ‘bandwidth 30,’ ‘bandwidth 40’). For some 
vocalizations, the peak did not extend far enough above the noise floor to measure the 
bandwidth at 30 and 40dB. 
When measuring boom bandwidth, I used a Hann type window, window size of 100ms, 
3dB filter bandwidth of 14.4 Hz, DTF size of 8192 samples, and grid spacing of 5.38 Hz. 
When measuring cackle, whine and whoop bandwidth, I used a Hann type window, 
window size of 50ms, 3dB filter bandwidth of 28.8 Hz, DTF size of 4096 samples, and 
grid spacing of 10.8 Hz. 
Example: 
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Appendix 1.K Methods used to measure the fundamental and dominant frequencies of 
Greater Prairie-Chicken vocalizations recorded at leks near Ainsworth, NE, US in 2013 
and 2014.  
 
Description of fundamental frequency: 
Fundamental frequency is the lowest frequency in the vocalization, measured in Hertz. I 
located the fundamental frequency in the spectrogram. I verified what I thought to be the 
fundamental frequency by estimating the hertz between harmonics, and confirming that 
those differences were the same as the fundamental frequency. I measured the 
fundamental frequency at different points throughout a vocalization. For booms, I 
measured the fundamental frequency at 100ms intervals. For cackles, whines, and 
whoops, I measured the fundamental frequency at the beginning and end of the call, as 
well as the maximum fundamental frequency. The maximum fundamental frequency is 
the highest value of the fundamental frequency, which typically occurred in the middle of 
the cackles, whines and whoops. I measured the fundamental frequency with the 
spectrogram slice view, which is a graph of amplitude over frequency for a specific point 
in the vocalization. I chose at what point in the vocalization to create the spectrogram 
slice by placing the vertical ruler at that location. After creating the spectrogram slice 
view, I measured the frequency of the peak that corresponded with the fundamental 
frequency I had located in the spectrogram. 
 
Description of dominant frequency:  
Dominant frequency is the frequency with the highest amplitude at specific locations in 
the vocalization, measured in Hertz. In contrast to the peak frequency, which was 
averaged over the entire call, I measured dominant frequency at specific locations in the 
call. I used the same methods to measure dominant frequency as I did to measure 
fundamental frequency.  
 
Settings: 
When measuring boom fundamental or dominant frequency, I used a Hann type window, 
window size of 100ms, 3dB filter bandwidth of 14.4 Hz, DTF size of 8192 samples, and 
grid spacing of 5.38 Hz. When measuring cackle, whine and whoop fundamental or 
dominant frequency, I used a Hann type window, window size of 50ms, 3dB filter 
bandwidth of 28.8 Hz, DTF size of 4096 samples, and grid spacing of 10.8 Hz. 
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Appendix 1.K (continued) 
Examples: In some cases the fundamental and dominant frequencies were (A) the same, 
while in other cases they were (B) different. 
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Appendix 1.L Method used to assess the presence of nonlinearities in Greater Prairie-
Chicken vocalizations recorded near Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2013 and 2014. 
Description: 
I evaluated vocalization spectrograms for the presence of four types of nonlinearities: 
frequency jumps, biphonations, subharmonics, and deterministic chaos as defined by 
Riede et al. (2004).  I documented whether each type of nonlinearity was present or 
absent. I only evaluated vocalizations with noise contamination levels of 0 or 1 because I 
did not want to risk confusing nonlinear elements with background noise in calls with a 
contamination level 2.  
Examples: 
 
Literature cited: 
Riede, T., M.J. Owren, and A.C. Arcadi. 2004. Nonlinear acoustics in pant hoots of 
common chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes): frequency jumps, subharmonics, 
biphonation, and deterministic chaos. American Journal of Primatology 64:277-
291.   
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Appendix 1.M Calibration process and resulting calibration correction factors for audio 
recorders used to record Greater Prairie-Chicken vocalizations near Ainsworth, NE in 
2013 and 2014. 
Calibration process: 
The amplitude measurements from Raven were specific to each individual audio recorder 
because there are differences among devices. To address these differences, I calibrated 
the audio recorders using an ‘end-to-end’ or ‘substitution’ calibration process (Mennitt 
and Fristrup 2012). During the calibration, I played sounds of known frequencies and 
sound pressure levels, which were confirmed with a sound pressure level meter. I 
recorded these sounds on each audio recorder in sound files that were one minute in 
duration. 
I used Raven to measure the maximum power of each sound recorder on the audio 
recorders (Hann window type, 100ms window size, 14.4 Hz 3 dB filter bandwidth; Charif 
et al. 2010). I used the maximum power to calculate the sound pressure level of each 
sound. There were differences between what the sound pressure levels were supposed to 
be (according the sound pressure level meter) and what the audio recorders recorded 
them as. I used this difference to calculate calibration correction factors for each audio 
recorder. I calibrated the audio recorders before and after the field season. I averaged the 
calibration correction factor from the ‘before’ and ‘after’ to produce one calibration 
correction factor for the whole field season.  
Calibration correction factors: 
Audio 
recorder # 
Channel 
2013 correction 
factor 
2014 correction 
factor 
1 1 -14.94 -19.375 
  2 -18.1 -23.075 
2 1 
before June 9: -27.93 
after June 9: -20.8 
-21.325 
  2 
before June 9:-28.23 
after June 9: -24.65 
-25.475 
3 1 
before June 9: -28.8 
after June 9: -23.10 
-21.375 
  2 -26.7 -23.775 
14 1 n/a -22.75 
  2 n/a -25.975 
 
Literature cited: 
Charif, R.A., A.M. Waack, and L.M. Strickman. 2010. Raven Pro 1.4 User’s Manual. 
Cornell Lab of Ornithology, Ithaca, NY. 
Mennitt, D.J., and K.M. Fristrup. 2012. Obtaining calibrated sound pressure levels from 
consumer digital audio recorders. Applied Acoustics 73:1138-1145. 
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Appendix 1.N Calculation of sound pressure level from maximum power for Greater 
Prairie-Chicken vocalizations studied near Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2013 and 2014. 
 
Description: 
Sound pressure level (‘SPL’) is the pressure created by the sound wave of a vocalization 
and is measured as decibels sound pressure level (dB SPL). I used the maximum power 
and the calibration correction factors to calculate the calibrated amplitudes, which I used 
to calculate the sound pressure level at of each vocalization. I adjusted the sound pressure 
level for each vocalization to represent the amplitude at 1 meter from the vocalizing 
male. I calculated the sound pressure level of each vocalization using the appropriate 
calibration correction factor and the distance between the vocalizing male and 
microphone. 
 
Equation: 
𝑉𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑆𝑃𝐿 𝑎𝑡 1 𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑒 = 𝑀𝑃 + 𝐶𝐹 − (20 ∗ 𝐿𝑜𝑔(1 𝐷⁄ )) 
where: 
 MP = maximum power, measured as dB in Raven 
 CF = calibration correction factors, measured in dB 
 D = distance between male and microphone, measured in meters 
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Appendix 1.O Assessment of year effects in the Greater Prairie-Chicken vocalization 
data collected near Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2013 and 2014. 
Description: 
I considered the effect of year because the vocalizations were collected during 2013 and 
2014. I used a t-test to compare years 2013 and 2014 for each acoustic characteristic of 
each vocalization. 
Vocalization inventory: 
Number of booms, cackles, whines and whoops recorded in 2013 and 2014 for each lek. 
 
Lek 
Booms Cackles Whines Whoops 
2013 2014 2013 2014 2013 2014 2013 2014 
A1 10 10 10 10 10 10 5 5 
C3 13 7 9 11 7 13 0 10 
E1 10 10 8 12 7 13 5 5 
H1 4 16 1 19 1 19 0 10 
M1 10 10 10 10 9 11 1 9 
M2 2 18 4 16 3 17 1 9 
M4 1 19 5 15 3 17 1 9 
S1 9 11 11 9 7 13 4 6 
S2 8 12 7 13 5 15 1 9 
V1 5 15 1 19 1 19 5 5 
W1 10 10 5 15 7 13 5 5 
W2 0 20 1 19 1 19 0 10 
W4 4 16 8 12 8 12 2 8 
W5 10 10 10 10 10 10 5 5 
Totals: 96 184 90 190 79 201 35 105 
 
 
Results: 
 
The results of the t-test for year effect indicated differences between 2013 and 2014 for 
boom sound pressure level (P<0.001), boom fundamental frequency (P=0.033), cackle 
sound pressure level (P<0.001), whine duration (P=0.018), whine fundamental frequency 
(P=0.022), whine dominant frequency (P=0.001), and whoop bandwidth at 20dB 
(P=0.045). Despite these differences, I decided to pool the 2013 and 2014 data. Because 
only 7 out of the 35 characteristics tested had a year effect, I decided to combine the data 
and accept the risk of having a year effect. 
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Appendix 1.O (continued) 
Results: (continued) 
Vocalization Acoustic characteristic t P 
Boom Duration -1.62 0.106 
 
Sound pressure level -5.47 <0.001 
 
Peak frequency 0.18 0.854 
 
Bandwidth 10dB 0.07 0.947 
 
Bandwidth 20dB -0.58 0.560 
 
Bandwidth 30dB -0.92 0.359 
 
Bandwidth 40dB 1.07 0.284 
 
Fundamental frequency -2.15 0.033 
  Dominant Frequency -1.87 0.063 
Cackle Duration 0.2 0.840 
 
Sound pressure level -5.62 <0.001 
 
Peak frequency 1.6 0.160 
 
Bandwidth 10dB 0.3 0.766 
 
Bandwidth 20dB 0.55 0.582 
 
Bandwidth 30dB 0.3 0.761 
 
Bandwidth 40dB 0.71 0.478 
 
Fundamental frequency 0.57 0.568 
  Dominant frequency 0.69 0.491 
Whine Duration 2.39 0.018 
 
Sound pressure level -1.76 0.082 
 
Peak frequency 1.32 0.187 
 
Bandwidth 10dB 0.03 0.977 
 
Bandwidth 20dB 0.11 0.915 
 
Bandwidth 30dB -0.56 0.575 
 
Bandwidth 40dB -0.4 0.688 
 
Fundamental frequency 2.31 0.022 
  Dominant frequency 3.3 0.001 
Whoop Duration -0.51 0.883 
 
Sound pressure level -0.32 0.748 
 
Peak frequency 1.16 0.248 
 
Bandwidth 10dB -1.28 0.203 
 
Bandwidth 20dB -2.03 0.045 
 
Bandwidth 30dB -1.23 0.220 
 
Fundamental frequency 0.11 0.911 
  Dominant frequency 0.46 0.647 
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CHAPTER 2 APPENDIX 
Appendix 2.A Distances between each lek and the nearest turbine and road used in a 
study of Greater Prairie-Chicken vocalizations near Ainsworth, NE, US in 2013 and 
2014.  
Lek 
Distance to nearest turbine 
(meters) 
Distance to nearest road 
(meters) 
W5 703 76 
W1 948 908 
W2 949 874 
C3 1587 619 
S1 1749 30 
W4 3614 1972 
S2 4948 84 
M1 7357 715 
M4 9121 2664 
M2 9624 1767 
V1 14021 1384 
H1 15356 1365 
E1 19260 733 
A1 23306 580 
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Appendix 2.B Dates ambient sound was recorded at Greater Prairie-Chicken leks near 
Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2014. 
 
Lek Date 
A1 3/20/2014 
 
4/12/2014 
  5/15/2014 
C3 3/28/2014 
  5/27/2014 
E1 3/25/2014 
 
4/25/2014 
  5/28/2014 
H1 4/1/2014 
 
5/11/2014 
  5/13/2014 
M1 3/19/2014 
 
4/11/2014 
  5/16/2014 
M2 3/30/2014 
  5/9/2014 
M4 3/29/2014 
  5/7/2014 
S1 3/24/2014 
  4/14/2014 
S2 4/2/2014 
  5/14/2014 
V1 4/8/2014 
  5/10/2014 
W1 4/9/2014 
  5/26/2014 
W2 4/6/2014 
 
5/6/2014 
  5/29/2014 
W4 4/7/2014 
  4/10/2014 
W5 3/21/2014 
 
4/26/2014 
  5/5/2014 
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Appendix 2.C Parameter estimates to predict ambient sound levels (dB) at four 
frequencies (301, 479, 694 and 926 Hz) at leks near Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2014. 
 
Frequency Effect Estimate SE DF t value P 
301 Hz Intercept 21.9042 1.116 966 19.63 <0.001 
 
Ordinal 
day 
-0.07489 0.00728 966 -10.29 <0.001 
 
Time -0.00448 0.00332 966 -1.35 0.178 
  
Wind 
speed 
1.1628 0.04151 966 28.02 <0.001 
479 Hz Intercept 18.0407 1.053 966 17.13 <0.001 
 
Ordinal 
day 
-0.05963 0.00687 966 -8.68 <0.001 
 
Time -0.00719 0.00314 966 -2.29 0.022 
  
Wind 
speed 
1.0353 0.03916 966 26.44 <0.001 
694 Hz Intercept 15.6729 1.0151 966 15.44 <0.001 
 
Ordinal 
day 
-0.04585 0.00662 966 -6.93 <0.001 
 
Time -0.00886 0.00302 966 -2.93 0.004 
  
Wind 
speed 
0.7941 0.03775 966 21.03 <0.001 
926 Hz Intercept 14.3054 0.9584 966 14.93 <0.001 
 
Ordinal 
day 
-0.04304 0.00625 966 -6.89 <0.001 
 
Time -0.00797 0.00285 966 -2.79 0.005 
  
Wind 
speed 
0.6352 0.03564 966 17.82 <0.001 
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Appendix 2.D AICc results for a comparison of continuous or discrete ‘distance to 
turbine’ variables in a study of Greater Prairie-Chicken vocalizations near Ainsworth, 
NE, US in 2013 and 2014. In all instances except boom peak frequency, the discrete 
near/far groups best fit the data. 
Vocalization Response variable 
Continuous 
variable 
AICc 
Discrete near 
& far groups 
AICc 
Boom Duration -102.68 -126.28 
 
SPL 1680.75 1661.48 
 
Peak frequency 2220.49 2200.79 
 
Biphonations 96.77 78.85 
 
Subharmonics 314.07 296.79 
 
Bandwidth 20 dB 2705.16 2686.21 
  Fundamental frequency 2239.59 2232.08 
Cackle Duration -1449.52 -1469.05 
 
SPL 1744.08 1722.08 
 
Peak frequency 4051.5 4032.65 
 
Biphonations 271.04 247.35 
 
Bandwidth 20 dB 4251.07 4232.13 
  Fundamental frequency 2726.02 2706.49 
Whine Duration -141.68 -160.87 
 
SPL 1797.48 1778.3 
 
Peak frequency 4433.35 4416.44 
 
Frequency Jumps 139.59 120.22 
 
Biphonations 185.38 168.79 
 
Subharmonics 111.65 92.94 
 
Deterministic chaos 169.71 150.37 
 
Bandwidth 20 dB 4646.75 4627.29 
  Fundamental frequency 3412.46 3388.87 
Whoop Duration -332.13 -356.33 
 
SPL 960.73 943.4 
 
Frequency jumps 150.49 128.68 
 
Biphonations 126.16 107.47 
 
Bandwidth 20dB 2018.76 2004.15 
  Fundamental frequency 1590.3 1570.85 
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Appendix 2.E Correlation results for boom acoustic characteristics in a study of Greater 
Prairie-Chicken vocalizations near Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2013 and 2014. Frequency 
jumps were present in 206 and absent from 2 booms, biphonations were present in 190 
and absent from 18 booms, subharmonics were present in 73 and absent from 135 booms, 
and deterministic chaos was present in 1 and absent from 207 booms. 
Boom 
acoustic 
characteristic 
Correlation results 
Assessment 
of balance 
Use in 
analysis? 
Duration Not correlated . Yes 
Sound 
Pressure 
Level 
Not correlated . Yes 
Peak 
Frequency 
Not correlated . Yes 
Frequency 
Jumps 
. Omnipresent No 
Biphonations . Balanced Yes 
Subharmonics . Balanced Yes 
Deterministic 
Chaos 
. Omniabsent No 
Bandwidth 
10dB 
Correlated with Bandwidth 20dB 
(r=0.42, P<0.001) 
. No 
Bandwidth 
20dB 
Correlated with other bandwidth 
measurements 
. Yes 
Bandwidth 
30dB 
Correlated with Bandwidth 20dB 
(r=0.62, P<0.001) 
. No 
Bandwidth 
40dB 
Correlated with Bandwidth 20dB 
(r=0.38, P<0.001) 
. No 
Fundamental 
Frequency 
Correlated with dominant 
frequency (r=0.99, P<0.001) 
. Yes 
Dominant 
Frequency 
Correlated with fundamental 
frequency (r=0.99, P<0.001) 
. No 
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Appendix 2.F Correlation results for cackle acoustic characteristics in a study of Greater 
Prairie-Chicken vocalizations near Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2013 and 2014. Frequency 
jumps were present in 3 and absent from 263 cackles, biphonations were present in 220 
and absent from 46 cackles, subharmonics were present in 0 and absent from 266 cackles, 
and deterministic chaos was present in 0 and absent from 266 cackles. 
Cackle 
acoustic 
characteristic 
Correlation results 
Assessment 
of balance 
Use in 
analysis? 
Duration Not correlated . Yes 
Sound 
Pressure Level 
Not correlated . Yes 
Peak 
Frequency 
Correlated with dominant 
frequency (r=0.83, P<0.001) 
. Yes 
Frequency 
Jumps 
. Omniabsent No 
Biphonations . Balanced Yes 
Subharmonics . Omniabsent No 
Deterministic 
Chaos 
. Omniabsent No 
Bandwidth 
10dB 
Correlated with Bandwidth 20dB 
(r=0.54, P<0.001) 
. No 
Bandwidth 
20dB 
Correlated with other bandwidth 
measurements 
. Yes 
Bandwidth 
30dB 
Correlated with Bandwidth 20dB 
(r=0.35, P<0.001) 
. No 
Bandwidth 
40dB 
Correlated with Bandwidth 20dB 
(r=0.40, P<0.001) 
. No 
Fundamental 
Frequency 
Not correlated . Yes 
Dominant 
Frequency 
Correlated with peak frequency 
(r=0.83, P<0.001) 
. No 
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Appendix 2.G Correlation results for whine acoustic characteristics in a study of Greater 
Prairie-Chicken vocalizations near Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2013 and 2014. Frequency 
jumps were present in 23 and absent from 195 whines, biphonations were present in 188 
and absent from 30 whines, subharmonics were present in 20 and absent from 198 
whines, and deterministic chaos was present in 191 whines and absent from 27 whines. 
Whine 
acoustic 
characteristic 
Correlation results 
Assessment 
of balance 
Use in 
analysis? 
Duration Not correlated . Yes 
Sound 
Pressure 
Level 
Not correlated . Yes 
Peak 
Frequency 
Correlated with dominant 
frequency (r=0.69, P<0.001) 
. Yes 
Frequency 
Jumps 
. Balanced Yes 
Biphonations . Balanced Yes 
Subharmonics . Balanced Yes 
Deterministic 
Chaos 
. Balanced Yes 
Bandwidth 
10dB 
Correlated with Bandwidth 20 
(r=0.53, P<0.001) 
. No 
Bandwidth 
20dB 
Correlated with other bandwidth 
measurements 
. Yes 
Bandwidth 
30dB 
Correlated with Bandwidth 20 
(r=0.58, P<0.001) 
. No 
Bandwidth 
40dB 
Correlated with Bandwidth 20 
(r=0.46, P<0.001) 
. No 
Fundamental 
Frequency 
Not correlated . Yes 
Dominant 
Frequency 
Correlated with peak frequency 
(r=0.69, P<0.001) 
. No 
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Appendix 2.H Correlation results for whoop acoustic characteristics in a study of Greater 
Prairie-Chicken vocalizations near Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2013 and 2014. Frequency 
jumps were present in 85 and absent from 24 whoops, biphonations were present in 91 
and absent from 18 whoops, subharmonics were present in 4 and absent from 105 
whoops, and deterministic chaos was present in 2 and absent from 107 whoops. 
Whoop 
acoustic 
characteristic 
Correlation results 
Assessment 
of balance 
Use in 
analysis? 
Duration Not correlated . Yes 
Sound 
Pressure 
Level 
Not correlated . Yes 
Peak 
Frequency 
Correlated with fundamental 
frequency (r=0.63, P<0.001 
. No 
Frequency 
Jumps 
. Balanced Yes 
Biphonations . Balanced Yes 
Subharmonics . Omniabsent No 
Deterministic 
Chaos 
. Omniabsent No 
Bandwidth 
10dB 
Correlated with Bandwidth 20 
(r=0.61, P<0.001) 
. No 
Bandwidth 
20dB 
Correlated with other bandwidth 
measurements 
. Yes 
Bandwidth 
30dB 
Correlated with Bandwidth 20 
(r=0.54, P<0.001) 
. No 
Fundamental 
Frequency 
Correlated with peak (r=0.62729, 
P<0.001) and dominant frequency 
(r=0.64, P<0.001)  
. Yes 
Dominant 
Frequency 
Correlated with fundamental 
frequency (r=0.64, P<0.001)  
. No 
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Appendix 2.I Correlation results for explanatory variables in a study of Greater Prairie-
Chicken vocalizations near Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2013 and 2014. 
Vocalization Explanatory variable Correlation results 
Use in 
analysis? 
Boom Ordinal day 
Correlated with 
temperature (r=0.66, 
P<0.001) 
Yes 
 
Time Not correlated Yes 
 
Distance to microphone Not correlated Yes 
 
Distance to turbine Not correlated Yes 
 
Distance to road Not correlated Yes 
 
Males Not correlated Yes 
 
Females Not correlated Yes 
 
Wind speed Not correlated Yes 
  Temperature 
Correlated with ordinal 
day (r=0.66, P<0.001) 
No 
Whoop Ordinal day 
Correlated with 
temperature (r=0.57, 
P<0.001) 
Yes 
 
Time Not correlated Yes 
 
Distance to microphone Not correlated Yes 
 
Distance to turbine Not correlated Yes 
 
Distance to road Not correlated Yes 
 
Males Not correlated Yes 
 
Females Not correlated Yes 
 
Wind speed Not correlated Yes 
  Temperature 
Correlated with ordinal 
day (r=0.57, P<0.001) 
No 
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Appendix 2.I (continued) 
Vocalization Explanatory variable Correlation results 
Use in 
analysis? 
Cackle Ordinal day 
Correlated with 
temperature (r=0.64, 
P<0.001) 
Yes 
 
Time Not correlated Yes 
 
Distance to microphone Not correlated Yes 
 
Distance to turbine Not correlated Yes 
 
Distance to road Not correlated Yes 
 
Males Not correlated Yes 
 
Females Not correlated Yes 
 
Wind speed Not correlated Yes 
  Temperature 
Correlated with ordinal 
day (r=0.64, P<0.001) 
No 
Whine Ordinal day 
Correlated with 
temperature (r=0.63, 
P<0.001) 
Yes 
 
Time Not correlated Yes 
 
Distance to microphone Not correlated Yes 
 
Distance to turbine Not correlated Yes 
 
Distance to road Not correlated Yes 
 
Males Not correlated Yes 
 
Females Not correlated Yes 
 
Wind speed Not correlated Yes 
  Temperature 
Correlated with ordinal 
day (r=0.63, P<0.001) 
No 
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Appendix 2.J Sample sizes, means, standard deviations and ranges of explanatory 
variables for each vocalization studied near Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2013 and 2014.  
Vocalization Explanatory variable N Mean SD Min Max 
Boom Ordinal day 280 126.12 20.74 76 167 
 
Time 280 39.06 41.35 -26 144 
 
Distance to road 280 983.67 743.42 30 2664 
 
Distance to microphone 280 2.19 1.18 0.2 6 
 
Males 262 6.69 3.01 1 17 
 
Females 262 0.07 0.30 0 3 
  Wind speed 245 4.06 3.26 0 11.5 
Cackle Ordinal day 280 127.08 20.71 76 167 
 
Time 280 41.47 41.55 -26 147 
 
Distance to road 280 983.67 743.42 30 2664 
 
Distance to microphone 280 2.56 1.43 0.2 8 
 
Males 271 6.79 3.11 1 17 
 
Females 271 0.08 0.36 0 3 
  Wind speed 251 4.45 3.38 0 13.3 
Whine Ordinal day 280 126.04 20.93 76 167 
 
Time 279 42.77 41.89 -26 147 
 
Distance to road 280 983.67 743.42 30 2664 
 
Distance to microphone 280 2.57 1.45 0.2 8 
 
Males 271 6.74 3.22 1 17 
 
Females 271 0.11 0.56 0 7 
  Wind speed 249 4.36 3.38 0 13.3 
Whoop Ordinal day 140 122.13 19.86 78 149 
 
Time 140 32.19 37.84 -24 145 
 
Distance to road 140 983.67 744.76 30 2664 
 
Distance to microphone 140 2.09 1.29 0.5 6 
 
Males 132 7.23 3.68 2 16 
 
Females 132 0.36 0.62 0 3 
  Wind speed 122 3.74 3.44 0 13 
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CHAPTER 3 APPENDIX 
Appendix 3.A Recording dates, boom chorus measurement sample size, and male lek 
attendance for boom chorus data near Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2013 and 2014.  
Lek Transects Date N 
Male lek attendance 
Mean SD Min Max 
A1 North & South 4/6/2013 50 12.80 1.74 10 15 
 
East & West 4/20/2013 74 10.82 3.62 3 14 
 
North & South 4/27/2013 69 10.54 4.11 1 13 
 
East & West 5/9/2013 64 6.38 2.80 3 11 
 
North & South 5/16/2013 25 8.72 1.90 6 10 
  East & West 5/30/2013 21 7.00 1.45 5 10 
C3 North & South 4/13/2013 77 8.55 0.70 7 9 
 
East & West 4/19/2013 64 8.00 0.00 8 8 
 
North & South 5/11/2013 56 6.86 0.35 6 7 
 
East & West 5/20/2013 72 6.38 1.00 4 7 
 
North & South 5/23/2013 59 7.66 0.48 7 8 
  East & West 6/5/2013 73 7.45 0.73 6 8 
H1 North & South 3/20/2014 61 9.03 2.59 4 12 
 
East & West 4/1/2014 49 6.16 2.16 2 8 
 
North & South 4/12/2014 47 5.43 1.19 3 6 
 
East & West 5/13/2014 60 5.17 0.69 4 6 
 
North & South 5/17/2014 80 3.50 1.01 2 5 
  East & West 5/22/2014 66 4.68 1.62 1 6 
M2 North & South 3/19/2014 63 6.27 0.72 5 7 
 
East & West 3/30/2014 89 5.33 1.26 3 6 
 
North & South 4/11/2014 68 6.71 0.69 6 8 
 
East & West 5/9/2014 76 5.76 0.65 4 6 
 
North & South 5/16/2014 61 6.13 0.64 5 7 
  East & West 5/21/2014 72 5.38 1.59 3 7 
M4 North & South 4/2/2013 48 12.83 0.69 12 14 
 
East & West 4/14/2013 26 7.08 1.72 4 8 
 
North & South 4/28/2013 70 10.29 3.95 1 13 
 
East & West 5/6/2013 39 6.49 1.54 4 8 
 
North & South 5/14/2013 18 8.50 1.54 7 10 
 
East & West 5/24/2013 28 8.04 1.43 6 9 
 
North & South 3/17/2014 54 6.00 2.79 2 10 
  East & West 3/29/2014 40 3.40 1.98 1 5 
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Appendix 3.A (continued) 
 
Lek Transects Date N 
Male lek attendance 
Mean SD Min Max 
M4 East & West 5/7/2014 48 2.83 0.38 2 3 
 
North & South 5/15/2014 68 2.00 0.00 2 2 
  East & West 5/20/2014 70 2.14 0.64 1 3 
V1 North & South 3/25/2014 50 12.00 2.12 8 14 
 
East & West 4/8/2014 80 12.75 2.79 6 15 
 
North & South 4/25/2014 49 12.63 4.50 4 16 
 
East & West 5/10/2014 41 10.63 1.22 9 12 
 
North & South 5/18/2014 43 11.21 0.41 11 12 
  East & West 5/23/2014 76 11.54 0.99 9 12 
W1 North & South 4/21/2013 72 9.00 0.00 9 9 
 
East & West 4/24/2013 63 7.57 0.50 7 8 
 
North & South 5/3/2013 60 6.83 0.38 6 7 
 
East & West 5/13/2013 30 4.67 1.73 3 7 
 
North & South 5/19/2013 80 5.13 2.04 2 7 
  East & West 5/26/2013 80 7.00 0.50 6 8 
W2 North & South 4/30/2013 80 17.25 2.18 12 19 
 
East & West 5/2/2013 60 17.83 0.38 17 18 
 
North & South 5/10/2013 24 9.67 5.55 2 14 
 
East & West 5/18/2013 48 12.00 6.11 1 18 
 
North & South 5/22/2013 45 12.40 3.24 6 14 
  East & West 6/6/2013 70 4.14 0.35 4 5 
W4 North & South 4/3/2013 63 9.43 2.40 4 12 
 
East & West 4/15/2013 34 9.21 2.29 5 11 
 
North & South 4/26/2013 50 11.00 0.00 11 11 
 
East & West 5/7/2013 56 6.50 2.57 2 9 
 
North & South 5/15/2013 50 8.40 1.21 7 10 
 
East & West 5/25/2013 70 7.71 2.62 2 10 
  East & West 6/9/2013 40 8.65 1.00 3 9 
W5 North & South 4/25/2013 72 9.00 3.10 1 11 
 
East & West 5/4/2013 50 9.00 1.28 7 10 
 
North & South 5/12/2013 35 8.40 0.81 7 9 
 
East & West 5/17/2013 35 6.00 0.00 6 6 
 
North & South 5/21/2013 36 4.75 2.31 1 7 
 
East & West 5/27/2013 60 7.00 1.16 5 8 
 
North & South 6/7/2013 53 6.53 0.61 4 7 
  East & West 6/16/2013 30 2.37 1.27 1 4 
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Appendix 3.B General direction, exact degrees and ‘downwind’ category for each 
transect surrounding Greater Prairie-Chicken leks studied near Ainsworth, NE, USA in 
2013 and 2014. 
 
Lek 
General 
direction of 
transect 
Exact 
degrees of 
transect 
Wind directions for 
which transect is 
downwind of lek 
A1 N 0° 150-210° 
 
E 090° 240-300° 
 
S 180° 330-030° 
  W 270° 060-120° 
C3 N 0° 150-210° 
 
E 090° 240-300° 
 
S 200° 350-050° 
  W 270° 060-120° 
H1 N 0° 150-210° 
 
E 90° 240-300° 
 
S 180° 330-030° 
  W 270° 060-120° 
M2 N 0° 150-210° 
 
E 90° 240-300° 
 
S 180° 330-030° 
  W 270° 060-120° 
M4 N 337° 127-187° 
 
E 067° 217-277° 
 
S 157° 307-007° 
  W 247° 037-097° 
V1 N 0° 150-210° 
 
E 90° 240-300° 
 
S 180° 330-030° 
  W 270° 060-120° 
W1 N 359° 149-209° 
 
E 087° 237-297° 
 
S 214° 004-064° 
  W 288° 078-138° 
W2 N 041° 191-251° 
 
E 134° 284-344° 
 
S 221° 011-071° 
  W 314° 104-164° 
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Appendix 3.B (continued) 
 
Lek 
General 
direction of 
transect 
Exact 
degrees of 
transect 
Wind directions for 
which transect is 
downwind of lek 
W4 N 337° 127-187° 
 
E 067° 217-277° 
 
S 157° 307-007° 
  W 247° 037-097° 
W5 N 359° 149-209° 
 
E 108° 258-318° 
 
S 230° 020-080° 
  W 314° 104-164° 
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Appendix 3.C Audio recorders assigned to locations along transects surrounding Greater 
Prairie-Chicken leks near Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2013 and 2014. The same audio 
recorder was always used at the same recording location.  
 
Transect 
direction 
Distance from 
lek (m) 
Audio 
recorder # 
N 50 4 
 
100 5 
 
200 6 
 
400 7 
  800 8 
S 50 9 
 
100 10 
 
200 11 
 
400 12 
  800 13 
E 50 4 
 
100 5 
 
200 6 
 
400 7 
  800 8 
W 50 9 
 
100 10 
 
200 11 
 
400 12 
  800 13 
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Appendix 3.D Parameter estimates for regression equations to estimate (A) wind speed, 
(B) temperature, and (C) humidity at the study site from weather data collected at the 
Ainsworth, NE, USA weather station in 2013.  
 
Effect β SE DF t P 
Intercept -1.197 0.1948 3507 -6.14 <0.001 
Wind speed at 
weather station 
0.4838 0.00803 3507 60.24 <0.001 
Distance -0.01122 0.006866 3507 -1.63 0.103 
  
 
 
Effect β SE DF t P 
Intercept 0.1503 0.1019 3554 1.48 0.140 
Temperature at 
weather station 
0.9561 0.005682 3554 168.25 <0.001 
Distance -0.02992 0.004423 3554 -6.76 <0.001 
  
 
 
Effect β SE DF t P 
Intercept 24.4482 0.5356 3554 45.64 <0.001 
Humidity at 
weather station 
0.7799 0.005243 3554 148.73 <0.001 
Distance -0.1121 0.01326 3554 -8.46 <0.001 
  
The following regression equations were used to estimate weather at the leks: 
Wind speed at lek = -1.197 + (0.4838)*(wind speed at weather station) 
Temperature at lek  = 0.1503 +  (0.9561)*(temperature at weather station) + (-
0.02992)(distance between weather station and lek) 
Humidity at lek = 24.4482 + (0.7799)*(humidity at weather station) + (-
0.1121)*(distance between weather station and lek) 
  
A 
B 
C 
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Appendix 3.E Examples of clipping in Greater Prairie-Chicken boom chorus sound files 
recorded near Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2013 and 2014. (A) Has no clipping and is ready 
to use, (B) has minimal clipping and can be used once the clipped portions are deleted, 
and (C) has extreme clipping and is not useable. 
 
 
 
 
 
   
A 
B 
C 
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Appendix 3.F Examples of boom chorus spectrograms from sound files recorded near 
Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2013 and 2014. (A) Example of a good quality spectrogram 
recorded 50 meters from a lek. (B) Example of airplane noise in a boom chorus 
spectrogram recorded 50 meters from a lek. 
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Appendix 3.G Calibration correction factors used to correct for differences in gain 
settings and variation among individual audio recorders used to record Greater Prairie-
Chicken boom chorus near Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2013 and 2014. The microphones for 
channel 1 of audio recorders 4, 5, and 6 were broken during an encounter with cows on 
May 31, 2013, so there are different correction factors for the original and replacement 
microphones. 
Year 
Audio 
recorder # 
Channel 
Gain 
(dB) 
Calibration correction 
factor (dB) 
2013 4 1 36 
Before May 31st: -26.37 
May 31st and after: -22.15 
 
  2 48 -35.83 
 
5 1 36 
Before May 31st: -20.90 
May 31st and after: -21.80 
 
  2 48 -40.40 
 
6 1 36 
Before May 31st: -23.83 
May 31st and after: -23.00 
 
  2 48 -36.60 
 
7 1 36 -21.70 
 
  2 48 -32.28 
 
8 1 36 -26.35 
 
  2 48 -33.06 
 
9 1 36 -26.94 
 
  2 48 -27.77 
 
10 1 36 -21.03 
 
  2 48 -33.84 
 
11 1 36 -20.83 
 
  2 48 -33.56 
 
12 1 36 -25.50 
 
  2 48 -30.10 
 
13 1 36 -20.04 
    2 48 -32.91 
2014 4 1 36 -21.83 
 
  2 48 -33.08 
 
5 1 36 -20.75 
 
  2 48 -31.53 
 
6 1 36 -20.88 
 
  2 48 -29.68 
 
7 1 36 -18.50 
 
  2 48 -31.55 
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Appendix 3.G (continued) 
 
Year 
Audio 
recorder # 
Channel 
Gain 
(dB) 
Calibration correction 
factor (dB) 
2014 8 1 36 -23.13 
 
  2 48 -32.25 
 
9 1 36 -19.08 
 
  2 48 -31.93 
 
10 1 36 -17.85 
 
  2 48 -30.45 
 
11 1 36 -17.75 
 
  2 48 -32.38 
 
12 1 36 -21.55 
 
  2 48 -29.30 
 
13 1 36 -18.55 
    2 48 -29.68 
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Appendix 3.H Example of a ‘downwind’ category used to describe the wind direction in 
relation to the boom chorus transect extending from a lek near Ainsworth, NE, USA in 
2013 and 2014. In this example, the transect is positioned at 90 degrees, so wind coming 
from 240 to 300 degrees would cause the transect to be ‘downwind’ of the lek. 
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Appendix 3.I Example of a ‘not downwind’ category used to describe the wind direction 
in relation to the boom chorus transect extending from a lek near Ainsworth, NE, USA in 
2013 and 2014. In this example, the transect is positioned at 90 degrees, so wind coming 
from 300 to 240 degrees would cause the transect to be ‘not downwind’ of the lek. 
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Appendix 3.J Example of a Viewshed created in ArcGIS used to estimate the topography 
surrounding a Greater Prairie-Chicken lek near Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2013 and 2014. 
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Appendix 3.K Results of topography estimation for the area surrounding each Greater 
Prairie-Chicken lek studied near Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2013 and 2014. 
Lek 
Transect 
direction 
Location on 
transect (distance 
to lek in meters) 
Is recording 
location visible 
from lek? 
A1 N 50 yes 
  
100 yes 
  
200 yes 
  
400 no 
 
  800 no 
 
E 50 yes 
  
100 yes 
  
200 yes 
  
400 yes 
 
  800 no 
 
S 50 yes 
  
100 yes 
  
200 yes 
  
400 no 
 
  800 no 
 
W 50 yes 
  
100 yes 
  
200 no 
  
400 no 
    800 no 
C3 N 50 yes 
  
100 yes 
  
200 yes 
  
400 yes 
 
  800 no 
 
E 50 yes 
  
100 yes 
  
200 yes 
  
400 no 
 
  800 yes 
 
S 50 yes 
  
100 yes 
  
200 yes 
  
400 yes 
 
  800 yes 
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Appendix 3.K (continued) 
 
Lek 
Transect 
direction 
Location on 
transect (distance 
to lek in meters) 
Is recording 
location visible 
from lek? 
C3 W 50 yes 
  
100 yes 
  
200 yes 
  
400 yes 
    800 yes 
H1 N 50 yes 
  
100 yes 
  
200 yes 
  
400 no 
 
  800 no 
 
E 50 yes 
  
100 yes 
  
200 yes 
  
400 yes 
 
  800 yes 
 
S 50 yes 
  
100 no 
  
200 yes 
  
400 yes 
 
  800 no 
 
W 50 yes 
  
100 yes 
  
200 yes 
  
400 yes 
    800 no 
M2 N 50 yes 
  
100 yes 
  
200 yes 
  
400 yes 
 
  800 no 
 
E 50 yes 
  
100 yes 
  
200 no 
  
400 yes 
 
  800 no 
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Appendix 3.K (continued) 
 
Lek 
Transect 
direction 
Location on 
transect (distance 
to lek in meters) 
Is recording 
location visible 
from lek? 
M2 S 50 yes 
  
100 yes 
  
200 yes 
  
400 yes 
 
  800 yes 
 
W 50 yes 
  
100 yes 
  
200 yes 
  
400 yes 
    800 yes 
M4 N 50 yes 
  
100 yes 
  
200 yes 
  
400 yes 
 
  800 no 
 
E 50 yes 
  
100 yes 
  
200 yes 
  
400 yes 
 
  800 no 
 
S 50 yes 
  
100 yes 
  
200 yes 
  
400 yes 
 
  800 no 
 
W 50 yes 
  
100 no 
  
200 yes 
  
400 yes 
    800 no 
V1 N 50 yes 
  
100 yes 
  
200 yes 
  
400 yes 
 
  800 yes 
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Appendix 3.K (continued) 
 
Lek 
Transect 
direction 
Location on 
transect (distance 
to lek in meters) 
Is recording 
location visible 
from lek? 
V1 E 50 yes 
  
100 yes 
  
200 yes 
  
400 yes 
 
  800 yes 
 
S 50 yes 
  
100 yes 
  
200 yes 
  
400 yes 
 
  800 no 
 
W 50 yes 
  
100 yes 
  
200 yes 
  
400 yes 
    800 yes 
W1 N 50 yes 
  
100 yes 
  
200 yes 
  
400 no 
 
  800 no 
 
E 50 yes 
  
100 yes 
  
200 yes 
  
400 yes 
 
  800 no 
 
S 50 yes 
  
100 yes 
  
200 yes 
  
400 yes 
 
  800 yes 
 
W 50 yes 
  
100 yes 
  
200 yes 
  
400 no 
    800 yes 
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Appendix 3.K (continued) 
 
Lek 
Transect 
direction 
Location on 
transect (distance 
to lek in meters) 
Is recording 
location visible 
from lek? 
W2 N 50 yes 
  
100 yes 
  
200 yes 
  
400 yes 
 
  800 no 
 
E 50 yes 
  
100 yes 
  
200 no 
  
400 yes 
 
  800 yes 
 
S 50 yes 
  
100 yes 
  
200 yes 
  
400 yes 
 
  800 yes 
 
W 50 yes 
  
100 yes 
  
200 yes 
  
400 yes 
    800 no 
W4 N 50 yes 
  
100 yes 
  
200 yes 
  
400 yes 
 
  800 no 
 
E 50 yes 
  
100 yes 
  
200 yes 
  
400 yes 
 
  800 no 
 
S 50 yes 
  
100 yes 
  
200 yes 
  
400 yes 
 
  800 yes 
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Appendix 3.K (continued) 
 
Lek 
Transect 
direction 
Location on 
transect (distance 
to lek in meters) 
Is recording 
location visible 
from lek? 
W4 W 50 yes 
  
100 yes 
  
200 yes 
  
400 yes 
    800 yes 
W5 N 50 yes 
  
100 no 
  
200 yes 
  
400 yes 
 
  800 no 
 
E 50 yes 
  
100 yes 
  
200 no 
  
400 no 
 
  800 no 
 
S 50 yes 
  
100 yes 
  
200 yes 
  
400 yes 
 
  800 no 
 
W 50 yes 
  
100 yes 
  
200 no 
  
400 no 
    800 no 
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Appendix 3.L Analysis of Greater Prairie-Chicken boom chorus studied near Ainsworth, 
NE, USA in 2013 and 2014 using peak amplitude (dB) as the response variable. All 
methods are the same as those described for the analysis of the boom chorus signal-to-
noise ratio. 
 
Parameter estimates: 
Parameter β SE DF t  P 
Intercept 40.8574 7.5165 1252 5.44 <0.001 
Ordinal day 0.8142 0.1196 1252 6.81 <0.001 
Ordinal day2 -0.00387 0.000534 1252 -7.24 <0.001 
Spherical spreading 
coefficient 
0.7393 0.0231 1252 32 <0.001 
Time -0.03713 0.004449 1252 -8.34 <0.001 
Males 0.1964 0.0522 1252 3.76 <0.001 
Females 1.2307 0.2885 1252 4.27 <0.001 
Humidity 0.06862 0.01403 1252 4.89 <0.001 
Wind speed 0.06832 0.05848 1252 1.17 0.243 
Wind direction (downwind) 0.7572 0.4652 1252 1.63 0.104 
Wind direction (not 
downwind) 
0 . . . . 
Vegetation -0.01737 0.02244 1252 -0.77 0.439 
Topography (not visible) -0.00785 0.555 1252 -0.01 0.989 
Topography (yes visible) 0 . . . . 
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Appendix 3.L (continued) 
 
Means and ranges of explanatory variables: 
Explanatory variable N Mean SD Min Max 
Ordinal day 2594 121.15 21.89 76 167 
Time (minutes after 
midnight) 
2594 434.78 53.19 340 590 
Males 2594 8.03 3.92 1 19 
Females 2594 0.36 0.94 0 8 
Humidity (%) 2594 83.20 13.56 35.45 100 
Wind speed (km/hr) 2594 4.50 3.70 0 19.48 
Vegetation height (cm) 1264 20.44 8.19 0 58 
 
 
 
 
Figure: Predicted boom chorus peak amplitude (dB) with all explanatory variables 
except distance held constant at their means. Error bars represent variation for distance.  
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CHAPTER 4 APPENDIX 
Appendix 4.A Wind turbine noise was recorded at 70 grid point locations overlaid on the 
wind energy facility near Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2014. The grid points were located at 
different distances to the nearest wind turbines. 
Grid 
Point 
Nearest 
turbine 
Distance 
(meters) 
 
Grid 
Point 
Nearest 
turbine 
Distance 
(meters) 
1 23 3029 
 
36 21 1624 
2 23 2565 
 
37 18 1091 
3 23 2412 
 
38 31 654 
4 23 2718 
 
39 29 277 
5 15 2451 
 
40 25 690 
6 15 2379 
 
41 6 571 
7 12 2508 
 
42 4 49 
8 23 2299 
 
43 1 214 
9 23 1622 
 
44 21 3062 
10 23 1457 
 
45 35 2183 
11 17 2195 
 
46 35 1211 
12 16 1487 
 
47 35 498 
13 15 1397 
 
48 27 666 
14 12 1587 
 
49 24 119 
15 12 2179 
 
50 9 103 
16 2 2976 
 
51 7 539 
17 23 1857 
 
52 0 762 
18 23 903 
 
53 35 1272 
19 23 504 
 
54 35 574 
20 20 1114 
 
55 32 287 
21 17 547 
 
56 24 1111 
22 14 450 
 
57 11 316 
23 12 1008 
 
58 11 764 
24 12 1653 
 
59 11 1717 
25 2 2006 
 
60 35 1900 
26 23 1907 
 
61 32 1383 
27 23 1004 
 
62 11 1640 
28 21 232 
 
63 11 1059 
29 18 293 
 
64 11 1202 
30 17 505 
 
65 11 1935 
31 13 538 
 
66 32 2290 
32 12 806 
 
67 32 2159 
33 6 966 
 
68 11 2390 
34 2 1054 
 
69 11 2005 
35 23 2406 
 
70 11 2112 
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Appendix 4.B Groups of grid point recording locations where wind turbine noise was 
recorded near Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2014. Sound was recorded at all grid points in a 
group on the same day. The same audio recorder was always used at the same grid point 
location. 
Color 
group 
Grid 
Point # 
Audio 
recorder # 
 
Color 
group 
Grid 
Point # 
Audio 
recorder # 
Blue 16 4 
 
Orange 58 9 
 
25 5 
 
 
59 10 
 
34 6 
 
 
56 11 
 
19 7 
 
 
40 12 
 
27 8 
 
  23 13 
 
63 9 
 
Pink 13 4 
 
64 10 
 
 
14 5 
 
54 11 
 
 
33 6 
 
47 12 
 
 
26 7 
  48 13 
 
 
44 8 
Gray 4 4 
 
 
51 9 
 
68 5 
 
 
52 10 
 
7 6 
 
 
57 11 
 
31 7 
 
 
49 12 
 
21 8 
 
  50 13 
 
9 9 
 
Purple 6 4 
 
10 10 
 
 
70 5 
 
42 11 
 
 
32 6 
 
8 12 
 
 
18 7 
  17 13 
 
 
35 8 
Green 5 4 
 
 
41 9 
 
65 5 
 
 
30 10 
 
15 6 
 
 
62 11 
 
39 7 
 
 
20 12 
 
28 8 
 
  29 13 
 
46 9 
 
Yellow 12 4 
 
24 10 
 
 
69 5 
 
66 11 
 
 
3 6 
 
53 12 
 
 
38 7 
  60 13 
 
 
37 8 
Orange 1 4 
 
 
43 9 
 
2 5 
 
 
22 10 
 
11 6 
 
 
67 11 
 
36 7 
 
 
55 12 
  45 8 
 
  61 13 
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Appendix 4.C Recording dates for grid point groups where turbine noise was recorded 
near Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2014. 
Grid point group Recording dates 
Blue 3/21/2014 
 
4/6/2014 
  5/28/2014 
Gray 4/5/2014 
 
4/29/2014 
 
5/6/2014 
 
6/5/2014 
  6/6/2014 
Green 4/3/2014 
 
4/4/2014 
 
4/27/2014 
 
4/28/2014 
 
6/3/2014 
  6/4/2014 
Orange 3/22/2014 
 
4/7/2014 
  5/29/2014 
Pink 3/23/2014 
 
4/14/2014 
  5/30/2014 
Purple 3/24/2014 
 
4/15/2014 
 
5/31/2014 
  6/1/2014 
Yellow 4/2/2014 
 
4/26/2014 
  6/2/2014 
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Appendix 4.D Recording dates and audio recorders used to record ambient sound at ten 
random locations near Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2014. 
Ambient 
location # 
Audio 
recorder # 
Recording dates (2014) 
 3/28  4/9  5/14  5/25  5/26  5/27 
4 4      
5 5      
6 6      
7 7   
  

8 8   
  

9 9   
   
10 10   
  

11 11   
  

12 12   
  

13 13        
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Appendix 4.E Parameter estimates for models to estimate (A) wind speed, (B) 
temperature, and (C) humidity at the study site from weather data collected at a weather 
station near Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2013. The models include the distance (measured in 
meters) between the weather station and the study location for which the weather is being 
estimated.  
Effect β SE DF t P 
Intercept -1.197 0.1948 3507 -6.14 <0.001 
Wind speed at 
weather station 
0.4838 0.00803 3507 60.24 <0.001 
Distance -0.01122 0.006866 3507 -1.63 0.103 
  
 
Effect β SE DF t P 
Intercept 0.1503 0.1019 3554 1.48 0.140 
Temperature at 
weather station 
0.9561 0.005682 3554 168.25 <0.001 
Distance -0.02992 0.004423 3554 -6.76 <0.001 
  
 
Effect β SE DF t P 
Intercept 24.4482 0.5356 3554 45.64 <0.001 
Humidity at 
weather station 
0.7799 0.005243 3554 148.73 <0.001 
Distance -0.1121 0.01326 3554 -8.46 <0.001 
  
The following are the regression models I used to estimate the weather at the study site: 
Wind speed at study site = -1.197 + (0.4838)*(wind speed at weather station) 
Temperature at study site  = 0.1503 +  (0.9561)*(temperature at weather station)               
+ (-0.02992)(distance between weather station and study site) 
Humidity at study site = 24.4482 + (0.7799)*(humidity at weather station)                       
+ (-0.1121)*(distance between weather station and study site) 
 
  
B 
C 
A 
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Appendix 4.F Examples of clipping in sound files recorded near Ainsworth, NE, USA in 
2014. (A) Has no clipping and is ready to use, (B) has minimal clipping and can be used 
once the clipped portions are deleted, and (C) has extreme clipping and is not useable. 
 
 
 
 
  
A 
B 
C 
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Appendix 4.G Calibration correction factors used to correct for differences in gain 
settings and variation among individual audio recorders used to record wind turbine noise 
and ambient sound near Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2014. 
  
Audio 
recorder # 
Channel 
Gain 
(dB) 
Calibration correction 
factor (dB) 
4 1 36 -21.83 
  2 48 -33.08 
5 1 36 -20.75 
  2 48 -31.53 
6 1 36 -20.88 
  2 48 -29.68 
7 1 36 -18.50 
  2 48 -31.55 
8 1 36 -23.13 
  2 48 -32.25 
9 1 36 -19.08 
  2 48 -31.93 
10 1 36 -17.85 
  2 48 -30.45 
11 1 36 -17.75 
  2 48 -32.38 
12 1 36 -21.55 
  2 48 -29.30 
13 1 36 -18.55 
  2 48 -29.68 
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Appendix 4.H ‘Downwind’ and ‘not downwind’ categories for each grid point recording 
location near Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2014. 
Grid 
point # 
Angles to 'outermost' 
turbines 
Downwind 
(degrees) 
Not downwind 
(degrees) 
1 150 and 115 105 - 160 160 - 105 
2 161 and 119 109 - 171 171 - 109 
3 185 and 125 115 - 195 195 - 115 
4 206 and 130 120 - 216 216 - 120 
5 222 and 136 126 -232 232 - 126 
6 233 and 144 134 - 243 243 - 134 
7 240 and 144 134 - 250 250 - 134 
8 145 and 105 95 - 155 155 - 95 
9 155 and 109 99- 165 165 - 99 
10 188 and 114 104 - 198 198 - 104 
11 216 and 126 116 - 226 226 - 116 
12 237 and 128 118 - 247 247 - 128 
13 246 and 137 127 - 256 256 - 127 
14 251 and 148 138 - 261 261 - 138 
15 255 and 162 152 - 265 265 - 152 
16 257 and 180 170 - 267 267 - 170 
17 138 and 94 84 - 148 148 - 84 
18 148 and 95 85 - 158 158 - 85 
19 205 and 99 89 - 215 215 - 89 
20 251 and 101 91 - 261 261 - 91 
21 259 and 108 98 - 269 269 - 98 
22 263 and 126 116 - 273 273 - 116 
23 264 and 142 132 - 274 274 - 132 
24 265 and 155 145 - 275 275 - 145 
25 266 and 179 169 - 267 267 - 169 
26 72 and 128 62 - 138 138 - 62 
27 54 and 139 44 - 149 149 - 44 
28 342 and 155 332 - 165 165 - 342 
29 297 and 67 57 - 307 307 - 57 
30 all downwind all downwind all downwind 
31 all downwind all downwind all downwind 
32 311 and 121 111 - 321 321 - 111 
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Appendix 4.H (continued) 
 
Grid 
point # 
Angles to 'outermost' 
turbines 
Downwind 
(degrees) 
Not downwind 
(degrees) 
33 288 and 141 131 - 298 298 - 131 
34 179 and 281 169 - 291 291 - 169 
35 49 and 116 39 - 126 126 - 39 
36 27 and 125 17 - 135 135 - 17 
37 353 and 142 343 - 152 152 - 343 
38 323 and 175 313 - 185 185 - 313 
39 all downwind all downwind all downwind 
40 all downwind all downwind all downwind 
41 all downwind all downwind all downwind 
42 all downwind all downwind all downwind 
43 300 and 174 164 - 310 310 - 164 
44 35 and 102 25 - 112 112 - 25 
45 18 and 107 8 - 117 117 - 8 
46 356 and 115 346 - 125 125 - 346 
47 335 and 164 325 - 174 174 - 325 
48 all downwind all downwind all downwind 
49 all downwind all downwind all downwind 
50 all downwind all downwind all downwind 
51 213 and 54 203 - 64 64 - 203 
52 239 and 1 229 - 11 11 - 229 
53 357 and 90 347 - 100 100 - 347 
54 342 and 90 332 - 100 100 - 332 
55 305 and 90 295 - 100 100 - 295 
56 277 and 90 267 - 100 100 - 267 
57 274 and 93 264 - 103 103 - 264 
58 279 and 25 269 - 35 35 - 269 
59 277 and 0 267 - 10 10 - 267 
60 358 and 77 348 - 87 87 - 348 
61 345 and 73 335 - 83 83 - 335 
62 309 and 53 299 - 63 63 - 299 
63 298 and 36 288 - 46 46 - 288 
64 290 and 20 280 - 30 30 - 280 
65 285 and 0 275 - 10 10 - 275 
66 348 and 59 338 - 69 69 - 338 
67 339 and 50 329 - 60 60 - 329 
68 324 and 39 314 - 49 49 - 314 
69 311 and 28 301 - 38 38 - 301 
70 304 and 15 294 - 25 25 - 294 
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Appendix 4.I Example of a ‘downwind’ category used to describe the wind direction in 
relation to a grid point sound recording location and the wind energy facility near 
Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2014. In this example, wind coming from 128 to 247 degrees 
causes grid point #12 to be ‘downwind’ of the wind energy facility. 
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Appendix 4.J Example of a ‘not downwind’ category used to describe the wind direction 
in relation to a grid point sound recording location and the wind energy facility near 
Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2014. In this example, wind coming from 247 to 128 degrees 
causes grid point #12 to be ‘not downwind’ of the wind energy facility. 
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Appendix 4.K Example of a Viewshed created in ArcGIS used to estimate the 
topography surrounding a wind energy facility near Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2014. In this 
example, the areas visible from the hub of turbine #24 are green and the areas not visible 
are red. 
 
  
Turbine 24 
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Appendix 4.L Standardized percentage of turbines visible from each grid point recording 
location near Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2014. 
 
Grid 
Point # 
Number of 
turbines visible 
Percent of 
turbines visible 
Standardized 
percentage 
1 20 0.56 -1.045 
2 33 0.92 0.376 
3 36 1.00 0.704 
4 36 1.00 0.704 
5 31 0.86 0.158 
6 36 1.00 0.704 
7 34 0.94 0.486 
8 34 0.94 0.486 
9 36 1.00 0.704 
10 36 1.00 0.704 
11 36 1.00 0.704 
12 35 0.97 0.595 
13 35 0.97 0.595 
14 35 0.97 0.595 
15 36 1.00 0.704 
16 20 0.56 -1.045 
17 15 0.42 -1.592 
18 16 0.44 -1.482 
19 32 0.89 0.267 
20 36 1.00 0.704 
21 31 0.86 0.158 
22 9 0.25 -2.248 
23 18 0.50 -1.264 
24 36 1.00 0.704 
25 29 0.81 -0.061 
26 33 0.92 0.376 
27 30 0.83 0.048 
28 36 1.00 0.704 
29 36 1.00 0.704 
30 36 1.00 0.704 
31 36 1.00 0.704 
32 36 1.00 0.704 
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Appendix 4.L (continued)  
 
Grid 
Point # 
Number of 
turbines visible 
Percent of 
turbines visible 
Standardized 
percentage 
33 31 0.86 0.158 
34 35 0.97 0.595 
35 36 1.00 0.704 
36 20 0.56 -1.045 
37 36 1.00 0.704 
38 33 0.92 0.376 
39 34 0.94 0.486 
40 35 0.97 0.595 
41 36 1.00 0.704 
42 26 0.72 -0.389 
43 35 0.97 0.595 
44 0 0.00 -3.232 
45 36 1.00 0.704 
46 32 0.89 0.267 
47 33 0.92 0.376 
48 13 0.36 -1.810 
49 31 0.86 0.158 
50 36 1.00 0.704 
51 18 0.50 -1.264 
52 17 0.47 -1.373 
53 36 1.00 0.704 
54 36 1.00 0.704 
55 30 0.83 0.048 
56 14 0.39 -1.701 
57 36 1.00 0.704 
58 22 0.61 -0.826 
59 36 1.00 0.704 
60 36 1.00 0.704 
61 32 0.89 0.267 
62 20 0.56 -1.045 
63 4 0.11 -2.794 
64 36 1.00 0.704 
65 12 0.33 -1.920 
66 35 0.97 0.595 
67 36 1.00 0.704 
68 36 1.00 0.704 
69 13 0.36 -1.810 
70 32 0.89 0.267 
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Appendix 4.M Model for estimating the turbine status (number of turbines on) from the 
wind speed at a wind energy facility near Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2015. 
 
Effect β SE P 
Intercept 29.2234 0.6746 <0.0001 
wind speed linear -0.2975 0.1806 0.0995 
wind speed quadratic 0.03433 0.01556 0.0274 
wind speed cubic -0.00142 0.00052 0.0059 
wind speed quartic 1.3E-05 5.74E-06 0.0255 
 
 
𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑛 = 29.2234 − 0.2975𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 + 0.03433𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑2 −
0.00142𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑3 + 0.000013𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑4  
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Appendix 4.N Pearson’s correlation results of explanatory variables used in the analysis 
of sound levels near the wind energy facility in Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2014. Correlation 
was defined by an r-value of 0.6 or greater. Ordinal day and temperature are positively 
correlated. Wind speed and the number of turbines on are negatively correlated. The 
sample size for vegetation was 4267 and the sample size for all other variables was 4285. 
    
Ordinal 
day 
Time Temp Humidity 
Wind 
speed 
Veg 
Turbine 
status 
Ordinal 
day 
r 1 -0.004 0.88 0.23 -0.15 0.05 0.16 
P   0.804 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 
Time 
r -0.004 1 -0.04 0.12 -0.04 -0.0092 -0.03 
P 0.804 
 
0.017 <0.001 0.006 0.548 0.070 
Temp 
r 0.88 -0.04 1 -0.003 0.04 0.05 -0.04 
P <0.001 0.017   0.828 0.004 0.001 0.008 
Humidity 
r 0.23 0.12 -0.003 1 -0.48 0.11 0.43 
P <0.001 <0.001 0.828 
 
<0.001 <0.001 <0.001 
Wind 
speed 
r -0.15 -0.04 0.04 -0.48 1 0.02 -0.78 
P <0.001 0.006 0.004 <0.001   0.120 <0.001 
Veg 
r 0.05 -0.009 0.05 0.11 0.02 1 0.01 
P <0.001 0.548 0.001 <0.001 0.120 
 
0.467 
Turbine 
status 
r 0.16 -0.03 -0.04 0.43 -0.78 0.01 1 
P <0.001 0.070 0.008 <0.001 <0.001 0.467   
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Appendix 4.O Pearson’s correlation analysis results of explanatory variables used in the 
analysis of ambient sound levels studied near Ainsworth, NE, USA in 2014. The sample 
size for all variables is 972. Correlation was defined by an r-value of 0.6 or greater. 
Ordinal day and temperature are positively correlated. Humidity and wind speed are 
negatively correlated. 
    
Ordinal 
day 
Time Temp Humidity 
Wind 
speed 
Ordinal 
day 
r 1 0 0.72 0.42 -0.38 
P   1 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 
Time r 0 1 -0.04 0.08 0.10 
  P 1   0.163 0.009 0.002 
Temp r 0.72 -0.04 1 0.20 -0.07 
  P <0.001 0.163   <0.001 0.023 
Humidity r 0.42 0.08 0.20 1 -0.88 
  P <0.001 0.009 <0.001   <0.001 
Wind 
speed 
r -0.38 0.10 -0.07 -0.88 1 
P <0.001 0.002 0.023 <0.001   
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APPENDIX 5: DEFINITION OF TERMS 
Term Definition Citation 
Ambient sound Background sound Pater et al. 2009 
Amplitude 
A measurement of the variation in 
atmospheric pressure caused by a sound; the 
"loudness" of a sound 
 
Bandwidth 
The difference between upper and lower 
frequencies 
  
Biphonations 
The occurrence of two simultaneous but 
independent fundamental frequencies, which 
can be visible in a spectrogram as two 
distinct and autonomous frequency contours  
Riede et al. 2004 
Boom 
Low frequency vocalizations produced by 
males during courtship displays and mildly 
aggressive encounters  
Sparling 1981; 
Sparling 1983 
Boom chorus 
Sound created by different prairie-chickens 
simultaneously vocalizing at a lek, with a 
focus on the low frequencies (approximately 
300 Hertz), which are dominated by the 
boom vocalization 
 
Broadband Having a broad bandwidth   
Cackle 
A short call often used in conjunction with 
whines in long strings, typically associated 
with aggressive and territorial behavior 
Sparling 1981; 
Sparling 1983 
Clipping 
Waveform distortion resulting from either 
overdriving electronic circuitry or by 
overflowing an analog-to-digital converter 
 
Decibel (dB) 
A logarithmic unit used to quantify sound 
level relative to a reference level  
Deterministic 
chaos 
Episodes of nonrandom noise in a 
vocalization 
Riede et al. 2004 
Dominant 
frequency 
The frequency with the maximum power, at 
specific points in the call, measured in Hertz  
Duration 
The length of a vocalization, measured in 
seconds 
  
Frequency 
The number of pressure variations of a 
periodic sound wave per unit time; pitch; 
measured in Hertz (Hz) 
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Appendix 5: Definition of terms (continued) 
Term Definition Citation 
Frequency jump 
Sudden frequency changes in which 
vibration rate moves up or down abruptly; is 
qualitatively different from continuous 
modulation  
Riede et al. 2004 
Fundamental 
frequency 
The lowest frequency of a periodic sound 
wave; the lowest frequency in a vocalization  
Gain 
The amplification setting of an amplifier 
designed to increase signal output 
  
Harmonics 
Frequencies that are integer multiples of the 
fundamental frequency 
Moore 2014 
Hertz (Hz) 
Unit to measure the frequency of a periodic 
wave (cycles per second) 
  
Lek 
Location where males congregate each 
spring to perform courtship displays and 
attract females  
Breckenridge 
1929; Schwartz 
1945 
Level 
The relative pressure of a sound, measured in 
decibels (dB), which may be experienced 
subjectively as "loudness" 
  
Lombard effect 
The occurrence of increased vocalization 
amplitude in an attempt to be heard over 
noise 
Brumm and Todt 
2002; Brumm 
2004 
Masking 
A change in the perception of a sound by the 
presence of another sound; the interference 
of the transmission of acoustic signals from 
senders to receivers by background noise 
Brumm and 
Slabbekoorn 
2005; Patricelli 
and Blickley 
2006 
Maximum 
power 
The highest power occurring in a sound, 
measured in decibels 
Charif et al. 2010 
Narrowband Having a narrow bandwidth   
Noise Unwanted sound 
 
Nonlinearities 
Complex phenomena in vocalizations; 
provide a complexity and unpredictability to 
the calls that may help them stand out and be 
more noticeable  
Fitch et al. 2002 
Peak amplitude 
The highest absolute amplitude of a sound; 
dimensionless units 
Charif et al. 2010 
Peak frequency 
The frequency component of a sound 
corresponding to the maximum amplitude, 
measured in Hertz 
Charif et al. 2010 
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Appendix 5: Definition of terms (continued) 
Term Definition Citation 
Power spectrum 
Visual representation of the relative levels of 
each frequency component of a sound over a 
selected time interval 
Charif et al. 
2010 
Signal-to-noise 
ratio (SNR) 
The difference between the level of an 
acoustic signal and the level of background 
noise, measured in decibels 
  
Sound pressure 
level (SPL) 
The pressure level of a sound wave, measured 
in decibels sound pressure level (dB SPL) 
relative to a reference value 
 
Soundscape 
The combination of biological, geophysical, 
and anthropogenic sounds superimposed on 
the landscape 
Pijanowski et al. 
2011 
Spectrogram 
A spectral representation of a sound wave in 
which the x-axis is time, the y-axis is 
frequency, and the color at any particular 
point indicates the relative power level 
 
Spherical 
spreading 
Propagation of an acoustic signal such that 
energy is spread out evenly in all directions 
from a point source; causes a decrease in 
sound level by approximately 6 dB with every 
doubling of distance in every direction from 
the source 
Attenborough 
2014 
Subharmonics 
Appearance of additional energy at evenly 
spaced intervals below the fundamental 
frequency and between adjacent harmonics 
throughout the frequency spectrum 
Riede et al. 2004 
Waveform 
A time-domain representation of a sound 
pressure wave, with time on the x-axis and 
amplitude on the y-axis 
Charif et al. 
2010 
Whine 
A short call often used in conjunction with 
cackle in long strings, typically associated 
with aggressive and territorial behavior 
Sparling 1981; 
Sparling 1983 
Whoop 
A clear and musical call typically produced 
when females are present on the leks; often 
associated with flutter jumps and foot-
stomping  
Hamerstrom and 
Hamerstrom 
1960; Sparling 
1983 
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Appendix 5: Definition of terms (continued) 
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